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PREFACE
Commercial Geography is perhaps one of the
hardest subjects to teach in the high scbool com-
mercial curriculum because little information
for the guidance of teachers is available. Any
one who has tried to get a printed course of
study knows this. The follov/ing thesis is an
endeavor to discover as far as possible the
present methods of teaching the subject; the
various approaches used and the general con-
tent of the course of study together with the
educational aims and objectives that go to make
up the most cultural subject offered in the
commercial course. The author has sought to
discuss the subject impartially; but naturally
from the American point of view, which is, that
the great American public school is for all the
people and not for the selected fev/ like the
class schools of Europe. Commercial Geography
if taught properly, can do much to interpret
American life in an understondable way for the
high school boy or girl. It can yield its fair
share toward that greatest of American ides Is
"the building of citizenship."
iv
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VThe author is indebted to Professor
Everett L. Getchell of Boston University
for the inspiration to take up the study
of Geography seriously; to Mr. Rufus
Stickney for the practical training and
invaluable suggestions given when teaching
the subject under his supervision in the
Arlington Senior High Sc^'^ool. To my
Mother for reading the proof, and to ray
friend Miss Theresa B. Binnig for her
kindness in assuming full responsibility
of the typing of this thesis is due my
most hearty thanks.
Paul T.ioody Boynton
16A Ashburton Place
Boston, Massachusetts
April 1928

CHAPTER I
PURPOSE OP STUDY
HISTORY OF COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
DEFINITIONS OF COMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

1A PURPOSE OF STUDY
This thesis is undertaken for the purpose
of detej-Diining the following facts:
1 The status of the pedagogy of comrr'ercial
geography
.
2 Its place in the high school curriculum.
3 Methods of teaching commercial geography.
4 The present approach to geograrihy from the
time a pupil enters primary school until he
reaches the tenth grade,
5 Seme of the objectives of corjirnercial geog-
raphy as I see them.
6 The value of commercial geography.
7 A sugp-ested course of study in commercial
geography for senior high schools based on
four years of continuous teaching of the
subject and finally as complete a bibli-
ography as I could compile in five years
of collecting and classifying references
to geographical matter in booi^s, magazines,
maps, atlases and exhibits.
II HISTORY
A ORIGIN OF COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
Comm.ercial geogra-hy seems first to have

originated in the eighteenth century in the
country of Germany. The name Tracer's Geog-
raphy was first used, (Kaufamnnsgeographie
,
Kandels-geographie ) . The subject of corrjner-
cial geography first contained unrelated scraps
of information with particular reference to
trade. That is why commercial geography has
stressed facts rather than causes. It evolved
in some what the following manner.
First, products only were taught, (A cursory
glance at some of the old geographies v/ill hear
me out in this
.
)
Second, Geography and products were treated but
were treated entirely separately. Som.etimes pro-
ducts first and geography second and. vice versa.
Third, co!".mercial geography was tau.^^ht in its
relation to human beings. That is, a direct re-
lation was shown between products and people *s
dependence on them.
Fourth, the independence of the people v/as taught,
that is, processes v/ere emphasized rather than
products. The teaching of processes is all right
if the processes are taught from the viewpoint of
their effect upon the people rather than just as
a process. As a process they are unimportant.
1
For example, the invention of the cotton gin is
unimportant by itself but its effects on the people
were very important. It was one of the causes of
the great American Civil "'ar. This led to the pres
ent stage in the evolution of commercial geography
v/hich is entirely the human idea. To teach the hu-
man idea successfully all sets of controls must be
taught--the physical, the economic, and the human.
The continuation of the present stage in commercial
geography will be ansv/ered in more detail in the
latter part of my thesis.
B DEFINITIONS OF C0MI:ERCIAL CrEOmiPHY
The scope and content of geography is per-
haps best indicf-ted by the generally accepted defi-
nition: "Geography is the study of the earth in
its relation to man and life;" ^ or more fully,
"Geography is the exact and organized knowledge of
the distribution of phenomena on the surface of the
Earth, culminating in the explanation of the inter-
„ 2
action of I.'an with his terrestrial environii-ent
.
Professor Joseph Russell Smith says "Geography may
be defined as a study of earth with especial refer-
ence to its influence on man," ^ and he says "Com-
mercial Geography consists of a study of all the
1 rill, "Realm of Nature," p. 331
2 I.'ill, "International Geography," p.
2
3 "School and Society," Volume XVII p. 441
/
different countries of the world and the com-
mercial products which each provides for the
remainder of the world, Cyrus C. Adams says,
"Comnercial Geography describes the work in its
relations to an as a producer and as a trader.
It tells of the geographic and other conditions
that help or hinder man in his efforts to produce
commodities or to buy and sell them." Edv/ard
Van Dyke Robinson says, ''Commercial Geography is
the study of the localization of industries."
Professor Albert Perry Bpigham says, "general
geography comprehends the surfaces of the earth,
with its life. Physical geography includes the
forms of land, the ocean, the atmosphere and the
globe in its movements and relations as a planet.
Textbooks of physical geography usually give some
account of plants and animals, including man. If
man himself is studied in his relation to the earth
the subject is termed anthropogeography . If v/ithin
this field, v/e, in a more special v/ay, study m.an
as a trader, and the earth's surface as affording
a place t trade, the them.e is commercial geogra-
4
phy," Professors R. H. ".hitbeck and V. C. Finch
1. "Co:rji;erce & Industry " p. 4
2. "A Commercial Geographv" pp. 2-5
3. "Commercial Geography " p. 11 of the Prefr:ce
4. "Comrr.ercia Geography" p. 92

say "Economic Geosraphy is in itself a broad
field The breadth of the field has in-
vited further subdivision resulting in such
pha s e s as:
a Agricultural Geography which treats of the
influences of geographic factors upon the
distribution of crops and the various forms
of agricultural or pastoral industry,
b Industrial Geography which may be thought
of as dealing with the somewhat different
influences exerted by geographic factors
upon the extractive and manufacturing in-
dustries, and
c Commercial Geography, in which the same or
similar factors are discussed in their re-
lations to the exchange of the products of
industry betv.'een regions." ^ John N. Tilde
says, "Commercial Geography treats of the re-
sources and productions of the earth, and of
their distribution, of the routes of commerce,
2
and of markets and manufactures," Profes-
sors Albert Galloway Keller and Avard Longley
Bishop of Yale University say, "The leading
aspects of commerce and industry are treated
1. "Economic Geography" p.
2
2. "A Commercial Geography" p. 9

under three natural divisions, to correspond
to the three great needs of man: Pood, Cloth-
ing, and Shelter." Jacques ''^ Redway says,
"Geography is the study of the earth in its re-
lation to the struggle for existence upon it.,...
Human beings must necessarily spend most of their
energy in the search of food, clothing and shel-
ter The industries and the commerce
concerned in the necessaries of life, therefore,
are the gre test activities of human life, the
science that constitutes Human Geography," ^
Brigham and McParlane say, "Geography is the
study of the earth and its products, of man and
his industries, and of their influence upon each
other." Professor Ray Hughes "Tiitbeck says,
"Commerce is the movement or flow of goods from
places where there is a deficiency." ^ Pro-
fessors Ells-.vorth and Huntington and Frank E.
'Villiarns, say, "Business Geography includes the
following factors:
1 The products of a community;
2 The needs of the community;
3 The condition of transportation
4 The character of the people
'Coimercial and Industrial Geography" p. Ill of the Preface
'Geography Commercial and Industrial" pp. 1-2
'Essentials of Geograp/.y" Revised edition p. 5
'Industrial Geography" p. 18
'Business Geography" p. 3

V^ebster^a New International Dictionary
says on page 903, "CorGrnerclal geography treats
of commodities, their places of origin, paths
of transportation, etc,"
In conclusion let me say, whatever defi-
nition is chosen the term commercial geography
is a very elusive thing and a puzzle, to place,
I am a disciple of J. Russell Smith and I prefe
his definition if one is to be chosen.

CHAPTER
.
II
METHODS OF TEACHING COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

8III METHODS OF TEACHING C0MI\5ERGI AL GEOGRAPHY
A SYSTEMATIC
By the Systematic method of teaching com-
mercial geography I mean the teaching of geog-
raphy by a slavish follov/ing of the textbook
—
sometimes called the Textbook Method. I have
put this method of teaching geography first, not
because I believe in it but because it used to be
almost universally used and is even today, still
used by the majority of geography teachers, wheth-
er in the grades or secondary schools. Briefly,
the method is this:
First, a popular textbook in geography is put
into the hands of the pupils; the teacher gives
a reading assignment, which will be the lesson
for the next day. Now the teacher, in making the
assignment, had no definite idea in mind, as to
what there is in that portion of the text to make
it valuable, useful or pertinent for the particu-
lar class in hand, '-^o the casual observer, this
may not seem a fault, yet it represents the first
failure in the use of the text, because it was not
a purposeful assignment. Pupils are asked to study

"so much," but they are not told v/hy they should
study the lesson. This method of study is empir-
ical and may or may not achieve results.
The second failure of this kind of an assignment
is a result of the first, narnely, that there is
no focalization of consciousness or any text
statement, I mean by this, that the pupil must
be taught to discriminate, by the teacher point-
ing out the important statements to the pupil.
If thio is not done, the pupils, v/hen called on,
are likely to make meaningless statements in
class. They ha -e no meaning because the statements
are unrelated in the pupil's mind.
Third, a continuance of this method without proper
motivation will result in lack of interest. Lack
of interest soon leads to monotony and monotony
to passivity on the pp-rt of the pupil. .
Nov/, the above results do not necessarily
occur if a proper use of the text is made as
folloY/s:
First: in giving an assignment have a
definite "curpose.
Second: Definiteness of purpose helps
pupils to discriminate and to

choose through practice, the im-
portant parts of an assignment.
Third: around a definite purpose, re-
lated ideas can be grouped, there-
by building up specific geographic
knovvedge
,
Fourth: by changing the aim at different
times, variety is secured and inter-
est in the daily lesson attained.
Fifth, by adapting the te tbook to the so-
cial and environmental conditions
of the pupils, ability to think is
created and after all "To teach the
pupil to think is the most important
aim of all teaching. "
Variation in the textbook method occurs when
it is used in conjunction with map v/ork, outside
readings and the compilation of outlines and
special geography reports. The standard outline
usually contained:
1, Location
2. Area
3. Topography
4. Climate
5, Life forms and human activities
6, Any area under discussion as ordinarily

developed with the aid of this out-
line 02? some similar outline,
B REGIONAL METHOD
A systematic studyying of the regions of the
earth is called Regional Geography. The regional
method of treatment is particularly good in teach-
ing high school pupils for the follov/ing reasons:
First, their previous schooling has provided them
with an elementary acquaintance of the different
parts of the earth.
Second, the political units of land areas have been
divided into unequal parts called countries. The
boundaries of countries are liable to ebb and flow
like the tide. Not so the rCj^^ional boundaries
which are after all, physical areas subject to
slight change.
Third, because of this, geographical material can
be better organized for teaching purposes around a
region rather than a country thereby saving con-
siderable time in the teaching of the subject.
Professor Ralph H, Brown says "The : Ian should
recommend itself to teachers who believe
1. that it is good pedagogy to present the major
features of the geography of a continent or
f
region before studying its various subdivisions;
2. that geography is the study of the interrelations
betv/een man and his environment;
3. that these relationships are best shown by maps;
4. that map v/ork on the part of the student is an
essential part of geography;
5. that students are being 'spoon-fed' too much
at the present time,"
The study of regional units does not bar the
teacher from approaching or motivating the unit
through the politic.il area except in the case of
countries very small in geographical qreas. The
advocates of regional geography are those teachers
v/ho believe in teaching commercial geography by
products. If you teach by products you must con-
sider the characteristic conditions under which
those products are produced which is another way
of saying natural regions.
C VISUAL
Visual geography instruction is the teaching
of geography through the use of pictures, stereo-
scopes, lantern slides, or Bell-opt icon, and moving
pictures
.
1. "Journal of Geography" October 1927-p.270
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1. Pictures
A pictiire is of vslue "because it ac-
tually conveys a mental image of a given view
and suggests more vividly the subject to the
pupil's mind than does the printed word. Fur-
thermore, learning "by pictures is easier than
learning by reading and in some cases accom-
plishes better results, A pupil can under-
stand a picture before he can read. That is
one reason. why children look at the pictures
in a book first. The pictures should show
phases connected with the different topics
of geography. For example, when studying
place geography with pictures of a given
place or in physical geography, climatic
conditions, etc,
2, Stereoscopes
Stereoscopes magnify the size of pic-
tures and are useful in teaching geography
in the intermediate and grammar grsdes.
Each pupil should be supplied with a stere-
oscope and the stereoscope should be exchang-
ed rather than the pictures. This saves time
in class and also wear on the pictures which

are easily damaged if taken out promiscuously.
From a practical point of vlev/, fev/ schools
however, can afford the luxury of stereo-
scopes .
Bell-Opticon
Ever3* class in corrr.iercial geography should
have a lantern or Bell-opticon to use. Visual
information can be presented to the whole class
at once. An oral lecture can accomv:any the
views and after the lecture is over the results
can be checked by a v/ritten quiz.
Disadvantages: The presentation is in the form
of a lecture and note-taking is out of the ques-
tion because of the darkness and that questions
during the lecture are impracticable. Also if
the teacher is not careful the exiiibition will
degenerate into mere entertainment Vi'ithout in-
struction.
Moving Pictures
i'oving pictures are by far the best means
of visual instruction and I feel tl.e schools as
yet have not utilized them as much as future
generations will. There is no doubt that a
visual impression is more vivid and moi^e last-
ing because of the scientific fact that the op-

tic nerve is stronger than the auditory nerve.
In other words, seeing is stronger than hear-
ing. I think most people agree to t'Als hut
differ as to the amount or to the intensity
of the difference. The same difficulties
apply to the use of the motion picture as
to the stereopticon with one addition, name-
ly, that to run a motion picture machine in
most states an operator's license is required,
D CON I'MST
This is done by contrasts and comparisons of
foreign conditions with the home conditions. Chil-
dren are interested in other lands and other people.
By comparing the Home Area v/hich should sorve as the
starting point v/ith some distant place in this coun-
try or abroad interest can be aroused v/hich gives
the necessary motivation to the subject. From such
a beginning pupils feel that the Peoples they are
studying live in a real area of the Earth of which
the Home Area is another part,
E EXCURSION
By excursion is meant a field trip or Journey
Geography, The excursions may be as follov/s:
i
1, real trips, v/hich are made by the
geography class to nearby points,
or
2. iraaginr.ry journeys.
This type of teaching is fundamental to the suc-
cessful teaching of geography in the lower grades,
''here less actual accom^clishiment that can be test-
ed is reouired it is good pedagogy to use this
method. An imaginary trip around the world is
quite exciting and is more likely to hold the at-
tention of intermediate or Junior. high pupils rath-
er than Senior high pupils taking commercial geog-
raphy. Personally, I do not believe in field trips
but if undertaken the follov/ing points should be
kept in mind.
First, there should be definiteness of rurpose. A
particular plant should be chosen by the teacher
for a specific purpose and what the ter. cher is aim-
ing to accomplish should be kept in mind by both
the teacher and pupils at the tine of the visit.
Second, most of the difficulties in tlie obs rvation
trips arise from the fact that the pupil's attention
is diverted by the novelty of his surroundings and
by his interest in the employees of the plant rather
than v/hat the guide is explaining.
I
Third, the greatest benefit of the observation
tri : comes fron: the discussion and the written
reports after the trip. This part of the trip
Is many times neglected by the teacher and thereby
is lost the best motivation for the stimulation
of thought at the next class meeting.
An actually worked out plan is given for the
use of the geography teacher in the lower grades by
Sam T. Brat ton in the Journal of Geography,
(January 1927) pages 36-38 inclusive.
P CAUSE AND EFFECT
The Causal relation in commercial geography
cannot very readily be over emphasized. The car-
dinal failure of the "old v/ay" of teaching com-
mercial geography v/os due to the putting of most
of the stress on facts and little on causes. The
inforrAational side v/as the sum total of ccmmercial
geography. Today the interpretation of the facts
is considered even more important than the facts
because the facts v/ill soon be forgotten but the
interpretation of them will be remem.bered by the
pupil for many years. The reason for this differ-
ence is that the study of unrelated facts is a
mere memory drill v/hlle interpretation is a kind

of reasoning. "Without taking cognizance of the
cause and effect idea, it v/ould be difficult to
arrange in logical sequence the subject matter
of con-miercial geography. The modern educational
methods oppose formalism; Professor Sutherland
says "The causal or the rational, is prominent
throughout the subject of geography. Is not,
then, this element the logical basis for organi-
zation? The value of types is manifest here as
in other departments of science. But a type is
only a concrete illustration of a general princi-
ple which obtains, in slightly modified form, in
a multitude of instances. Its value lies in that
the student, through cursory examination and hasty
comparison of the new example, recognizes the
principle and classifies his information." ^
Through the causal relationship in commer-
cial geography the economic aspect of the subject
can be taught with excellent results. The teach-
ing of geograpliy in the earlier grac'es does not
stress this method because it is too busy teach-
ing facts and gathering material. Therefore, the
teacher of coirmiercial geography can well afford to
use reason and relationship as the major organizing
of the course.
1. "The Teaching of Geography" p. 170

G DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSES OF I/lAHUFACTURE
This method of teaching commercial geography
was suggested to me by Dr. Lakey, Heed of the Com-
mercial Depart^-ent of the Dorchester high School
for Boys, though I must say he does not use that
method of teaching. The regional method is used
there because Irlr. Z. Carlton Staples, one of the
leading high school authorities in commercial
geography has just written a book in commercial
geography emphasizing the regional approach.
Briefly, the description of processes of manu-
facture is taught somev;hat ss follows; An in-
dustry is signalled out for study, for example,
the cotton industry. Then cotton textile: ma-
chinery is studied starting with the hand loom
and going through the various stages such. as the
spinning machine, the weaving machine, the Cromp-
ton I.'ule and ending v;ith the artificial humidi-
fier which has done more to send tl^.e cotton tex-
tile industry south than any other single cause.
Then can be taken up the manufacture of steel.
The Bessemer Process can be explained not just
as a process by its effect on the making of
steel throughout the entire v/orld. The story of
T
I
how Sir Henry Bessemer invented it and whj it
displaced other processes of making steel. The
coming of the Open-Hearth Process can best be
studied, A great deal of iron ore contains be-
tween one and tv;o per cent of phosphorous, and
this ore cannot be used in making steel by the
Bessemer process. To utilize these ores and also
to make a higher grade of steel, the Open-Hearth
Process has to be perfected. Of the steel made in
the United States from 70 to 80 per cent is made
by the Open-Hearth Process. The wheat industry
can be studied similarly by the tracing of the
inventions from the sickle through the scythe,
the cradle, the horse reaper, the binder, the
self-binder, the reaper and binder combined, the
threshing machine; the reaper, binder and thresh-
ing machine combined; grinding and milling machin-
ery for the making of flour and finishing by a
brief study of the great baking machines and es-
tablishments in the United States, Rubber, cocoa,
sugar refining, and countless other industries can
be treated this way. Since we are living in a ma-
chine age even to such an extent that the scratch-
ing of matches must give way to the mechanical

lighter, perhaps it is not such a bad v/ay of
teaching commercial geogranh^/- after all. To say
the least, it is quite interestinp; and some ex-
perimentation can well be profitably done along
this line.
H THE SOCIALIZED RECITATION
My thesis is the Dedagogy of commercial geog-
raphy and I have no intention of defining "What is
Social Geography?" For those who read my thesis
and are simply interested in social geof^ra'ohy, I
suggest the perusal of Professor C. C. Hunting-
ton' s article found in Volume XXV Nimiber 3 (March
1926) Journal of Geography.
Branom says. "Socialization revolves itself
into two parts--
1, socialization of the content, and
2. socialization of the method.
The socialization of the content involves the se-
lection of subiect m.atter that has a well defined
relation to present-day activities. The sociali-
zation of subject m.atter in relation to the class
in such a -j-ay th<^t, through the master^'- of content,
the pupils secure positive training in social re-
lations."
1. "The Teaching of Geography" p. 146

In the socialized recitation tV.e teacher
becornes a pupil but has a "irnowledge far in excess
of the other pupils. To make a socialized reci-
tation a success five objectives must "be kept con-
tinually in mind.
First, pupils may originate topics for discussion
by the group. The clasc then should decide v/hether
the topics proposed are relevant or not to the v/ork
at hand. If necessary the teacher should decide
but if possible better results are obtained by hav-
ing the class decide as a whole.
Second, pupils must not only ask questions but must
BinsYieT them. If the teacher v/as conducting the reC'
itation she usually asks the question and the pu-
pils ansver them. It requires skill to ask ques-
tions but pupils are likely to ask questions that
answer their real need rather than the teacher.
At all times the teacher in common with the other
pupils has a right to ask and ansv/er questions and
should do so.
Third, pupils must each and every one of them do
their proportionate share of the v/ork. All should
participate in the discussion and help the class
to achieve the specific aim in viev/.

Fourth, socialization I'ecuires pupils to conduct
themselves in a democratic manner. Courtesy is
needed and can be developed throu,§h the social-
ized recitation. Some pupiln talk too much, some
too little. Each should help the other in order
to develop the class as a unified v/hole. .
Fifth, the preparation on the part of pupils
should not be the same for all. Certain pupils
should be assigned to look up definite informa-
tion and report back to the class. If the class
is studying the dairy industry some four or five
pupils in the clcss can be delegated to visit a
creamery in the vicinity of the school and re-
port back to the group. Pupil leaders can be
appointed by t-.e group for every phase of the
question at issue. Thereby each pupil becomes
the class expert on some particular part of the
lesson. This develops initiative and creates
enthusiasm; The geography textbook should be
read by all and v/ill act as the great unifying
link for the coimrion study of the v;hole cIgss.
Personally I dc not believe in the socialized
class procedure because it wastes time. It is
a matter of evei-y day knowledge that there i-s

too much material in coirimercial geography to be
studied in order to cover the subject not too
little. Therefore, v/hat little time is allov/ed
to the teaching of geography in the high school
should be utilized to the full,
I DRAMATIZATION
As a method for teaching commercial geography
it is of little importance and so far as I knov/,
is used no where in the teaching of commercial geog-
raphy in the senior high school, 'i'he best work in
dram.atization that has come to my attention is
being done in the city of Baltimore under the Super-
visor of Geography, Angela !/. Broening. The Clif-
ton Park Junior high school in April, 1926 put on
a three act play entitled "As The '''orld Goes Round."
The play was v/ritten by the boys and girls them.-
s elves and shows what can be done if a group v/ork
together for a certain end. However, the m:ein
method of teaching geography in that school was not
dramatization but the usual ones found in a Junior
high school geography class. If dram^atic work is
given in comm.ercial geography, two v/ays can be
used
.
First, a play that has been written for children, or
Second, the pupils can write the play themselves.
It
t
produce it themselves and i.ake their own r:cenery.
The scenery does not hove to be very elaborate
and the play should not as a rule be seen by
any one outside of the geography class. If this
is adhered to the plays will be less elaborate
and much more effective as a teaching device for
commercial geography classes. I mean by this.
Dramatization as an educational means should not
be confused with the work of the professional
artist. If it is to be of that type it certainly
should be given by the department of drama and not
by the department of geography. The geography
teacher is interested in the play as a motive in
achieving a fuller geographical knowledge not in
the technique of acting.
J PROBLEM METHOD OF TEACIIIIIG
The problem method of teaching commercial
geography is generally considered the best m.ethod
today, with the possible exception of the regional
method. I suppose that the case system of teach-
ing law in college is similar to the problem method
of teaching geography in high school. The content
and aims of geography have changed as I have shown
in another part of this thesis. The tendency/ of
3
the present time has been to shift the emphasis
from the Descriptive and Inforrriative to thie In-
terpretative side of Q;eoc!;rar)hy . Since teachinp; in
the Dast has been larr^ely b- the textbooT^ method,
the standardized outline of the book has nrevailed.
This has given way in the evolution of commercial
geography subject matter to an evolution in the
methods of teaching commercial geography. The
problem method is the result of this change. The
most important question in the use of the problem
method is the relation of information to the prob-
lem. Some teachers believe the pupil should study
the information first and then be confronted with
a problem that will be a fair t'-st of his ability
to use the information acqtiired. Others believe
the pupil should be given the nroblem first, which
can be used as the urse in making him get the nec-
es'^ary infO 'mat ion . Still others believe the prob-
lem should be so far related to the experiences of
the child that he can use them, but the solving of
the nroblem should take pdditional information
which the pupil must get in order to solve the
problem.. Personall^r, I believe the pupil should
study the information first and then should be con-
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fronted with a problem that v/ill test his ability
to use the information acquired. I believe this
because "out of nothing, nothing v/ill come" and
experience has taught me the pupils know alrnost
nothing about geography when they reach the tenth
grade in school, incredible as this may seem. They
must be fed with a spoon and the above procecs ac-
celerates the feeding I
Prom an educational view point the stating of
the problem, the third v/ay, is perhaps the soundest;
since the child in the same problem, not only re-
lates the problem to some of his past experiences
^and interests but at the same time, enlarges or sup-
plements his experiences. '-Tiere comm.ercial geog-
raphy is taught in the Junior or Senior year of the
high school as it is in the High School of Commerce,
city of New York, ^ I should undoubtedly prefer the
third method, but my experiences during four continu-
ous years of teaching the subject in the sophomore
year of the Arlington and Melrose High Schools leads
me to believe the first m.ethod is preferable, at least
for me.
A standardized outline organization of material
can be used to good advantage with the problem method
if the outline has been written with the problem in
1. Course of Study, 1927 N. Y. I:igh Sc .ool of Commerce

mind to be worked out at the time of making the
outline
.
There are five v;ays of expressing the prob-
lem.
First, and most common, the problem may be expressed
in the form of a question, as, "''.Tiy is New England
a leader in the manufacturing industry?" The solu-
tion of this question involves many geographical
factors and constitutes a problem.
Second, a debate, as. Resolved: That New England
is a better place for manufacture tha • the Southern
States. In the above solution the class should
choose sides and present an informal debate. The
teacher can act as judge or the decision can be
made by a majority vote of the class. Another vray
to decide would be for the teacher to appoint three
pupils as judges of the debate, each to render his
decision in writing and independent of each other
to the teacher, who will announce the decision to
the class. This Latter method avoids the posi;^ ibility
of a tie vote.
A third way of stating the probelm is by Scoring.
Scoring is a type of debate in v/hich the affirma-
tive and the negative are represented by the -same
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person. For example, Problem: To find out
whether the United States of America or the
United States of Brazil have a better oppor-
tunity for manufacturing, r.ateriei consulted:
Maps, textbooks, world almanacs, and supple-
mentary readers
.
Scoring should be based on ten or twenty
contrasted points. By making it an even number
of contrasted points the sum of all the values
can be represented by 100 per cent or any other
desired sum. In my illustration on the opposite
page, I am using twenty ooints. Each point to
count five per cent and the possible total be
one hundred. In the problem v/hich I made up
at random it will be seen that the United States
scored twenty points, and Brazil three points,
or in percentage the United States 100 and
Brazil 15.
The particular merit of scoring lies in
the fact that the pupils are attempting pre-
sumably to arrive at an absolutely unpreju-
diced conclusion which in the debate type of
problem is ha:^d to secure.
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The fourth type of prohlera is a prejudicial
declarative statement such as, "Why must New Eng-
land lead in manufacturing." The st^'tement calls
for an affirmative proof and when the pupils have
solved the problem they have proved the statement.
The last form of the problem is a topical out-
line, as, New England, location, area, topography,
climate, plant and animal life, human activities,
etc., each topic of the topical outline being a
statement of a problem that is more concrete, as,
"Hov/ has the location of Nev/ England affected its
development." Some of the disadvantages of the
problem method are as follows
:
First, it is hard for most teachers to get away
from the topical outline.
Second, the problem method may be overworked.
Third, the problem may not be ada pted to the class.
Fourth, appropriate materials for the solution of
the problem may not be available.
K THE PROJECT METHOD
Fundamentally the project method is really a
part of the problem method, because a project must
necessarily be a kind of problem. There are five
distinct types of projects based on the five ten-

dencies of original nature. The first type I
have already covered quite fully under
1, Dramatization, in this thesis. Suffice
it for me to add that play behavior rep-
resents original bonds between cert&in sit-
uations and certain responces which we call
play and my definition of play in this sense
is enjoyment or enjoyable satisfaction. I
think Dr. Chamberllh under v/hose guidance
I am writing this thesis v/ill bear me cut
in this statem.ent. The play type of pro-
jects will include
1. Dramatic representation
2. I.lovem.ent plays for children
3. Manipulation plays of children
4. Plays for visual exploration
5. Spontaneous play in earth and water
6. Langusge play
2. The Investigation type. The tendency to
study for its ov/n sake or learning for an
end rather than as a means in life. This
type is one of pleasure and if used in the
right environment produces excellent re-
sults. In every boy and girl there is an
instinctive tendency to do something v/ell
just for the sake of doing it.

3. The Workmanship type. This is based on
man's instinct to emulate and imita+:e ex-
cellence that is seen in others or in ob-
jects.
4. The Constructive type. The tendency for
pupils to build something in order to get
the satisfaction of doing something rather
than nothing. The building of models and
the making of plastercine casts toward the
development of a world's fair are geography
projects.
If projects are to be used in school work at
all the center for the organization of that work
is in the geography class, I think the work of
the lower grades can be built about type studies
in the form of projects but I do not care to use
projects in the commercial geography class of the
tenth grade since teaching through projects does
not contribute the maximum amount of knowledge in
the shortest possible time. Second, high school
facilities are not available for proper project
teaching; and third, establishment of study habits
and geographical apprecip.tions are not effectively
nurtiired by this method.
II
I
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THE APPROACH
A ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
GRADE I
In grade one there are no geograohy lessons.
However, Nature Study through observation and story
telling contributes to the forming of some funda-
mental ideas of the material world about the child.
The amoimt taup;ht will depend I'^-rgely on the amount
of time alloted to Nature Study Work. In the Bridge-
port "'" public school the time allowed is three twenty-
2
minute periods per week while in Philadelphia it
is twenty minutes a week and in Columbus, Ohio sev-
enty-five minutes a week. Little talks about the
animals, what they are, how they gather and store
food, how they build homes and provide for their
young, etc. focus attention to the fact that Mother
Na+:ure provides for her children. Besides the read-
ing of Nature Stories, Place, Position, and Direction
should be taught
.
Here, there, up, down, above, below, right,
left, top, bottom, etc. The experience and obser-
vations of the children should be enlarged upon.
They should be encouraged to ask questions, to learn
1. Course of Study--Bridgeport Public Schools p. 13; 1923
2. Course of Study in Geogranhy, 1920 p.. 5 Phila. Pa.
3. Outlire of Course in Geography, Sept. 1924, p. 4
i i
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the names of thinr^s, and to discover their dependence
upon other people and nature. Observations through-
out the year should be made; the sun, moon, and sters,
light, darkness, cay, night, heat, cold, sunrise,
sunset, morning, noon, evening, the seasons -and the
v/eather should he observed, etc. Added to the above
should be the recognition of common trees, cor.uaon
seeds and corrjnon birds, etc. This study of Hature
can be divided into three parts--?all, Winter, and
Spring. The method of teaching used should be the
problem and project or the project-problem method
wherever and whenever possible, but due care should
be exercised to cover the required work of grade one.
This is difficult under the project-problem method
for the inexperienced teacher,
GRADE II
In grade two the time allotment is the same as
for grade one in the cities named and is fairly rep-
resentative for the United States as a whole except
in those cities like Springfield, Massachusetts
where throughout the schools geography is taught
during the second half. Below the fourth grade
this order is not necessarily observed but rep-
resents the general rule.
II
I have personally examined at least sixty courses
of study including state, city and tovm courses of
study in geography. '"Tien it is realized that there
are only sixty-eight cities in the United States
with over 100,000 population according to the United
States census of 1920, it will be seen that my above
statement is adequately justified regarding the time
allotment in geography for grade one and tv/o.
Geograpiiy in grade tv/o should simply be a con-
tinuation of geography in grade one. Things taught
should be
Seasonal changes
Frequently seen objects among animal life.
The social and industrial life of the people
of the ivorld,
1. Tree Dv/ellers
2. Cave Men
3. Present day Complex Life con'.rasted
4. American Indians
5. Early agricultural and pastoral people.
The year's work can be divided into three sec-
tions. Autumn, V/inter, Spring, and Summer. The
method considered the most successful for teaching
in grade two is the pro;] ect-probleiri method. Kov/-
I
ever it should not be overdone.
GRi'vDE III
Pre-geographical work usually is finished at
the end of the second grade though there are many
schools that continue pre -geography to the end of
the third grace. Branon says "The study of geogra-
phy as a distinct subject in the school curriculum
is begun in the first gra^.'-e in a few schools." ^
In most instances, formal i-eography work is in the
third or fourth grade. Those schools beginning
the study of formal geography later than the third
grade, do so in the fourth grade. The time for
beginning the work in geography will vary. It
depends upon hov/ much geography is included in
each grade and the number of minutes given to the
study of geography per week. The majority opinion
seems to be that the approach in the third grade
is through the study of Home Geography and some
Nature Study.
A typical course of study would be as follows:
Time allotment per week sixty to one hundred
minutes
.
— Nature
—
(Seasonal changes throughout the year)
1. 'Teather
1. Branon "The Teaching of Geography" p. 76
}I
\
a. Sky
1. Kinds of clouds
2. Direction
a. Sunrise and sunset
b. Shadov/s in morning,
noon and afternoon.
b. Temperature
c . V,'inds
1, Names--according to di-
rection from v/hich they
come.
2, Te- ch poem Tennyson's "V'ind"
d. Moisture
1, Condensation
2, Evaporation
3, Development of idea of rain,
dev/, cloud fog, snov/.
Plant life
a. Trees
b. Flowers
c. Fruits and vegetables
d. Seed germination
1, Method of travel
1I
\
Ill 'Animal Life
a. Insects
b. Birds
d. Animals
Home Geography/
I Excursions or Field Trips
a. To park. Zoo, Bird sanctuary, et
b. Public building. Library, Court
house, schools. Post Office, etc
c. Other places of interest.
Trips in the immediate neighbor-
hood should be taken for the pur
pose of observing land and v/ater
forms
.
World Ideas
To acquaint the child with various m.eans
of securing food, shelter, and clothing of differ-
ent countries representing various types of condi-
tions, etc.
Position—Directions
Aims—To teach the cardinal points.
To teach simple map drawing
The methods used are Field trips,
Journey Geography, Project and the Socialized
recitation.
II
I
B INTERMEDIATP] GRADES
GRADE IV
In the preceding grades the children have
acquired some knowledge of the leading geograph-
ical features of the world, and they are now
ready to undertake a more definite study of
geographical facts and principles in their re-
lation to American life. It is pretty generally
agreed that the fourth grade is the proper time
to introduce a texthook as a source of informa-
tion. There is to ray certain knowledge no ma-
jority textbook in use at present. Those that
I have found to "be in very general use are three
different series of geographies.
The different series are:
1. Tarr and McMurry Book I and II
2. Bri ghara ond McFarlane Book I and II
3. Prye-Atwood Series Book I, II, III
(Old and Nev/ Series)
The time allotment varies anywhere from
seventy-five to three hundred minutes a week de-
pending upon the course of study followed.
I have called the approach in my outline

"studies in "'orld Geography" though perhaps
treatment from the standpoint of Human Geography
is just as common. Children are always more in-
terested in the human phase of geography than in
any other nhase and this fact is worth be^^ring in
m.ind if the best results are to be secured in the
study of geography.
I would conmence the work of the first semes-
ter by review lessons on Direction and Distance,
follo7/ed by a review of the points of the compass
as applied to map reading. The next step v/ould
depend upon the location of the school whether in
the city or the country. If in a city the first
nine weeks can well be devoted to an intensive
study of the city. If In the rural districts the
nine weeks can be added to the study of the home
state, for example, ".'.assachusetts . The study of
a state in a city school should be at le':=st four
weeks in length and in a rural school twelve or
thirteen weeks. This is on a basis of a twenty
week semester. If the semester is shorter the
tern spent in the stud:/- of the home state should
be proportionately reduced. I have planned it
II
f
i
\
this v/ay in order to satisfy the natural curiosity
of the city child at this age, about the common
things of his economic environment, both on the
street and at home. It is intended to lead him
to appreciate hov/ his city is dependent upon the
state, the nation, and other parts of the v/orld
for supplies with which to carry on its industries,
which in turn provide, directly or indirectly, the
necessaries and luxuries that we all enjoy. The
rest of the first semester should teach the funda-
mental idea of the world, as a whole, followed in
the last semester, of twenty weeks, by "'orld Geog-
raphy including some product study, occupying about
four weeks tim.e. Any standard method of teaching
can be used. The rage at the present time among
teachers is the problem or the project method,
GRADE V
V/hen grade five io reached the teacher must
decide whether she will use the old political
scheme in teaching geography or the regional
method. This grade marks the last of elementary
geography. The first semester should be used for
the study of North America in general and the

United States in particular. A brief outline only
is here given, using political geography as a basis
I North America
1. Location
2. Size
3. Coast Line
4. Surface
5. Drainage
6. Climate
II The United States of America
a. Boimdaries
b. Brief history of Indians, Vfiiites,
Blacks, and Yellows,
c. Groups of States
1. Nev/ -England
2. The Middle Atlantic States
3. South Atlantic States
4. The North Central States
5. The Plateau
6. The Pacific States
d. Outlying Possessions of the United
States
,
1, Alaska
2. Panama Canal Zone
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3. Hawaiian Islands
4. Philippine Islands
5. Porto Rico
6. Other Pacific Islands, or Regions
based on Surface Features.
I North America
1. Location
2. Size
3. Coast L5_ne
4. Surface
5. Drainage
6. Climate
II The United States of America
1. Atlantic Plain
2. Appalachian Highland
3. Great Central Plain
a. Prairies
b. i.Iississippi
c. Great '"estern 11a 1ns
4. Cordilleran Highlands
a. Rocky Mountains
b. Great Basin
c. Sierra Nevada Mountains
5. Great Valley of California
6. Pacific Coastal Plain
II
I
The outline for the second semester on
Central and South America would be on a similar
"basis
.
1 Central America and the Caribbean Lands
1 . Cuba
2. Haiti
3. Porto Rico
4. The small Islands
5. Mexico
6. The six Central American Republics
11 South America
1. Venezuela
2. The Guianas
a. British
b. Dutch
c . French
3. Brazil
4. Argentina
5. Colombia
6. Ecuador
7. Peru
8. Chile
9. Bolivia
10, Paraguay
11. Uruguay
I
i
I
i
I
By regions as follows:
I The Tropical Islands
II Central America
a. Lov/lands
b. Highlands
III South America
1. The Orinoco Valley and the Colombia
Highland
2. The Amazon Valley
3. The Trade 'vind Coast
4. The Coffee Plateau
5. The Interior Grassland
6. The Temperate Southlands
7. The Parana Valley
8. The Great Pampas
9. The Patagonia Desert
10. The ".'est Central Desert
11. The Andean Highlands
a. The Bolivian Plateau
12. Peruvian and Chilean Desert
In grade five much reflective thinking should
be taught, I.Iap study, place geography, and the use
of many problem questions will motivate the course
satisfactorily . The use of pictures, current maga-
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zine and newspaper articles will create interest.
In some school systems the fifth and sixth year's
work in geogP'^phy are alternated, for example; sixth
grade geography is taught in the fifth grade one
year, while fifth grade geography is taught in the
sixth grade. This is done in the Revised Geography
Course for the stste of -Illinois, Sixth General
Revision, July, 1923.
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SIXTH GRADE
The time spent in the teaching of sixth
grade geography varies anywhere from the mini-
mum of seventy-five minutes a week to three
hundred minutes per week as a maximum. In some
school systems, it is correlated with the teaching
of history; and is then called. Social Studies.
Generally, however, the actual correlation does not
begin until the seventh grade is reached, which is
the first year of the Junior High School, The use
of the Textbook should be the fundamental basis of
study in this grade, A suggested Time Schedule
-would be as follows
:
I Europe--first semester
1, Europe as a whole
2, Great Britain
3, France
4 , Germany
5, Spain and Portugal
6, Belgium, Netherlands
and Denmark
7, Norway and Sweden
8, Baltic States and
Poland
9, Switzerland
four weeks
two weeks
two weeks
two weeks
one week
one week
one week
one week
one v/eek
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10. Italy two weeks
11. Austria, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia one week
12. Balksn Countries one week
13. The Kussian feder-
ated Socalist
Soviet Republic one week
TOTAL TfimHY WEEKS
II Africa four weeks
III Australasia five weeks
a. Australia three weeks
b. New Zealand two weeks
IV Asia three weeks
a, Japan one week
b, China one week
c, India and the rest of Asia
one week
V East Indies two weeks
VI Philippine Islands two weeks
VII Hawaiian Islands two weeks
VIII A general review of the first and second
semester two weeks
TOTAL T^A'ENTY WEEKS
'!
I
I
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The aims to be kept in mind in this grade are:
1. To develop appreciation of the special
contribution of each European Country
to our civilization,
2. To determine the reciprocal relations
between the European colonies in Africa
and their respective mother countries.
3. To determine the part Australia and New
Zealand have in world affairs.
4. To determine why the Asiatic countries
have fallen so far behind in progress
and to study how they are struggling
to lift themselves out of the quagmire
in which they are.
5. To develop appreciation of the value
of these islands.
6. To appreciate the close relations of
the Philippines and the United States.
7. To appreciate the present status and
reciprocal relations of the Hawaiian
Islands and the United States,
I believe the Systematic Method of approach
should be used. This includes a standard outline:
iI
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1. location
2. contour
3. winds and rainfall
4. climate
5. soil
6. industries
7. commerce
8. cities
9. political divisions
10. peoples
11. general review
"\'?hy" problems in reverse order of this outline,
going from effects to causes instead of from causes
to effects. This is sometimes called the "Study Plan"
in geography. In the "old geography" a standard out-
line was used and in the "new geography" the standard
outline was retained and an endeavor was made to as-
certain the influence of each physical factor upon
the human activities.
The work may be supplemented with special prob-
lem study, travel study, special type studies, and
locative work. Grade six may be alternated with
grade five.

CHAPTER IV-
THE APPROACH
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
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B JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
The coming of the Junior high school has been
a catastrophe for the study of geography as a spe-
cialized subject, "That geography as a socialized
subject has had its values inexcusably ignored by
most of our schools, can scarcely be denied by any
one who takes the trouble to analyze the facts.
This mistake must not be perpetuated," ^ How long
geography in the Junior high school will be in eclipse
I do not know, but I do know that on the average, the
Junior high school of today does not give more than
one full year to geography, as a specialized subject.
Probably the Junior high school cannot give more
time to the study of geography. If so, it is my
opinion that no unfinished portion of the geography
work of the elementary school should be left for
completion in the Junior High School. To do so is
to leave the pupil without an intelligently com-
pleted background in the fundamentals of geography.
Perhaps, that explains why in my four years of teach-
ing commercial geography in the Arlington and Melrose
high schools, I have found few, very fev/ pupils pro-
perly prepared in the minimum essentials that every
child should know when he reaches the tenth grade.
1. Davis in "Junior High School Education" p. 186
ii
I
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In the tentative report of the Conimittee on High
school Geography of the National Council of Geog-
raphy Teachers, the committee recommends two years
of geography in the Junior high school as the mini-
mum. I feel that the way to solve the most press-
ing problem for the commercial geography teacher in
the Senior high school, is, to have properly pre-
pared entering students, in order to give them the
maximum benefit to be derived, when taking commercial
geography in the senior high school.
In the elementary school, the children have
built up certain concepts of physical earth forms
and have become conscious that all people do not
live in the same way. An understanding of the re-
lationship which exists between the physical en-
vironment and the necessities of life has been
built up. The inter-dependence of people has been
shown them. In the junior high school, the aim is
to make the pupils more conscious of the inter-de-
pendence of people and of the necessity for world
unity, by a more detailed study of their o^vn country
in its relations to the world. This could not be
taught sooner because the pupils were not old enough,
in the first six grades. It is desirable t© have
it
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them acquire a more detailed knov/ledge, more
geography principles, and a point of view v/hich
will help them in solving the problems met with
in the community and in life itself,
SEVENTH GRADE
In the city of Melrose where I teach, the fol-
lowing plan is used in regard to geography.
First, though we have no Junior High School build-
ings the Junior high system is used as far as pos-
sible. Therefore, geography from the seventh grsde
on, is taught as a social subject in connection v/ith
history and civics. The plan for grade seven, calls
for a time allotment of forty minutes daily or tv/o
hundred minutes weekly. The yearns course of study
is divided into seven units, . The units are as fol-
lows :
Unit I Geography
General topics in Geography
Mathematical Geography
Unit II History and Geography
Correlated Topics
Problem: How North America came to
be dominated by an English speaking
civilization.
II
II
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Unit III History
Problem: Y/hy the colonies became dis-
satisfied with England as their mother
country.
Unit IV History
Problem: How the colonies gained their
independence from England.
Unit V History and Geography
Correlated Topics
Problem: What were the results of the
Revolutionary War?
Unit VI Geography
^
Problem: South America
Unit VII Civics
Dates to be learned:
1492 1763
1497 1776 July 4
1607 1781
1620 1783
1664 1789
The textbook used in geography for grade seven
is "Essentials of Geography," Book II—Brigham &
McParlane published by the American Book Company.

Supplementary Sets of eight copies of the fol-
lowing books are also used:
1, Carpenter's Geographical Readers
American Book Company
a. North America
b. South America
c. Asia, Africa, Australia
2, A Geography Reader of Asia—Huntington
Rand, McNally
3, South America—Bovraian
Rand, McNally
4, Nations as Neighbors—Packard Sinnot
MacMillan
5, New Geography, Book II Atv/ood
Ginn & Company
6, Human Geography, Book II J. ^ussell Smith
Winston
FOR TEACHERS
1. North America J. Russell Smith,
Harcourt, Brace
I am purposely leaving out the list of history
and civics books, because this Xs a thesis about geog
raphy.

The basis of the year's work in the above
course is the textbook. The problem method in
conjunction with the standard outline is used.
Topics may be taken up as the teacher chooses.
The aims and objectives are not definitely
stated but left to the teacher or the principal.
No Minimals or standards of achievement are
given in the course of study. This seems to be
the practice in the great majority of courses of
.
study it has been my privilege to examine.
In the Baltimore course of study in geog-
raphy for the Junior high schools, 1926, v/hich
was compiled after analyzing all the courses of
study in geography published in the United States
since 1921, and after analyzing the Baltimore
course of study for Intermediate grades, the fol-
lowing course of study was set up as a basis for
the work in geography in the seventh grade for
all the public schools of the city of Baltimore,
It is as follows
:
Unit 1 Geography of Foods
Geography?- of Foods is a study of how man
over the world utilizes earth resources to satisfy

his dominant need for food; an analysis of what
each country yields to the world's food supply;
an investigy tion of the geographic conditions
of the production and consumption of CEREALS
(wheat, corn, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, rice,)
MEATS, DAIRY PRODUCTS, SEA FOODS, VEGETABLES,
FRUITS, SUGAR, NUTS, SPICES, AND FLAVORS, TEA,
COFFEE, AND CACAO: an examination of the results
of scientific agriculture, conservation of soils
and water, geographic-economic surveys, etc. in
the v;iser exploitation of the world's potential
food resources; the development of "climate,"
"topography," "soil," "drainage," "mineral ond
other resources," "position relative to developed
area," as "suggesters" in the geographic analysis
of problems raised in this course.
Time Allotment: 14 weeks
Unit II Geography of Fuel and Power
Geography of Fuel and Power is a study of
how man utilizes earth resources (coal, water power
electricity--derived from water power or fuel pov/er
petroleum, natural gas, winds, sun, tides) to satis
fy his need for fuel and power in cooking, heating.
J
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lighting, and industrial purposes, a survey of the
distribution of these resources over the earth, with
reasons for their more profitable exploitation in
specific places; an investigation of the urgency of
conservation in the production and consumption of
these resources.
Time Allotment: 5 weeks
Unit III Geography of Shelter
Geography of shelter is a study of how man
utilizes earth resources to satisfy his need for
shelter, i.e., a study of the materials pjid forms
of dwellings, commercial, industrial, and other
kinds of buildings in relation to topography, cli-
mate, other natural resources, density of popula-
tion and the prosperity of the people. The locali-
zation, with reasons, of the production of lunber
and related products, cement, structural steel,
burned-clay building materials, (i.e., common
brick, vitrified brick, face brick, architectural
terra cotta, hollow building tile, and sewer pipe),
stone (building stone, paving blocks, curbing,
flagging, rubble, riprap, crushed stone), lime,
gypsum, glass, slate, prepared roofings, plumbers'
materials, hardware, paints, etc.
!!
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Unit IV Geography of Clothing
Geography of clothing is o study of how
man over the world utilizes earth resources to
satisfy his need for clothing as protection from
climate and from injurious contact with things
in his environment; as ornamentation and uniforms.
This study will include as investigation of the
localization, with reasons, of the animals and
plants from which clothing materials are derived;
from the former—wool, furs, leather, feathers,
whale bone, tortoise shell, etc.; from the latter--
cotton, flax, rubber, straw, paper; from a combina-
tion of both--silk. An analysis will be made of the
development of manufacturing localities, and a sur-
vey of the geographic aspects of the industries in-
volved in satisfying this need, i.e., agriculture,
herding, spinning, weaving, dyeing, designing, dress-
making, tailoring, manufacturing "ready-to-wear"
clothes, cleaning, laundrying, transporting, buying
and selling, financing, insuring, etc. Results of
geographic research yiIII be discovered in an exam-
ination of the development of nev/ fibres and of new
processes which are likely to affect the quality and
quantity of the present output, of substitutes, and
the utilization of the by-products from, the clothing
industries
.
Time Allotment: 7 weeks

Unit V Geography of Tools
Geography of tools is a study of hov/ man
utilizes earth resources to make tools, (utensils,
implements, machinery, and machine tools) and
through his development of adequate tools better
utilizes earth resources to satisfy his need for
food, clothing, shelter, fuel, luxuries, recreation
and communication. This unit shov/s clearly not only
how geographic factors react on human factors but
also how human factors react on geographic; the
earth is a permissive and potential ally: man can
avoid human waste by executing wise laws of geo- •
graphic adaptation. This unit results in a knowl-
edge of the localization, with geographic reasons,
of the sources of raw materials (iron and other
metals, v/ood, rubber) used in making tools, and of
the centers of tool manufacturing. Incidental to
this study the pupils sense the interplay of these
factors: (1) natural resources, (2) invention of
machines, (3) the Corporation and great aggregations
of capital, and (4) labor; a study of increased pro-
duction, of the sMft from agricultural to urban
distribution of population, of the development of
new housing problems, and of the social-economic
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ferment; capital and labor.
Time allotment: 3 weeks
The approach used was the Human Needs and
Economic-geographic Principles approach.
II
2. Grade Eight
In the public school system of Melrose,
Massachusetts, geography is integrated with the
study of history. The time allowed is forty
minutes daily. The textbook used is McMurry &
Parkins' "Advanced Geography" published by the
MacMillan Company. The course of study is di-
vided up into eight units to which other units
in History and Geography are to be added since
the course has not been completed. As the
course now stands (March 1928) Units I, IV and
VII are History and Geography and Units II, V,
VI and VIII are History only. The problem
method of approach is used. The problem for
each unit is as follows:
Unit I
Problem: How the thirteen colonies
became the United States of America.
Unit II
Problem: Wh&.t the constitution pro-
vided.
Unit III
Problem: How the new government was
established.

Unit IV
Problem; How was the great domain
colonized and developed?
Unit V
Problem: How the eastern slope of the
Mississippian Valley was settled and
developed.
Unit VI
Problem: How are political contests
started?
Unit VII
Problem: How the United States began
to expand its boundaries.
Unit VIII
Problem: How the United States fought fc
the freedom of the seas.
The above brief outline is an ex-^mple of a
course of study integrated with history. The em-
phasis in the Melrose course of study is quite
obviously placed on history. I, as a geography
teacher, think it is over done. Hov;ever, a com-
psirison with other systems would be fairer. In
the course of study for Seattle (1921) no geog-
I
raphy is taught in the seventh grade but its
place is taken by a course in history which
involves a study of geographical influences on
the development of the United States. In the
school semester of the eighth grade the course
culminates in a more intensive study of the
United States than is possible for pupils to
carry. This is supplemented by an intensive
study in geography about the state of Washington.
The "Geography Manual" for the state of In-
diana )Bulletin No. 47C 1926) gives no course of
study in geography for the eighth grade in that
state. The grade seven course in geography for
the public schools of Indiana covers Europe, Asia,
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific
Isles. It ends with an intensive study of the
state of Indiana.
According to the course of study (1923) for
Omaha, Nebraska, in the seventh grade the United
States as a world power and her neighbors, Asia
and South Am.erica are studied. In the eighth
grade Nebraska and Omaha are studied leading up
to a civic study of their own community, to be
made in the ninth grade.
II
The course of study in geography for the
Bridgeport Public Schools (1923) which is one
of the best I have examined is as follows:
Grade VII -B
Principles of Geography; Reviev/ of
North America.
Grade VII -A
Commercial Geography of the United
States and the rest of the World,
No geography is taught in the eighth or
ninth grades.
The provisional course of study in geogra
phy for Junior High Schools in Washington, Dis
trict of Columbia provides for the teaching of
geography throughout the first year and during
the second half of the second year. Three
courses of study are provided namely, courses
for the Seventh Grade -A, Seventh Grade-B, and
Eighth Grade-B. Each course is given for a
full semester of eighteen weeks with three
forty-three minute periods per week. In the
Seventh Grade courses, an intensive study is
made of Europe and a less detailed study of
Asia, Africa, and Australia. In the Eighth
II
II
!
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Grade-B course some attention is given to the
reading of different types of maps and to the
formation of our continent, but by far the
greater am.ount of time is spent on a study of
the United States with a viev/ to showing how
the geographic and human factors have influenced
its development into a world power.
In the Boston Public Schools geography work
in the seventh grt?de is a year's intensive study
of the United States, The eighth grade work is
as follows:
A General View
phasizing the relations of the United States with
these nations,
B Intensive Study
Interdependence of the world powers em-
1, Great Britain and colonies
Time allotment
5 weeks
2, France and colonies 5 weeks
3. Germany and Central Europe 4 weeks
4, Italy 3 weeks
5, Russia, Baltic and Balkan
countries 3 weeks
6. China 3 weeks
7, Japan 3 weeks

8. Argentina 2 weeks
9. brazil 2 weeks
10. Chile 2 weeks
11. United States 5 weeks
The seven examples I have given represent the
present chaotic condition in the teaching of geog-
raphy in the Junior High Schools of America. The
tendency seems to be to study world geography in
the eighth grade finishing the last month or two
with an intensive study of the United States and
the geography of the Home State or Simplified
Commercial Geography.
3. Grade Wine
General science has come into the field and
forced geography out of the high school with the
exception of commercial geography which is offer-
ed in the commercial and general course. General
science and new courses in history and civics are
now endeavoring to force geography out of the
Junior ^igh School. The social science advocates
claim that geography belongs in the social science
group of studies. The result has been, no geogra-
1. Boston Public Schools-School Documents No. 9,
1924 p. 18
.1
phy is taught today as far as I can ^scertnin, in
the ninth grade, anywhere in the United States.
This is the natural consequence of the adoption
of the Rugg Plan for the Junior High School. The
Rugg Plan was adopted by the National Society for
the study of Education in 1923. The report was
on "Social Studies in the Elementary and '~>econdary
School." Under thnt plan geography is to be in-
tegrated with history, civics and other social sub-
jects. If the Rugg Plan is carried out to its logi
cal conclusion, and it is now being favorably re-
ceived in many quarters, geography of the seventh,
eight, and ninth grades will be no more. I be-
lieve this is a mistake which sooner or later will
cause the pendulum to s^'ing the other way. In the
meantime there may be made an effort to merge the
geography of the grammar school in to a course of
unit social science or some similar course.
In conclusion, let me say, I know of no com-
petent geography teacher who has come out in favor
of having the subject of geography incorporated in
a unit social science course. This in addition
to the protests of real geographers who have from
the beginning objected to the plan.

CHAPTER v.
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C SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
1. COM?;^RCIAL GEOGRAPHY
The approach to Commercial Geography varies
according to the philosophy of the teacher and the
type of textbook used. The following are some of
the standard approaches used,
a. Propiucts
Products or commodity treatment in geog-
raphy, is the study of representative products se-
lected for their importance in the world of com-
merce, regardless of the country from which they
come, •'^or example, the commodity wheat is to he
studied. First, the plant and its climatic re-
quirements are taken up. Then the regions where
it is grown. This can be correlated with the effect
of machinery on wheat production and followed up by
the one-crop system of the agricultural frontier.
The study of the manufacture and commerce in wheat
is a natural continuation of this. From the study
of wheat an experiment in plant breeding can be
studied showing cross-bred wheat with great varia-
tion in offspring of hybrids. The rest of the cereals
are then taken up; rye, oats, barley, buckwheat,
rice, corn, and millet. For each is shown the soil
and climatic requirements.

The next principal product studied might be
cotton, coal, iron, rubber, coffee, cacao, etc.,
\mtil all important products are treated as fully
as time v/ill allow.
My objection to product treatment is that
it soon becomes stereotyped and full of repetitions
after a few important principles have been learned,
b. Regional
Knov/ledge of natural geographic regions
is essential in a good course in commercial and
industrial geography. Reference to such regions
should not be omitted. But if this treatment
is followed alone, there will be too much re-
petition of previous years of study. The re-
gional m.ethod itself, I have covered quite fully
under Part 111 (b) of this thesis,
c. Place Geography
By place geography I do not mean mere
place geography in the sense of location on the
earth's surface, but places located in relation
to other places in such a way that the interrelation-
ships are found and understood. All geographical
knowledge is of necessity connected v/ith some place
on the earth's surface. A knowledge of places

is as fundamental in learning geography as the
study of the four fundamental operations are in
the study of arithmetic. No progress con "be made
in geography without an accurate knowledge of im-
portant places. The individual unit for study, A
Place, is so definite that the starting point is
clear to the pupil. Adequate knowledge of a place
constitutes the following:
1 . Name
2. '-'ocation
3. Important geographical fact or facts.
The teacher should teach the pupil to associate with
the name and location some interesting and valuable
geographic facts,
d
. Human
The terms human pnd social, as applied
to geography are often used synonymously. The so-
called " human-side" of goegraphy refers to the ac-
tivities of man, and the various ways in v/hich his
activities and industries ultimately affect social
environment is such an indirect manner or so slow-
ly, that the influence is not very apparent. The
construction of great commercial highways, the re-
clamation of the vast arid regions, the drainage
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of the Dismal Sv/amp, the building of the Erie
Canal and Panama Canal illustrate the human
factor in geography,
e. Political
The political ai^proach is the study of
coirtmercial geography according to countries. Most
countries contain regions of geographic importance
depending upon their size. The arguments for po-
litical geograr.hy are that people have come to think
in terms of countries. For example, exports and im-
ports are always listed by countries. All of Eu-
rope north of the Alps and as far as the Baltic Sea
may be one vast pene-plain and represent certain
climatic similarities yet due to artifical barriers
the Prussian Plain should be differentiated from
that of Poland. For working purpose the political
unit, whether city, county, state, or nation, is
a coherent unit. Authors have found that the po-
litical division can be more conveniently handled,
another argument for the political approach is that
the group being studied have common political as-
pirations, and therefore a group v/hose interests are
supposed to be in common. The regional geography
approach can be used wherever the geographic region
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or parts of geographic regions are within the
political unit being studied,
f. Historical
The historical approach is merely the
tying up of the study of geography with the effects
of history upon the settlements, government, race,
and social ties that cement one nation with another
throughout the world. It brings historical facts
to the aid of the geographer. For example, the fall
of Constantinople in 1453 led to the discovery of
America in 1492 because the trade routes to the East
were cut off. The holding of the Balkan mountain
pass at Sofia kept the Roman empire of the East from
falling v/hen Rome fell under the invasion of the
barbarians. The persecution of the Puritans by the
Anglicans peopled New England with "the salt of the
earth," These and similar historical facts can be
used with telling force in the introduction to the
study of different problems in commercial geography.
In fact the history of commerce helped make the his-
tory of all nations throughout the v;orld.

ECONOMIC APPROACH
This method of treatment finds its unifying
ideas in the four great fields of Commerce and
Industry, namely:
1. Primary Production
a. Agriculture
b. Extractive
2. Transportation
a. -t^ail
b. Water
c . Air
d. Other means of communication.
3. Secondary Production
a. Manufacturing
4. Consumption
The economic method of approach leads
easily and interestingly from one great field to
another. It is never monotonous. It is a very
practical way to study. The economic division
naturally groups itself under the above four heads
Under this approach the interest of the child is
held continually without the child consciously
realizing it. Free play for individual differ-
ences is met more easily under this method than
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any other. The problem method of instruction v/ith
the economic approach is in my opinion the best
way yet devised to teach comjnercial geography, I
have used it with the addition of a checkerboard
outline of the textbook and a standardized topical
outline of certain fundamental geographical princi-
ples T/ith great success in my classes in commercial
geography in the Arlington and Melrose Senior High
Schools, The topical outline I use, includes loca-
tion, area, topography, climate, life forms, hurran
activities, and distribution of population. It can
be seen that all the above topics are fundamental
to the proper understanding of any unit or problem
in geography. The last advantage I am going to name
for the economic approach is that it lays the neces-
sary background for the study of Economics in the
pupil's senior year in high school.
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2, The Place of Commercisl Geography in the
Ciirrlculum,
Professor Frederick George Nichols says
that the place of Commercial Geography in the cur-
riculum is the tenth year. It should be given at
least one semester by an especially trained teacher.
Marvin says, "that 78.4^ of courses in 102 schools
have commercial geography.
Place in curriculum - ^
9th year 10th year 11th year 12th year Total
17 35 16 12 80
22% 43% 20% 15%
Time -
72 half year or less 63.7% give 200 minutes
a v/eek
8 one year 36.3% give 250 minutes
a v/eek
5
Elective or required - based on 52 cities and toTO.s
Required Elective
1st year 10 1
2nd year 21 2
3rd year 6 3
4th year 4
1. Associate Professor of Comraercial Education, Harvard
University.
2. Marvln-"Commercial Education in Secondary Schools"p. 123
3. Marvin-"Commercial Education in Secondary Schools"p. 125
4. Marvin-"Commercial Education in Secondary Schools"p. 127-9
5. Marvin-"Commercial Education in Secondary Schools"p.l31

Lyon says that Commercial (jeogrsphy is taught
in 87,35^ of the schools to whom questionnaires
were sent. According to Lyon's statistics based
on 119 schools reporting commercial geography, is
a two year course in one school; a one yeor course
in fifty-six schools; and a half-year course in
sixty-two schools. The percentage based on the
above for the tv;o year course is 0,8, one year
2
course 47, and one-half year course 52,1.
I want the reader to note that it is unjusti-
fiable to conclude from the fact that the length
of a course has become standardized that the pro-
per length of time for giving that Vv'ork has been
ascertained by any clearly thought-out or scien-
tific means. As a matter of fact Commercial Geog-
raphy is usually given to fill a program.
1. Lyon - "Education for iiusiness" p, 409
2, Lyon - "Education for Business" p, 411

CHAPTER VI
OBJECTIVES

V OBJECTIVES
The goals of teaching commercial geog-
raphy are not particularly well defined but
it seems desirable to class the objectives
into four general groups as follows:
(A) Knowledge objectives
1. Knowledge of the economic ac-
tivities of the pupil's own coun-
try and world as a whole.
2. Knowledge of the physiographic fea-
tures of the United States in con-
siderable detail and a general
knov/ledge of the topographical
features of other countries.
3. Knowledge of the extent and way
in which environment prom.otes
health.
4. Knov/ledge of heredity, plant
breeding, etc.
5. Knowledge of the sources of geo-
graphical data such as the World
Almanac
.
Ii
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6, Knov/ledge of the interdependence
of all nations upon each other.
7, Knowledge of the principal products
of the world th^^t enter into world
commerce
.
8, Knov;ledge of the great world indus-
tries such as agriculture, grazing,
mining, etc.
(B) Reasoning and Comparison
1. The ability to compare the home area
with other areas and draw right con-
clusions .
2. Ability to analyze geographica situ-
ations when given the fundamental geo-
graphical facts.
3. Ability to discriminate betv/een true
and false causes in a nations greatness
and weakness.
4. Ability to think for oneself and sus-
pend judgment on debateable issues.
(C) Cultural
If v/e define culture as that v/hich makes
life worth living and enjoying aside from any pe-
cuniary value it iray give, then it seems to me that
1I
Comrrercial Geography is more cultural than any
other subject in the commercial curriculum. Geog-
raphy gives a student a cultural background and all
that that implies. It teaches Aesthetic enjoyment,
that is, a deep appreciation of the beauties of na-
ture
.
(D) Vocational
1. Commercial Geography teaches plsce re
lations that may be used in everyday
life.
2. Furnishes geographical information
needed in business.
3. In the St. Louis Survey (Board of
Education 1917-pp. 91-92) the judg-
ment is expressed that geography is
of direct and immediate technical
vocational service for only a fev/
occupations, but that it is of im-
measurable service for developing
that general occupationsl intelli-
gence necessary on the part of all
within a democracy for the purpose
of general supervision, through

public opinion, of the v&rious con-
stituent social groups: manufactur-
ing, commercial, mining, agricultural
and other industrial groups. They
also refer to the value of geography
to those who consume the products of
the multitude of occupational groups.

CHAPTER VII
VALUES OF COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY

VALUES IN COffi/IERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
(A) Practical Values:
1, To put science at the disposal of com-
merce, snd to combine theory and prac-
tice
.
2. To develop better American citizens.
3. To make the United States bigger and
better by fostering commerce and in-
dustry at home and abroad through the
study of commercial geography.
4. To enrich the background for several
school subjects such as economics,
history, science, literature, art,
and language.
5, To increase the vocabulary of the
student
,
6, To analyze the pupil's locational
knowledge.
(B) Interpretive Values:
1. Teaches the pupils to understand
nature and to interpret conditions
accordingly.
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2. Stimulates the understanding of eco-
nomic, social, and artistic relations
among nations.
3. Incalculates interest in everyday
life.
4. Adds to a child's intellectual appre-
ciation.
(C) Habits
1. Habit of sizing up situations with an
interest in discovering their geograph-
ic aspects.
2. Habit of applying geographic principles,
whenever practicable, in the interpre-
tation of current events.
3. Habits of reflective thinking in the
treatment of geographic data:
a. Independent, intelligent
analysis of problems
b. Intelligert search for snd
evaluation of data from first
hand and vicarious experiences

(care in the selection of au-
thoritative sources)
c. Intelligent organization of
data and deduction of proper
conclusions.
d. Intelligeit verification and
application of conclusions.
Habits of msnipulating materials
8. Use of indices, tables of con-
tents, lists of illustrations,
cross-references, foot notes;
material topics, topic sentences;
keyv.'ords, chapter summaries; bib-
liographies; charts; graphs; the
cumulative index to such maga-
zines as National Geographic,
Journal of Geography; abbrevi-
ations and special codes used in
any text
b. Use of globes, maps (physical,
political, rainfall, temperature,
vegetation, commercial
,
etc.)
for interpretation and expres-
sion (including all devices.

such ns scale, color key, and
other symbols for interpreting
data presented on map)
c. Use of card catalogs, readers'
guide, encyclopedias, gazateers,
dictionaries, atlases, yearbooks,
travelers' guides, etc.
d. Use of source materials, e.g.
documents, pictures, people,
places, empirical evidence.
Habits basic to forceful presentation
of data
a. Ability to marshal data so that
high points of emphasis be left
with a questioning audience.
b. Ability to discover a satisfy-
ing unit for discussion purposes
c. Ability to select the most ef-
fective manner of presenting
data, e.g. oral report , illus-
trated or unillus trated; written
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report, illustrated or unillus-
trated; "booklet; chart; poster;
outline; graph; series of pic-
tures v/ith suggestive legends,
exhibit of specimens,
d. Ability to give a significant
title to graph, chart, booklet,
etc., to record the source of
information or material; to
indicate scsle on maps and
graphs, to organize the material
whenever necessary, with a table
of contents; to keep a classified
and annotated bibliography of
references.
6. Habits involved in the ability to make
out a simple itinerary for business
or pleasure trips, using a sketched
map or diagram
7. Habit of visualizing the location of
a minimum number of places ps points
of reference v;hen maps are not available.
8. Habit of putting into their regional
settings current events, literary types.
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what is seen in travel and problems of
business and of international politics.
9, Habit of reading geographic material
in leisure time.
10. Habit of seeking valuable new exper-
iences through field trips.
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VII A SUGGESTED COURSE OF STUDY IN COMLfRRCIAL GEOG-
RAPHY FOR SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Before making a course of study in Coimnerce
and Industry or Industrial Geography or Economic
Geography or Commercial and Industrial Geography,
five names for the same thing, as this subject Is
variously called in the different high schools of
the United States at the present time, I want to
state the following facts:
1. I sent out seventy-five letters to seventy-
five cities and towns throughout the United
States, choosing the larger places and those
noted for their progressiveness in education-
al matters,
2. I received fifty-eight answers but no print-
ed course of study in commercial geography
for high schools except from Springfield,
Massachusetts and Cincinnati, Ohio, The
course of study for Cincinnati was tenta-
tive only and is subject to revision by
Principals and teachers at any time. The
course of study for Springfield was
printed by the Henry Holt Publishing
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Company and was distributed by them
because their book "Com-nerce and Industry"
J, Russell Smith is used,
3. Many geography courses of study were re-
ceived for the Grarnmar and Junior High
Schools including integrated courses for
the Junior High Schools.
4, Fourteen illustrative letters are bound
in this thesis to point out what some of
the typical replies were. Please note, in
particular two letters from Chicago.
5, I interviewed officials of the Boston
School Committee concerning the course
of study in Geography for the Boston
High Schools • I was informed there was
no printed course of study in Geography,
However, Z. Carleton Staples of the Dor-
chester High School for boys has organ-
ized and arranged a suggested outline for
Commerce and Industry which I examined,
6. Mr, Arthur B. Lord of the Massachusetts
State Department of -t^-ducation told me
when I interviewed him in September 1927

that there was no state course printed in
Commerce and Industry, Commercial Geog-
raphy or even Bookkeeping',
In the Harvard University Graduate School
of Education Library, I examined the
courses of study available in commercial
education for every state in the Union.
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Michigan and
New York had the best commercial courses
of study but none of them had a detailed
course of study in commercial geography,
''^Ith the above facts in mind I submit the
following course of study in Commercial
Geography to be used in the twelfth grade
in school.
i
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, STUS O THOMAS
OMMISSIONER
«AM E PACKARD
OtPUTY
STATE OF MAINE
department of ^bncaticm
AUGUSTA
February 27, 1926
:.Ir. Paul "J. B&ynton
Tsacher of Com' 1 Geography
Senior Hir^h School
Arlington, .'jiassachusetts
My dear Mr. Boynton:
CoiTiTiissioner Thomas has asked me to reply to your letter
relative to the teaching of Commercial fleography.
"'•9 do not "^ave a detailed statement regarding the subject
of Commercial or Industrial jeograrihy. You v/ill note the inclosed
outline for commercial conrses places t>^e subject in the second year.
The course as offered in 3ur schools follows the general reauire-
ments of standard textbooks. ^To snecial effort has been made to
develop the subject though I firmly believe in the importance of a
well planned course in this subject. I have urged that it be used
as tho basis of a strong course in general business training. The
outcome would be a snecial training for boys and some girls in the
field of general business such as store service, salesmanship, ar.d
the like. The present courses in Commercial Geography vary largely
v;ith the interest aiid preparation of the teachers. '7e are trying to
broaden out the work with special emohasis on the contact v.lth busi-
ness and economic conditions, ^"e believe, too, that it offers a
valuable contribution to citizen training as well as laying the
foundation for comprehension of business conditions as they exist
each day.
I regret that I have no more detailed material for your
service
.
Cordially yours.
J>54aft '7. Taylor
Agent for Secondary Education
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RACE C. FAIRBANK. SupERvrsoR op Mathematics
LLIAN DONOVAN. Supervisor of History
NNETTE MANN, Supervisor of English
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
MARGARET T. ENGLAR, Supervisor op Latin
A. MARGUERITE ZOUCK. Supervisor of French
ANGELA M. BROENING, Supervisor of Geooraphy
Office: Administration Building Annex
carrollto" arb lafatette aves.
February 20, 1926
• ir. Paul \ Boynton,
Teacher of Gon^-^.ercial Geography,
School Department,
Arlington, ' ar> sachusetts .
liY dear i'r. Boynton:
Your letter of Febi'uary 11 addressed
to Henry iVest has been referred to ne. I am
interested to note the study you are undertaking
for your master degree. V/ithin the next few
days, I ^.vill nail you under separate cover a copy
of our Special Geography iiu"ber of the Balti^.Q[>e
Bulletin of Lducation and excerpts from our revised
course, in Junior High Geography. This material
may be of in -erest to you in connection v/it^^ your
study and if you have time to pass on to us any
suggestions v.dth regard to it - -e shall appreciate
it very much.
Very truly yours.
A. li. Broening.
i>upervisor of Geography
AI.IB.A
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BOARD OF EDUCATION
CITY OF CHICAGO
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION
SUPERl^^•ENDE^fT OF Schools
Educational administration Building
460 south state street
TELEPHONE Wabash 9210
ASSisTArfT superintendents
LIAM J. BOGAN MORGAN
«£ E. DEBUTTS CHARL
ELIZABETH W. MURPHY
G. HOGGE
ES O. LOWRY
March
Twenty-ninth,
1 9 2 6.
Mr. Paul M. Boynton,
Melrose High School,
Melrose, ^Massachusetts.
Dear Sirj
Our high school course of study is out of
print at the present time, and as it is now in the
process of revision it will "be several months "before
copies are availalJle for distrilration.
I am sorry that I cannot accommodate you.
Yours truly.
^^^ymiLm: j. bo gait,
Assistant Superintendent of Schools.
WJB-L

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
WILLIAM McANDREW.
AESISTAhfT SUPERINTENDENTS
WfLLIAM J. BOGAN MORGAN G. HOGGE
ARENCE E. DEBUTTS ELIZABETH W. MURPHY
AMBROSE B. WIGHT
JBJECT:
Board of Education
CITY OF CHICAGO
Educational Administration Building
460 south state street
TELEPHONE WABASH 9210
January
ninth,
1 9 2 6,
Jlr. Paul LI. Boynton,
Senior Hish School,
Arlington, Llassachusetts.
Dear Sir;
Our high school course of study is out of print
at the present time. If you will renew your request at a
later date, I shall "be glad to send you a copy*
yours truly.
WHilAil J. BOGAIT,
Assistant Superintendent of Schools.
WJB-L
i
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DENVER PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Mr. Paul I,:. Boynton
Senior High School
Arlington
Massachusetts
My dear Mr. Boynton:
In our twelfth grade we are teach-
ing The Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
Colorado by Blaine, published by Ginn and
Company, and Industrial Geography by Whitbeck,
published by The American Book Company.
Our junior high school social was
printed in August, 1924, I am enclosing
a price list of our course of study publica-
tions which are now available. The senior
high school social science course will be
ready about June, 1926.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
414 Fourteenth Street
Jesse H. Newlon. Superintendent
A. L. THRELKELD
DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
January 11, 1926
Sincerely yours.
Secretary to Mr. Threlkeld
N.B. No Course of StjUdy printed for Commerce and
Industry or Coimnercial Geography.
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(CODY
CTINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
JOHN F. THOMAS
ASSISTANT SUPERINTCNOENT
DETROIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF STATISTICS AND PUBLICATIONS
(AUFMANN
BTANT DIRECTOR
January 11, 1936
Mr. Paul M. Boynton,
School Der)artment,
Arlington, Massachusetts-,
Dear I.Ir. Boynton:
Replying to your letter of January 4th, we
do not have a course of study in print on CoriiLiorcial
or Industrial Geography.
Very truly yours.
MC
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SUSAN M. DORSEY
lUPERINTKNDKNT
MONLUX
JEPUTY 8UPT.
UR GOULD
!Y M. SHAFER
HELEN WATSON PIERCE
RT H. LANE
.ing kersey
ik a. bouelle
elizabeth bates
:e a. findlay
ASSISTANT 8UPTS.
JESSIE A. TRITT
WSICNMBNT SUPT.
OFFICE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
LOS ANGELES CITY SCHOOLS
7th Floor Chamber of Commerce Building
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA SECRETARY
JOHN B. BEMAN
C. L. PECK
ROBERT L. BURNS
MRS. GEORGE HERBERT CLARK
FREDERICK R. FEITSHANS
MRS. LUCIA MACBETH
PRCSIOENT
WM. A. SHELDON
ROBERT A. ODELL
BOARD OF EDUCATION
.v.r, Paul k. Boynton
'IeE;cher of Conr ercitil
-•i;"o''-x "-'J
Senior High ScVooi
/.rlin^ton, iitfcissfcichusetts
Lear -i-r. Bo}aton:
In re^ ly t,-. your request, we are sorry thc-l '/.o oc ijfj'.. 1 avy a
coarse of s+ad} n.onogrfirh on Gonjiercie.l or Industrial Geo£;raphy,
v^r_^ truly yours.

The Madison Public Schools
MADISON. WISCONSIN
THOMAS W. GOSLING
SUPERINTENDENT
February 20 1926
Mr Paul M Boynton
Senior High School
Arlington Massachusetts
Dear Sir
I regret very much that I cannot comply
with your reouest of February 12. We
do not have in available form at this
time any material which we could send
you on com^iercial or industrial geography.
Yours very truly
Secretary to the Superintendent

ARLINGTON. MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
CHESTER A. MOODY SUPERINTENDENT
100
Senior High School Herman Gammons, Principal
Siiperintenlent of Schools
'^-'^-'i'' ' ^ , I.
I; ^ "r*. '"inslov::
^ , "iter's le~-.'*9 8 I t to
t'lnior or ::ienior j-.i
"'ill T'l "''tnll
lools .
e i^-
1
let r in^ormatL
i e c t
.
'c ill
We have no course of study in printed form for
Commercial or Industrial Geography,

BOARD OF EDUCATION
101OF THE
CITY OF ST. LOUIS
Departmext of Instrtjction'
BHarcn 2, 1926.
Dear Sir:
Replying to your letter requesting a course of study, I write
to say that the entire curriculum of the St, Louis school system is
now under revision. Courses in some subjects have been forirulated
and have been submitted to the classroom teacnors, supervisors and
other interested school officers for criticisrr. None of the courses
of study have*been officially approved, and none are ready for
general distributi'^n. It will probably be late in 1926 before our
courses are printed and available for distribution.
Very truly jrp^fs"
Assistant to the Superintendent
TESiVR

ARLiNGTON. MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
CHESTER A. MOODY SUPERINTENDENT
102
Sfiiior High School Herman (iamnious, Hrinci|>i»i
lis O: '0 ial
nhool?;
.
Dthei" inf OT""!^ t ion :'"0^i mn;
sii^e I

The Central High School
SYRACUSE. NEW YORK
Carl Alverson
PRINCIPAL
January 11, 1926
Mr. Paul M. Boynton
Arlington, Mass.
Dear Mr. Boynton:-
We publish no pamphlet outlining our
course for Oominercial Geography. Our text
book is Whitbeck's Commercial Geography.
We would suggest your writing to the
State Department of Education at Albany, N.Y.
where information could be obtained outlining
the course which we are expected to follow
in Commercial Geography.
Very truly yours,
Principal

ARLINGTON. MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
CHESTER A. MOODY SUPERINTENDENT
104
Senior High School Herman Gammons. Principal
it to
i-1 let iir.
f ice
if v^.^i '''ill co'i'^ly '''ith the r-T-iove venjx^- .
f-ill;; yours,
Dear Sir: "VTe have no printed course of studv for Commercial /j
Geography in the High School.
^Jj'lZSi^ij
Supt. of Schools.

IFRANK W. BALUOU
Superintendent of Public Schools
Franklin School Building
Washington, d. C.
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January 6, 1926
ilr. Paul LI. Boynton
Senior llinh School
Arlington
Lias saohuse 1 1 s
.
-ly dear L_r. Bojmton:
This is to acknov/ledge the receipt of your
letter of January 5, 1926 and to state that I regret
very much that there is no printed material to forv.'ard
you covering the v/ork in ConmerGial Geography in our
senior high schools.
You may be interested in the course of study
in Geography used in the junior high schools which I am
enclosing.
Very truly yours.
C Secretary to the Superintendent.
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COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
First Year, .Senior High School
Time: 45 minutes a day, five times a week
for one full year of thirty-eight or
forty weeks
.
CONTENT AND SUBJECT MATTER:
Text: Commerce & Industry—J. Russell Smith
First Semester
The United States of America
First Quarter - Time: ten weeks
First Week - Our Changing Environment
pages 3-21
1, Climate and topography
Wind system of "Viforld
Rising Air, equatorial calms
Sinking air, tropical calms
Trades
V/esterlies
Monsoons
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Second week-Our Changing Environment
pages 21-28
2, Rainfall accompanying various
winds
Affected by surface and relation
of land to water and surfaces,
3, Cyclonic storms
Conditions in
Results of, particularly in
eastern United States.
4, Temperature of earth
Reasons for great heat at equator
Rays at equator are more nearly
vertical than at poles,
A given number of vertical rays
cover a smaller area than a given
number of slanting rays.
Heat equator
Position in differert seasons.
5, Tides
Causes
:
1. Lunar - sun and moon pulling
together
2. Neap - Sun and moon pulling
together
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6, Application of winds, rainfall
temperature to the United States.
Particularly to the eastern part,
including Boston
7, Hov; time is determined
1. the year
2. t?n.e month
3. the day
4. the hour
5. The Julian Calendar
6. The Gregorian Calendar
Third Week
pages 29-49
The Cereals
Importance of cereals
'JVheat
The plant and its climatic
requirement
The Wheat belts of the World
Farm Machinery
One-crop system
Intensive and extensive agri-
culture

Fourth Week
pages 49-64
Rye
Oats
Barley
Buckwheat
Rice
Millet
Climatic requirements for all
cereals
Corn taken up in detail
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Answers to questions at the end
chapter
(Note the questions serve as the
problems throughout the entire
course
.
)
4
Fifth week
pages 65-85
The Animal Industries
V,Tiere our meat comes from
The rising price of meat
Swine
Cattle
The cattle west of the 100 meridian
Apply mathematical geography taught
the first two weeks.
Map of cattle and swine belt
Problem: Possible increase in the
meat supply.
The effect of improvec^ methods of
shipping and preserving meat
The refrigerabor car
The refrigerator ship
Locate:
Forth Worth
Waco
St. t'aul
^1oux City
The Hay Belt
The value of alfalfa and the
clover
Omaha
Kansas City
Chicago
Cincinnati
ij
I
I
i
Ill
Location of wheat exporting re-
gions
Locate fbe following cities:
New York City Galveston
Buffalo
St . Loui s
Duluth
Chicago
Port Arthur
Kansas City
^e\'i Orleans
Vancouver
Rochester
Wichita, Kansas
Minneapolis
Niagara Falls
Winnipeg
Milwaukee
Mendel's Law of Plant Breeding
Wheat maps of United States and Canada.
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Sixth Week
pages 85-113
Dairy Products
Location of dairy industry
Milk, Cheese, Butter
Sheep
Location of industry
Wool-producing breeds
Mutton varieties
The horse industry
The blue-grass region
Mules
Poultry
Locate
:
Lexington, Kentucky
St. Louis
Frankfurt
•Jefferson City
Questions at end of chapter II
Checkerboard Outline of the Chapter
The Vegetable Industries
Food value
Location of vegetable industries
I

The White potato
By-products of potato
-Lhe sweet potato
Locate
:
Trenton
Raleigh
Columhia
Charleston
Wilmington
Philadelphia
Richmond
Savannah
New Berne
Norfolk
Questions at the end of Chapter III
Checkerboard outline of the chapter.
I
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Seventh Week
pages 114-138
The Fruit and Canning Industries
The grape
The lemon
The grapefruit and pomelo
Problem: Vl/hich is better, Florida or
California for orange growing?
The date
The olive
The fig
The i:ight Apple Belts
Frost drainage
Map of apple belts
The Eight Peach Belts
Combating Insects and Pests
The dried Fruit industry
The canning industry
Location of it
Questions at the end of Chapter IV
Checkerboard outline of chapter.

Eighth Week
pages 139-155
Sugar and Tobacco
i:iources of Sugar
Cane Sugar
Climatic requirements and
distribution
YJhy the tropics are superior for
cane.
Methods of cultivation
The island possessions of the
United States
Cane sugar map of the world.
Beet sugar map of the world.
Sorghum
Maple sugar
Tobacco
What quality depends on: use,
spread, and consumption of
tobacco
.
Tobacco a money crop
Tobacco map of the United States
Questions at the end of Chapter V
Checkerboard outline of the chapter.

Ninth Week
Learn the forty-eight states and the
location of the forty-eight capitals.
Draw map of the United States
Review the Introduction
Review chapters I and II
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Tenth Week
Review chapters III, IV, V
Review Lecture notes given class.
Quarterly examination
Review of examination
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Second Quarter Time: ten weeks
Eleventh week
pages 156-175
The Fisheries of the World
Location of "banks"
The cod fisheries
The salmon fisheries
Shell fish
oyster
clam
lobster
crab
The fish-fertilizer industry
Seal and whale fisheries
The sponge industry
Extension of the fish supply
Questions at the end of the chapter.
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
The Fundamentals of Manufacture
Abundance of Land
Factor Controlling manufactures
Raw material
Power
Labor
Markets
Capital

Twelfth week
pages 176-191
Basic Metals
Iron and steel
Formation of iron ores
History of iron making
The Blast Furnace
The Pittsburgh basing system
Steel processes
Cementation
Crucible
Bessemer
Open-Hearth
Electric
World commerce in iron
Copper
Aluminum
Locate
:
Duluth
Birmingham
Baltimore
Gary
Lebanon
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Chicago
Bethlehem
Altoona
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
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Thirteenth week
pages 192-225
Power
Coal
Importance of
Anthracite fields
Bituminous fields
Methods of mining coal
Coke, Gas and Gas By-products
Water Power
Potential waterpower
Developed waterpower
Petroleum
American oil fields
oil shale
transportation
natural gas
foreign trade in oil
wind power
tide power
atomic energy
animal energy
man power
sun power
Questions on chapter
Che-ckerboard outline of chapter.

Fourteenth week
pages 226-253
The Forest Industries and Paper
The forest belts of the world
American forest belts
Rate of cutting
f^ise In price
Commercial woods
Map of North American forests
The Paper Industry
Wood pulp
Esparto grass
Straw paper
Locate:
Millinocket
Charleston
Seattle
Tacoma
Eureka
Mobile
Gulfport
Chattanooga
Memphi s
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
Savannah
Jacksonville
Pensacola
Vancouver, B,
Humboldt
Norfolk
Nev/ Berne
Evansville
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Fifteenth week
pages 254-274
Fibres, Textiles and Clothing
Cotton
Supply
The cotton gin
Possible area in United
States
Climatic requirements
Cotton Districts
Cotton Manufacture
spinning machine
weaving machines
Artificial humidifiers
Needed a picking machine
Location of Industry
Present
Future
Wool Manufacturing
Woolens
Worsteds
Shoddy
Carpets
Hats
Wool substitutes
Silk
Labor supply
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Sixteenth week
pages 275-291
Flax
Hemp
Clothing
Questions of chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
Leather
Hides and skins
Tanning
Leather manufacturers
The boot and shoe industry
G-love manufacturing
The future supply of leather
Furs
Rubber
Origin and source
Map of rubber area of the world
Manufacture of rubber
Inventions
Macintosh
Goodyear - vulcanization
Future supply
The Stevenson Act
Firestone and Ford
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Locate
:
Johnstown Columbus
New York City Philadelphia
Gloversville Lynn
Oneida Haverhill
Boston Manchester
Auburn Rocliester
Cincinnati
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
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Seventeenth week
pages 292-509
Machinery
Factors of location
Agricultural machinery
Interchangeable parts
The carriage industry
The automobile industry
Mass production
Low prices
Machinery for m.anufacturing
Machine tools
Machinery for Transportation
Ship Building
In America
In Europe
Materials used
Small metals manufactured
Standardization and inter-
changeable parts
Questions at the end of chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Locate:
Buffalo Oakland
Camden Chester

Wilmington San Francisco
Philadelphia Detroit
Chicago Cleveland
Questions at end of chapter
Checkerbosrd outline of chapter.
I!
i
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Eighteenth Week
pages 310-332
Chemical Manufactures
The Fertilizer Industry
Phosphates
Sources
Potash
Sources
Kelp
Nitrogen
Sources
Muscle Shoals
Athmospherlc Fixation of
nitrogen
Nitrates
Sources
Soap
Coal Tar and its By-products.
Dyestuffs
Germany
America
Explosives
Products of the Electric
Furnace
Questions at end of chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
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Locate
:
Sal ina , Kansas
The Mineral Industries
Bricks
Location of industry near market
Slate
Limestone
Grani te
Marble
Indiana limestone (Bedford oolitic)
Cement
Manufacture of
Concrete
Pottery, Porcelain and Glass
Kaolin clay
Glass making
Locate
Milv/aukee Proctor
Rutland New York
Qulncy Pittsburgh
Liverpool Zaesvllle
Cincinnati East LiverDOol
Glassboro Millville
Muncle Gas City
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Nineteenth week
pages 332-357
Gold
Silver
Mining methods
Gold in Alaska
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
The Trade Routes of North America
The Great Lakes
Principal routes
The River routes
Mississippi
Missouri
Ohio
Tennessee
Hudson
St, Lawrence
Mohawk
Arkansas
Red
Rio Grande
Colorado
Sacramento
Red River of the North
Columbia
Snake
Minnesota
Fraser
MacKenzie
Peace
Saskatchewan
Nelson
Penobscott
Oregon
Warrior

Canals
Willard Cape Cod
Soo (U.S.) Panama
Soo (Canadian) Erie
Trans-Continental Railways
Southern Pacific
Santa Fe
Union Pacific
Chicago, Milv/aukee and St. Paul
Northern Pacific
Great Northern
Canadian National
Canadian Pacific
Grand Trunk
The Gulf of Mexico
Locate:
Boston New York
Buffalo Chicago
Omaha Cheyenne
Odgen San Francisco
Railway Map of the United States.
Questions at end of chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.

Twentieth week
Review
Fisheries
Fundamentals of Manufacture
The Forest Industries and Paper
Fibres
Textiles and Clothing
Leather
Rubber
Machinery
Ship-Building
Metal Industries
Chemical Manufactures
Mineral Industries
Routes of North America
Mid Year Examination
II
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Second Semester
FOREIGN pOUNTRTES
First Quarter Time: ten v/eeks
First week
pages 359-370
Canada
Geographical relation to the
United States.
Map of Canada
The Maritime Provinces
Fishing
Apple Grov/ing
Canadian manufactures
Canadian forests
Western Canada
Mineral Resources
Transportation
Water
Rail
Newfoundland Crovm Colony
Locate
:
St, John St, John's
Halifax Charlottetown
Fredericton Quebec
Montreal Toronto

Hamilton
Ft. William
Port Nelson
Calgary
Vancouver
Banaff
Questions on the chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
Port Arthur
Winnipeg
Regina
Edmonton
Victoria
Dawson
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Second week
pages 371-391
Mexico
Map of Mexico
Population
Products
Rubber
Henequln or Sisal
Petroleum
Trade routes of Mexico
Rail
Water
Metals
Government
Locate
:
Mexico City Vera Cruz
Pueblo San Geronimo
Tuxpam Tampico
San Luis Potosi Guadalajara
Questions of chapter
Checkerboard outline
The Caribbean Lands and the Guianas
Geography
Climate
Population

Products
The Banana
Cuba
Agricultural specialties
The Guianas
Products
Locate
:
Bahama Islands Haiti
Barbados Porto Rico
Jamaica Guadeloupe
Honduras Cuba
Nicaragua Panama
British Honduras Costa Rica
San Salvador Guatemala
San Jose Pt, Limon
Cayenne Trinidad
Georgetown Santiago
Havana Kingston
Port Au Prince Bermuda
Questions of chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
Ii
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Third week
pages 392-412
Braz il
Geographic Regions
The Coffee Plateau
The Temperate Southland
The Interior Grassland
The Trade Wind Coast
The Amazon Valley
The Trade Routes
Locate:
Para Brayanca
Manaos Iquitos
Bahia Pernamhuco
Rio de Janeiro S. Paulo
Santos
Questions on chapter
Checkerhoard outline of chapter
Argentina
Cattle and sheep
Change in breed due to refriger
ation.
Wheat
Corn

The Lower Argentine
Patagonia
Forest Products
Quebracho logs
Uruguay
Products
Paraguay
Products
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
«i
I
I
Foiarth Week
pages 413-432
Colom"bia
Products
Ecuador
Products
Peru
Products
Chile
Products
Borax
Tin
Manganese
Wool
The Andean Plateau
Locate
;
Products
Guano
Nitrates
Iodine
Bolivia
Guayaquil Quito
Salto Jajuy
Antofagasta Arica
Mollendo Potosi
c
Santiago Lima
Sucre Bogota
Iquique Valparaiso
Questions on Chapter
Checkerboard outline of the chapter.
Europe and the United States Compared
General comparison
Climate
Agricultural products
Methods
Labor supply
Manufactures
Trade
The United Kingdom
Climate
Live Stock
Agriculture
Forests
The condition of agriculture

Fifth week
pages 432-452
Coal and iron
Textiles
Early History
Woolen industries
Cotton factories
Reason for leadership
Linen
Silk
Ship-building
Why England needs a large navy
Foreign Trade
London
Question on chapter
Map of British Isles
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Locate:
/
The world's entrepot
Great Financial center
Other cities become
entrepots
•
London Belfast
Liverpool Sheffield
Manches ber Dublin

Boston Derby
Leeds Bristol
Edinburgh Glasgow
Newcastle Bolton
France and Belg: um
Climate
Agriculture
The grape industry
Wine making
Manufactures
Textiles
Paris as an Art Center
Belgium, a trader nation
Map of France and Belgium
Questions of chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapt
Locate
:
Paris Orleans
Cherbourg Brest
Toulon Marseilles
Rouen Bordeaux
Calais Havre
Lyons Lille
Antwerp Brussels
Toulouse Namur
i
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Sixth week
pages 453-466
Germany
Brief history
Climate
Resoiirces of Germany
Meager
Coal, iron, potash
Scientific development
Of materials
Of Men
Educated her people
Promoted manufacture
Promoted agriculture
Social legislation
Promoted science
Developed an army
Fish growers' associations
Grain
The sugar heet
The potato
By-products
Wine growing
Manufacture
The food problem
Iron and Steel

Her export trade
Results of the world
Questions on the chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Map of Germany
Locate:
Berlin
Hamhurg
Munich
Leipzig
Kiel
Coblentz
Bremen
Frankfort
Dresden
Cologne
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Seventh week
pages 467-477
Switzerland
Scenery as a resource
Forestry
Agriculture
Potatoes, wheat and oats
Dairying
Manufactures
Exports
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Locate
:
Bern Zurich Geneva
Holland and Denmark
Resources
Dairying
Flower growing
Poultry Farming
Foreign trade
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Locate
Copenhagen The Hague
^ Amsterdam Rotterdam

Norway and Sweden
Resources
Fisheries
Swedish iron
7vOod and waterpower
Agriculture in the Scandinavian
Peninsula
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Map of Denmark, Norway and Sweden
Locate
:
Oslo Trondh.jen
Bergen Stavanger
Stockholm Gotehorg
Norrkoping Malmo
Copenhagan
J
Eighth week
pages 478-495
Finland
The people
The country
Lumber
Agriculture
The nation's future
Esthonia
Agriculture
Oil shale
Flax
Latvia
Agriculture
People
Lithuania
Agriculture
People
Poland
Agriculture
Manufacture
Trade
Danzig
Austria
Present condition
Agriculture

Hungary
Agriculture
The European Corn Belt
The Danube river
Roumania
Agriculture
Manufactures
Czecho-Slovakia
Location
Products
Agriculture
Manufa c tur ing
Trade
Conclusions on the New Countries
the Baltic and Central Europe,
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Map of Central Europe
Locate
:
Danzig Helsingfors
Reval Riga
Kovno Warsaw
Lodz Prague
Budapest Bucharest
Vienna
I1
Ninth week
pages 496-502
The Balkan States
Ancient and Recent History
The pass at Sofia
Over -populati on
Agriculture
Jugoslavia (South Slavia)
Agriculture
Present condition
Races
Albania
Bulgari a
Greece
Poverty of all
Constantinople
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Map of the Balkan States
Locate
•
Athens Sofia
Salonica Tirana
Centinje Belgrade

Tenth week
Revies pages 359-502
Foreign Countries
Canada
Mexico
Caribbean Lands
Brazil
River Plata Countries
Andean Countries
Great Britain
France and Belgium
Germany
Switzerland
Holland and Denmark
Norway and Sweden
The New Countries of the Bait
and Central Europe
The Balkan States
Review of cities, rivers, and m.oun-
tain ranges of the above countries.
Third Quarter Examination.
I
I
Second Quarter Time: ten weeks
Eleventh week
pages 503-526
Russia In Eiirope and Asia
Size
Location
Railroads
Principal rivers
Population
Government
Agriculture
Industries
Minerals
The future of Russia
Questions on Russia
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Map of Russia
Locate: cities and rivers
Volga river
Bug river
Dniester river
Ural river
Lena river
Leningrad
Kief
Astral han
Don river
Dnieper river
Ob river
Yenisei river
Odessa
Moscow
Kharkof
Vladivostok
II
Spain and Portugal
Climate
People
Topography
Lack of the idea that it is
respectable to work.
Products
Wine
Cork
Olive Oil
Map of the Iberian Peninsula
Locate
:
Malaga Lisbon
Oporto Madrid
Valencia Cartagena
Gibraltar Cadiz
Italy
.
Climate
Population
Products
Manufactures
Agriculture
Greece (Already covered in the
Balkan States)
Questions on the chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
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Twelfth week
pages 527-552
The Trade and Routes of Europe
America compared
Heavy-traffic routes
water routes
The Southern route
The Northern route
The Volga and the Caspian route
Railroads
Utilization of routes
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
Map of all Europe showing Nations,
Capitols, Rivers, and Mountains,
The Old World Desert and the Desert's
Edge
Deserts of
Sahara
Arabia
Mesopotomia
K
Persia
Afghan:* stan
Trans-Caspia
Turkestan
Mongalia
The rug Business
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North Africa
Agriculture
"Egypt
Brief description
Cotton
Arabia
,
Palestine and Syria
Products
Coffee
Rugs
Dates
Mesopotamia
Brief description
Products
Persia
Products
Central Asia
Products
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.

Thirteenth week
pages 553-577
China
The monsoon r/ind
China's isolation
Agriculture
Manufactures
Tea, and factors affecting the
distribution of its culture.
Silk and its culture
Rice growing
The place of animals
The soy bean
Present condition
The Price Revolution
Recent History
Japan
Physical features
Agriculture
Products
Manufacture
The population
Present condition of Japan
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
II
Map of China and Japan
Locate
:
Tokyo Osaka
Nagasaki Yokohama
Kiaochow Mukden
Shanghai Peking
Tientsin Canton
Hongkong Foochow
Nanking Hankow
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Fourteenth week
pages 578-598
India and Southeastern Asia
Climate
People
Agriculture
Rice, millet
Barley, sorghum
Lahab, (a bean)
Cattle
Jute
Tea
Ceylon
Rubber
Tea
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
Map of India, Burma, . Indo-China,
Siam, and Cambodia,
Locate: cities
Bombay Calcutta
Karachi Madras
^elhi Pondicherry (i"r.)
Bangkok Saigon
Rangoon Bangalore

rivers
Irawadi
Mekong
Ganges
Henam
Salween
Indus

Fifteenth week
pages 589-599
Philippines
Climate
Agriculture
Products
Rattans
Grums
Rubber
Rice
Manila hemp (abacr')
Cocoanuts
Sugar cane
Java
Products
Coffee
Rubber
Sugar
Sumatra
Tobacco
Singapore
Tin
• Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.

Map of the Philippines
Locate:
Manilla
Iloilo
Cehu
Discuss Filipino Independence
i1
Sixteenth week
pages 600-615
Tropic Africa
Map of Africa
Climate
The Belgium Congo
Products
Nigeria (British colony)
Zulebra (a Hybrid)
Transportation
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
Union of South Africa
Government
Grain crops
Fruit grov/ing
Ostrich farming
Gold ,diamonds
Foreign Trade
Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
Locate: cities and towns
Cape Town Port Elizabeth
Port Alfred Fast London
Beira Katanga
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Mombasa Dar-es-Salaam
Aden Port Said
Cairo Wadi -Haifa
Khartum Adis Abeba
Bloemfontein Johannesburg
Durban Pretoria
Loanda Loango
Stanleyville Boma
Windhoek Lagos
Lome Bingerville
Monrovia Kayes
Timbuktu Kano
Ghat Dakar
St. Louis Bathur st
Biskra Tripoli
Tunis Fez
Morocco Moszambique
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Seventeenth week
pages 617-628
Australia
Geographic factors
Brief history
The animal industries
Agricultural industries
I'VTieat
Sugar
Forest and Lumber
Fruits
Minerals
Manufacture and Trade
Nev/ Zealand
Climate
Industries
Products
Mutton
Q,uestions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter.
Map of Australasia
Locate
:
Dunedin Wellington
Christchurch Auckland

Melbourne
Brisbane
Preemantle
Adelaide
Victoria
Hobart
Perth
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Eighteenth week
pages 629-649
World Commerce
Expansion of Industry and
Resource s
The Balance betv/een Resources and
Human need.
Utilization of resources
The Standard of living
Two standards
Oriental standard
Western standard
U:"'used Agricultural Resources of
the Temperate Zones
Science Creates Resources
New Resources for Manufacture
Science increases mineral
resources
New Resources in Agriculture
Plant breeding
Animal breeding
Tree crops
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Nineteenth week
pages 649-667
Productivity of tree crops
Temperate tree-crops
The algaroba
pecan
shagbark
hazel
walnut
The oaks
Tropical tree-crops
tea
coffee
cacao
rubber
cocoanut
palm nut
Brazil nut
walnut
pavrpaw
sugar maple
persimmon
allspice
nutmeg
cloves
cinnamon
cinchona
orange
lemon
pomelo
Ultimate uses of land
Economic possibilities of the
tropics
The inliabitants of the tropics
Relation of tropic peoples to
northern prosperity.

Questions on chapter
Checkerboard outline of chapter
The Lav; of Trade
Racial differences
Differences in the stage of indus-
trial development
Immigration
Difference in resources
topography
soil
moisture
nearness to sea
temperature
mineral deposits
Trade
Future course
Size of country and volume of
foreign trade,
Checkerhoard outline of the chapter
Map of the world's trade routes
Map of the world's products
Map of the world's population
i
Twentieth week
Review pages 503-657
Russia
The Mediterranean Lands
Trade Routes of Europe
Near East
Middle East
Far East
Africa
Australasia
Polynesia
World Commerce
Expansion of industry and
resources.
The Law of Trade
Final Examination

Plan of Recitation
1. Home assignment.
2. Questions and answers.
3. Illustrated pictures and lantern slides,
when available.
4. Lectures and displays of products.
5. Special topic assignments and reports.
6. Oral and written reviews as topics are
finished.
7. A general examination on each quarter's
work.
I use a combination of the Human Needs and
Economic -geographic Principles approach and The
Problem Method with the following qualification:
I believe the pupil should study the
information first and then should be
confronted with a problem that will
test his ability to use the informa-
tion acquired. I believe in this
because "out of nothing, noting will
come" and experience has taught me the
pupils know almost nothing about geog-
raphy v/hen they reach the tenth grade
in school, incredible as fhis may seem.
They must be fed with a spoon and the
above process accelerates the feeding!

CHAPTER IX
EQUIPMENT
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VIII EQUIPMENT
The necessary equipment for the proper
teaching of commercial geography is as follov/s:
a. Textbook
This is the principal aid most teachers have
in teaching the subject. It should be used for the
assignment of home lessons and as a source of ref-
erence for facts. Lessons should be assigned ac-
cording to topics rather than necessarily follov/ing
the table of contents. It is the best means of
keeping the class together. Individual assignments
of problems may be advantageous but does split up
the unity of work for the class as a whole. A
judicious use of the textbook will ameliorate this
difficulty. The textbook is an aid to the organi-
zation of facts, because it gives to the student
types of organization. It makes comparisons, seeks
for causal relations and explains them. The ques-
tions at the end of most chapters stimulate the
pupil to investigation and research.
The disadvantages of a textbook are facts
cannot always be up to date, because facts change
and statistics are different from year to year.
Second, a textbook has a tendency to check self-
activity on the part of the pupil. This is the
main difficulty of the textbook recitation method.

b . Reference Books .
There should be at least half a dozen
World's Almanacs for the current year. This
one book is almost a book of knowledge. Also
a dozen standard geographical works, an encyclo-
pedis and government reports. The addition of
Bullinger's Monitor Guides, and Lloyds' publi-
cations are helpful. The important thing a-
bout the reference books is putting them into
use. This can be done by giving once in a
while an assignment based on using those books.
In niy opinion the ability for pupils to find
information for themselves is a necessary part
of their education,
c . Exhibits .
The use of exhibits, or a commercial museum
if large enough to be called one, is principally
to show the various stages of manufacture of a
product from the raw material to the finished
article or to furnish concretely a sample of the
commodity under discussion. Candidly speaking,
I think museums lose their value after the col-
lection is made. The value to the pupil comes
in making the collection, not in looking at one.
If pupils are encouraged to bring in samples and
^1
talk tiiem over it will take the place of most
museums I have seen so far as the actual good
they do the pupils.
d. Maps
There should be wall maps of the six con-
tinents and one wall map of the world and the
United States. I should prefer maps using the
Mercators projection because on these maps all
meridians are parallel to each other and this
facilitates the study of trade routes since the
shortest distance on a sphere is follov/ing a
great circle arc. In commercial geography
trade routes are especially important and should
be made as clear as possible even though a Merca-
tors projection distorts areas at the poles be-
yond their actual size. In addition to the maps
I have mentioned Relief Maps, Commercial Maps,
Reference Maps, and Railroad Maps should be
used when needed.
e. The Globe
Every class in geography whether commer-
cial geography or not should have and make use
of a globe in order to correct preconceived
notions concerning geographical relationships.
True comparisons can best be made on a globe

but from ray practical experience this is im-
possible because the countries are represented
on too small a scale. Also, the difficulty of
seeing the places on a globe from all parts
of the room is much greater than the seeing of
a wall map for the very reason one is spherical
while the other is a flat surface. This is a
serious objection to an excessive use of the
globe in class but for supplementary work after
school like using the time finder to determine
distance it has no equal,
f . The Use of Graphs .
Pie graphs, should be used to show great
differences between countries because great
differences are striking when shov/n in this
way. However, pie graphs or circle graphs, must
be colored for effective display and this takes
time. Bar graphs, whether vertical or horizon-
tal are better than pie graphs to show compara-
tive or slight differences betv/een countries
because a line graph lends itself to more ac-
curate interpretation to the eye and can be
plotted more evenly. The fluctuating curve
graph which by the way is the only real graph
is excellent for showing the progress of com-

merce or commodities from year to year. Changes
are represented by depressions and recoveries
or as I tell my classes by "hills and valleys."
It is my opinion that if anything is to be left
out of the commercial geography course it should
be graphs because skill and time is required for
the making of satisfactory ones.

CHAPTER X
TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
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IX TESTS
a The Quiz
The quiz is an American name for a short
test. Its purpose is to find out in a few short
sentences or paragraphs what the pupils know
on a given question. The chief advantage of the
quiz is that it emphasizes "brevity and can he
corrected quickly. In my commercial geography
classes I have found it advantageous to use the
daily quiz system. One question only is asked.
This question is taken right out of the text-
book and hears directly on the home lesson for
the day. A single word or phrase is generally
sufficient to answer the question. In mark-
ing, I have three grades only, that is Good,
Pass or Flunk represented by a check (/),
check minus (f^^) , or cross (X) • Thirty papers
can be corrected in ten minutes easily and re-
corded in five more by the teacher. The results
prove absolutely whether or not the pupil has
opened his book the evening before and acts the
same as a perpetual inventory on his book knowl-
edge of the subject. The q.uizzes are supplement-
ed by bi-monthly hour examinations where reason-
ing and not memory ability is stressed. Map tests
i
are often given in lieu of the daily quiz snd
can be corrected almost as quickly. By having
a wood-cut made from a map of the United States
and using the reverse side of used ledger paper
or old bills and invoices, good maps can he
printed in the printing department, at the only
cost of the original cut. Furthermore, the wood-
cuts can be added to from year to year until the
school has quite a collection. Also tracing of
maps can be cut on a stencil on a mimescope ma-
chine and run off on the mimeograph machine.
The trouble with this latter method is that the
maps so drawn are not very accurate and unused
paper is needed. If daily map quizzes are given
some such methods as the above are essential for
the sake of economy. Besides the daily quizzes
and fortnightly examinations, quarterly, mid-year
and final examinations are given, I feel sure the
above testing procedure amply and efficiently
checks the work of all the pupils all the time.
b Objective tests
True-false (right-wrong)
Multiple number, and Completion tests are
tests designed to test objectively the pupils'
achievement regardless of the person who cor-

rects the test. The tests should accomplish the
following things
:
1, determine the standing of pupils.
2, evaluate the effectiveness of in-
struction,
3. secure the stimulus that will help
the teacher to discover more effec-
tive methods of teaching,
4. stimulate the pupil to adopt more
effective ways of learning,
A true false test is merely a series of
questions or statements hased on the subject
content requiring the placing of a "plus,-f-"
"before the sentence if it is true or a "minus,—
before the sentence if it is not entirely true.
For example, much of the soil of New England is
thin or bouldery. This statement is either
true or false and can be answered exactly by
placing a plus or a minus sign in front of the
sentence
•
A Multiple number test is a test mar-e up of
a series of words, phrases,. or sentences all of
which are numbered. To do the test the pupil
chooses a number and v/rites it opposite the ques
tion he thinks it answers best. For example,
opposite each city, write the number that shov/s
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its physical location.
Physical Features
:
1. Lake Cayuga
2. Mohawk River
3. Delaware River
4. Hudson River
5. Susquehanna River
6. Lake Ontario
7. Lake Erie
8. Schuylkill River
9. Black River
10. Ohio River
11. Genesee River
Cities
:
1. Pittsburgh (numtx
2. Schenectady
3. Jersey City
4. Camden
5. Water town
6. Buffalo
7. West Point
8. Chester
9. Reading
10. Oswego
The Completion test may mean one of two things.
First, it may be a test given by the teacher at the

end of the semester or at the completion of some
large unit of work. The rhort recitation test
reveals immediate achievement; the completion
test reveals the residuum which promises to carry
over as a part of the pupil's permanent equipment.
Second, it may mean merely the form of the
test. Generally speaking most teachers would think
you were referring to the form and not to the con-
tent covered when m.entioning completion tests. The
foi*m consiis of completing a given sentence by
filling in the omitted word or v/ords. The number
of omitted words will vary according to the partic-
ular type of test sentences given.
I think all of the above types of tests should
be used in fairness to the pupil. Some pupils do
better on one type of test then on another.
c Subjective tests
Subjective tests are tests whose answers when
graded by different teachers will vary according
to the teacher's interpretation of the question.
That is why the teacher who gives a subjective
test should correct the papers herself because
she is the only one who knows exactly what kind
of an answer she expects to get. Furthermore,
the grades she gives will be different for the
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same test if graded at different periods of time
after the test is given. Some teachers will tend
to give higher grades to the papers ranked first
because as they proceed in correcting the tests
their standards for grading the papers probably
become more definitely established in their minds.
On the contrary some teachers tend to become more
lenient as they grade the papers. Whether they
tend to become more lenient in the grading of pa-
pers is of little significance. The important
thing to remember is that the standards of teachers
tend to shift as papers are graded in succession.
When papers are graded subjectively, about all that
can be truthfully said is that the grades represent
what a particular teacher thinks each pupil is
worth. I think the reason is due to the almost
limitless combination of factors that enter in
when a paper is graded subjectively. The teachers,
in grading, depend largely on -
1. adequacy
2 . accuracy
3. form
Did the pupil introduce enough facts in his response? I
Was he accurate in his statements and interpretations? '
Did he express himself in correct language? Each
I
1

teacher places varyin;! emphasis on these factors.
Some teachers place emphasis on what the pupil
suggested as well as on what he actually says.
Some teachers read their own Ideas into the pa-
per. Som.e teachers grade more carelessly than
others.
A desirable test should have the ceven
following characteristics:
1. The test should reveal with cer-
tainty the product of instruction.
2. The justice of the grade should
be perceived by the pupil.
3. The marks for the same test pa-
per, if corrected by tv/o differ-
ent teachers , or hj the same
teacher at different times , should
be practically the same.
4. An unreasonable amoimt of time
should not be required to cor-
rect the papers.
5. The test should be no longer than
is necessary to secure accurate re-
sults .
6. The test should involve simple me-
chanics in its construction so that
the pupil will know what to do with'
out wasting time to find out.
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7. The tG3t should bo ao related
to the objoctives that the re-
sultG v;ill reveal v/ith cer-
tainty whether the purpose is
reali.^. ed
.
d Tests and ocales in Geography
1, The Hahn-Lackey G-e op:raphy icalo
oix 01 tne modern textbooV series v/ere used in
the c or-roilat i on of about six hundred questions and
exercises. .For various reasons, all but t'.vo hun-
dred and sixteen questions and exercises v/ere e-
lininatcd. The two hundred and sixteen questions
were then given to 1696 pupils distributed among
the fourth, lifti, sixth, and seventh grades. The
questions were grouped according to the degree of
difficulty that the pupils experienced in answer-
ing them, "^ach list was designated a letter of
the alphabet, the "lost difficult being called
"3te-o A'' and the least difficult '"Sten Y." The
authors state t:iat they aave covered all phases of
geography work.
According to the authors, the scale may be
used
:
1. as a basis for oroinotion or classification,
Z. to conoare class achievement with the stand-
ard,

3. to measure progress,
4. to discover whether the different phases
of geography are being stressed,
5. to check methods of instruction and school
organization.
2. The Pjosey-Van Wagenen Geography
Scales .
The authors have devised two types of scales,
1. the informational,
2. the interpretative.
The authors compare their scale in its work-
ings to a thermometer. The scale values in geog-
raphy go below and above seventy-five in equal
units, called diciquartiles . Each of the scales
consits of thirty tasks. Duplicate tests are
provided. The giving of the scales is not diffi-
cult, but the scoring of the papers is somewhat
complicated.
In the Teachers' Handbook, accompanying the
scales the authors list right answers, half right
answers, and wrong answers. UQiile the scales are
highly objective they are not altogether objective,
and there may be considerable uncertainty as to how
to weigh certain answers.
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3. The Gregoi^r'Spence]? Geography Tests
The authors have attempted to stress "the sub-
ject matter actually being taught." The test is
divided into eight parts. The eight parts are:
Part One - Trade Routes and their Products
Part Two - Miscellaneous geography
Part Three - Causal geography (United States)
Part Pour - Causal geography (\7orld)
Part Five - Place geography
Part Six - Descriptive geography
Part Seven - Political geography
Part Eight - Place Geography
This test is to be used in grades six, seven,
and eight. It is easier to score than the Posey-
Van Wagenen Scales,
4. The VJhittier State School Geography
Scale
This scale consists of eight tests. There are
five answers to each question. The pupil underlines
the ansv;er that he believes is correct. The test is
simple in construction. It is not very comprehensive
and is designed for grammar grades.
5. The Buckingham-Stevenson Geography
Tests
Only one pamphlet, in the hands of the teacher,
is necessary for testing a class. The teacher gives
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the questions and pauses a moment while the pupils
write down an answer. Three forms are provided for
the United States and also for the World. The tests
cover in a general way the content of geography for
all parts of the world. The tests are designed for
the grammar grades.
6. The Courtis Geography Tests
These tests deal with the distribution of
countries, states, and cities in relation to maps
on which distributions are shown by means of num-
bers. For example, each state of the United States
is numbered on an outline map. The names of the
states are listed under the map. The pupil is ex-
pected, opposite each state name, to show the num-
ber that represents the state on the map.
7. Starch' s Geography Tests
These tesis deal in an elementary way with geo-
graphic locations.
8. Thompson' 3 Minimum Essentials in
Geography
These tests consist of sentences v/ith iv.issing
words here and there. The pupil is asked to insert
the appropriate words wherever blanks occur.

9, Forney' 3 Test in Map Reading
Abilities
This is a test based on the continent of
Africa. At the end of this section is given a
copy of the actual test. The test consists of
answering questions and completing statements.
Before beginning the test _it _is very Important
that the pupils should fully understand how to
find places on the map by the method described
at the top of page four of the test folder.
Four names are given to test their ability in
this respect. The location on the map of these
four places may have to be pointed out to the
pupils. Reference to the legend and to the
marginal symbols has been made on page one of
the test folder. Further attention should
not be drawn to these except in checking in-
correct answers to the exercise above the test
on page four. There is no time limit to this
test; pupils should be allowed whatever time
is necessary. Ordinarily it should be pos-
sible for them to complete the test within a
forty-five minute period. Five minutes may be
allowed for giving out the test folders, twenty-
five minutes for working on the test, and the re-
maining time for collecting and scoring the papers.

This is the only map testing abilities test I know
of on the market. It is a good one.
10. Wi tham Standard Geography Tests
The tests available are:
1. The World,
2. United States
3. South America
4. Europe,
5. Asia
6. Africa
7. North America
8. Commercial GeOgroLphy
Copies of the eight tests with the author's
special device for diagnosing the results of test-
ing are given at the end of this section. The test
are very elementary and are designed to be used in
grades five to nine.
The Witham tests are sometimes called the
Hammett Tests because they are published by the
J. L. Hammett Company of Newark, New Jersey. Test
number eight is the only standardized test in com-
mercial geography published in the United States
to my knowledge. The test is only four pages
long and very elementary. A series of commercial
geography tests are needed not merely one. Fur-
thermore, it is a grave question in my mind if this
test in commercial geography is actually a standard
«
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ized test. Not until the content, aims, and ob-
jectives in commercial geography are somewhat stand-
ardized will it he possible to standardize a com-
mercial geography test.
11, The Branom Place , Factual , and
Problem Tests
These tests deal with
1. place geography
2. facts about places,
3. problems
The author has analyzed the textbooks for the
elementary schools from the standpoint of modern
geography. Standards have been established for
the determination of the relative value of the
material. An attempt hap been made to cover the
field of geography so comprehensively that the use
of the test will not result merely in stressing a
few points in teaching. Duplicate tests have been
provided.
Tests are available for the United States, North
America, Europe, Asia, Australia, Africa, South
America, and the World. The tests are objective,
and, barring clerical inaccuracy, can be scored
just as easily by the pupil as by the teacher. This
objectively is reached through the control of ans-
wers. The pupil can cover much ground in a short

time, as the mechanical work required is, in every
instance, reduced to a series of straight lines
and crosses. The tests have been made sufficiently
difficult, it is "believed, to distribute the upper
as xvell as the lower third of a class. The tests
are diagnostic, and will reveal the character of
instruction in the light of the standards estab-
lished.
Illustrative copies of the eight tests are
given at the end of the section.
The Branom Geography tests are in my opinion
the best geography tests on the market. They are
not commercial geograrhy tests and therefore, are
designated to be given to grades below the tenth.

SAMPLE COPIES
OF
GEOGRAPHY TESTS

THE BRANOM PRACTICE TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY
Copyright, 1916, by The Maemillan Company
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Student's Name Date Grade.
LESSON TWO Total possible points, 58 Points made,
Northeastern United States — New England Group
(Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island)
Exercise One. Cities and Their Physical Locations. 40 Points
After each city place the proper number, taken from the second column, that will show its location.
Groiif) One. 5 Points
1. Providence
2. Hartford
3. Lowell
4. Somerville
5. Waterbury
1. Merrimac River
2. Connecticut River
3. Housatonic Basin
4. Narragansett Bay
5. Boston Basin
Group Two. 5 Points
1. Haverhill
2. Montpelier
1. Green Mountains
2. Berkshires
3. Bangor 3. Connecticut Basin
4. Pittsfield 4. Merrimac River
5. Meriden 5. Penobscot River
Group Three.
1. Boston. . . .
2. Bridgeport.
3. Fall River.
4. Lawrence.
.
5. Portland. .
5 Points
I. Merrimac River
2. Narragansett Bay
3. Massachusetts Bay
4. Long Island Sound
5. Casco Bay
Group Four. 5 Points
1 . Eastport . . •
2. Nashua
3. Rutland
4. Augusta
5. Newport
Narragansett Bay
Green Mountains
St. Croix River
Merrimac River
Kennebec River
Group Five. 5 Points
1. New Haven
2. New Bedford
3- Lynn
4. Manchester
5. Holyoke
Merrimac River
Connecticut River
Long Island Sound
Massachusetts Bay
Buzzards Bay
Group Six. 5 Points
1. Worcester
2. Springfield
3. Cambridge
4. Newburyport
5. Provincetown . . . .
1. Boston Basin
2. Blackstone River
3. Coimecticut River
4. Cape Cod
5. Merrimac River
Group Seven. 5 Points
I. Burlington
Lewiston
3. Augusta
4. Waltham
5. Plymouth
1. Cape Cod Bay
2. Kennebec River
3. Androscoggin River
4. Boston Basin
5. Lake Champlain
Group FJght. 5 Points
1. Quincy
_
2. Concord
_
3. Bar Harbor
_
4. Pawtucket
_
5. Barre
_
1. Boston Basin
2. Green Mountains
3. Blackstone River
4. Mt. Desert Island
5. Merrimac River
Exercise Two. Cities and Their Locations by States. 18 Points
Indicate, by state abbreviations, the state in which each of the following Cities is found:
1. Boston
2. Providence. . .
3. Worcester . . .
.
4. New Haven .
.
5. Bridgeport
6. Hartford
7. Springfield. .
.
8. New Bedford.
9. Fall River. . . .
10. Lowell
1 1 . Cambridge . . . .
12. Lvnn
^3-
14-
15-
16.
17-
18.
Lawrence.
.
Manchester
.
Burlington.
Portland. . . ,
Waterbury
.
Somerville. .

THE BRANOM PRACTICE TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY
Copyright, l'J25, by The MacmiUan Company
Student's Name Date Grade
Map for Lesson Six

THE BRANOM PRACTICE TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY
Copyright, 1925, by The Macmillan Company
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Student's Name Date Grade.
LESSON SIX Total possible points, 58 Points made,
Northeastern United States — New England Group
(Maine, Mew Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island)
Exercise. The Distribution of Physical and Cultural Features
Opposite each place name listed below, indicate the number which represents it on the outline map.
Rivers
Connecticut.
.
Androscoggin
.
Penobscot . .
.
JMerrimac . . . .
Kennebec ....
Xakes
Champlain
Winnepesaukee.
Moosehead ....
Mountains
Berkshires.
mite
Green
Capes and Islands
Cape Cod
Cape Ann
Nantucket
Marthas Vineyard.
Mount Desert
Long Island
Adjoining Water Bodies
Long Island Sound ....
Narragansett Bay
Buzzards Bay
Cape Cod Bay
Massachusetts Bay
Penobscot Bay
States
Massachusetts. .
Connecticut
Rhode Island. . .
Maine
New Hampshire.
Vermont
Cities
BurUngton
Manchester. . ,
Boston
New Haven
. .
,
Provincetown
.
Portland
Augusta
Concord
Montpelier
Hartford
Worcester
Bridgeport
Springfield
New Bedford
Fall River
Lowell
Cambridge
Lynn
Lawrence
Waterbury
Brockton
Pawtucket
Holyoke
Pittsfield
Bangor
Providence
Plymouth
Transportation
Hoosac Tunnel .
.
Cape Cod Canal.
13

THE BILVNOM niACTICE TESTS IN (JEOCllAPHY
Copyright, 19S6, by Tlie Macmilliin Company
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THE BRANOM PRACTICE TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY
CopyriglU, 19S5, by The MacmiUan Company
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Student's Name Date.
LESSON FORTY-SEVEN Total possible points, 6i
Canada and Newfoundland
Grade
.
Points made,
Exercise. The Distribution of Physical and Cultural Features
Opposite each place name, indicate the number that represents it on the map.
Rki:rs
St. Lawrence
Ottawa
St. Mar> s
St. Clair
Niagara
Xelson
Red
Saskatchewan
Mackenzie
Yukon
Lakes
Winnipeg
Great Bear
.\thabasca
Great Slave
Superior
Huron
Erie
Ontario
Surface Features
Rocky Mountains
Prairies
Laurentian Highland . . .
Barren Lands
Adjoining Water Bodies
Arctic Ocean
Atlantic Ocean
Pacific Ocean
Bay of Fundy
Gulf of St. Lawrence. .
.
Hudson Bay
James Bay
Davis Strait
Baffin Bay
Political Regions
British Columbia. . . .
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
Ontario
Quebec
Yukon
Northwest Territories
.
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Prince Edward Island.
Newfoundland
Cities
^lontreal
Quebec
Toronto
Ottawa
Halifa.x
St. John
Charlottetown.
St. John's
Sudbury
Cobalt
Fort William .
.
Winnipeg
Regina
Edmonton ....
Vancouver ....
Victoria
Dawson
Prince Rupert
Ill

THE BRANOM PRACTICE TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY
Copi/right, 1926, by The Macmillan Company
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Student's Name Date Grade
LESSON FIFTY-FIVE Total possible points, 35 Points made,
South America
Exercise. Facts about South America
Draw a circle around the number in front of each statement that you believe is correct.
1. The larger part of South America consists of lowlands.
2. The larger part of South America is in low latitudes.
3. South Chile has a cool, damp climate and is covered with forests.
4. The Caribbean seacoast of South America is a desert.
5. The Patagonian Plateau has a heavy rainfall.
6. The llanos of the Orinoco Basin have heavy rains for only a part of the year.
7. The coastal plain of Ecuador has heavy rains.
8. The heaviest rainfall of South America occurs toward the tops of the highest mountains.
9. Farming, in north Chile, is confined to small irrigated areas.
10. The corn belt of Argentina extends farther inland than the wheat belt.
11. Sugar cane is an important product of southern Argentina.
12. Peru\ian cotton, grown under irrigation, is superior in quality.
13. An important product of the coastal lowlands of Ecuador is cacao beans.
14. Cereals and potatoes are grown on large farms on the plateau of Bolivia.
15. The most important export of Ecuador is bananas.
16. Wheat and oats are important crops in northern Brazil.
17. Sheep raising rather than cattle raising is important in north Argentina.
18. There are valuable pearl fisheries along the coast of Chile.
19. British Guiana has large deposits of bauxite, or aluminum ore.
20. Ecuador is an important source of vegetable ivory, from which buttons are made.
21. The more highly developed part of Argentina was covered with forests when the white man came.
22. Cotton is an important crop of the pampas of Argentina.
23. The mineral exports of Argentina are more important than the agricultural.
24. The products of the forests exported from Argentina are more important than the export of animal products.
25. Immigrants to Argentina from Italy have been in the majority within recent years.
26. Rubber is the most valuable export of Brazil.
27. Most of the rubber from the tropical forests of Peru is taken over the mountains to a Pacific seaport.
28. Large quantities of beef extract are made in Uruguay.
29. The women of Paraguay are skillful in the making of laces.
30. Many Panama hats are woven in Bolivia.
31. The shortest distance for ocean vessels from Chile to New York City is by way of the Strait of Magellan
32. Bolivia is connected by rail with the capitals of Brazil and Argentina.
33. The capital of Venezuela is connected by rail with its seaport.
34- Products are taken by way of the Amazon River system from Bolivia to the ocean.
35. Lake Titicaca is the highest large navigable lake in the world.
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Student's Name Date Grade
LESSON FIFTY-SIX Total possible points, 30 Points made,
South America
Place a cross in front of each statement that you think helps to answer the problem.
Exercise One. 10 Points
Why do most of the people of Brazil live in the southern part and near the coast?
I. The Amazon lowlands are hot and rainy and breed disease.
;
2. The building of railroads across the mountains of south Brazil has been very difficult and expensive.
3. There are thousands of miles of na\'igable waters in the Amazon Basin.
4. Valuable minerals are found in the mountains of southern Brazil.
5. Rio de Janeiro is the largest city of BrazU.
6. Southern Brazil is favorable for the raising of coffee.
7. Corn can be readily grown in southern Brazil.
8. Frosts occasionally injure the coffee berries.
,
9. Southern Brazil has several excellent harbors.
10. There are no important navigable rivers in southern Brazil.
Exercise Two. 10 Points
Why are the Caribbean seaports of Colombia more important than the Pacific seaports?
I. A railroad has been constructed from the Pacific Coast to the Magdalena Basin.
2. Bananas are exported in large quantities from a Caribbean port.
3. The Magdalena River drains northward into the Caribbean Sea.
4. Coastwise commerce is carried on between Pacific ports of Colombia and Ecuador.
5. The plateau of Bogota can be most easily reached from the seacoast by way of Magdalena River.
6. It is believed that one of the mouths of the Magdalena River can be deepened by means of jetties.
7. The distributaries of the Magdalena River are very shallow.
8. The hot, damp lowlands of the Caribbean Coast are very unhealthful.
9. Railroads have been constructed from the navigable part of the Magdalena River to seaports on the
Caribbean Sea.
10. Coffee, on the slopes of the Magdalena Basin, is exported by way of the Magdalena River.
Exercise Three. 10 Points
Why is it difficult to develop the resources of Peru?
I. The soil of the coastal plain is very fertile.
.
2. The mining districts of the mountains are connected \\^th seaports by railroads.
,
3. There are practically no navigable rivers in the western part of Peru.
4. Copper and the precious metals are important products of the mountains.
5. Railroad building in the mountains is very expensive.
.
6. The thin air of high altitudes is hard on people who have lived, from childhood, in lower altitudes.
.
7. Sugar and cotton are important products of the coastal plain.
8. Rubber is secured in the eastern lowlands.
9. The rainfall of the coastal plaiA is very light.
ID. Most of the people seem satisfied with conditions as they are.
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Northwestern Europe (The British Isles)
Exercise One. Cities and Products or Activities. 8 Points
Write the name of the product or activity, taken from the following list, that is most closely related to
each of the cities.
Products or Activities— i. Iron and steel. 2. Cutlery. 3. Steel ships. 4. Woolen cloth. 5. Cotton cloth.
6. Linen cloth. 7. Coal exports. 8. Fish.
Cities
1. Aberdeen 5. Sheffield
2. Manchester 6. Glasgow
3. Birmingham 7. Leeds
4. Cardiff 8. Belfast
Exercise Two. Incomplete Sentences. 14 Points
I
.
The two largest islands are and
2. The British Isles are than the state of California
,
but have as
many people as the United States.
3. The
^
River js navigable upstream as far as the city of London.
4. The Clyde River is navigable upstream to the city of .
5. In early days ships came to England from the Mediterranean to secure the metal, .
6. No part of Great Britain is more than about miles from salt water.
7. Fish are caught chiefly in the Sea.
8. The Strait of Dover is about in width.
9- ^ is the highest mountain peak of the British Isles.
10. The two m.ost valuable minerals of Great Britain are and
11. Great Britain secures most of its raw cotton from the
though some comes from in Africa, and in Asia.
12. Near London are the two famous Universities and
13. The capital of Great Britain is
,
of Ulster is , and of the Irish
Free State is
.
14. England is separated from France by the Channel, from Denmark by the
Sea, and from Ireland by the Sea.
Exercise Three. AflBrmative-Negative Statements. 1 1 Points
Draw a line through "not" in each sentence if this is necessary to make the statement true.
1. The great farming region of England is not in the southeastern part.
2. The manufacture of woolen goods is not more important than the manufacture of cotton goods.
3. Nearly all of Wales is not mountainous.
4. The sea around the British Isles is not considered shallow.
5. The shore line of the British Isles is not irregular.
The mouths of the rivers are not drowned.
The prevailing winds are not from the east.
8. London is not located at the mouth of the Thames River.
9. The British government is not an absolute monarchy.
10. Scotland does not contain many lakes.
11. Most of the coal beds of England are not southeast of a line from Hull to Bristol.
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LESSON SIXTY-TWO Total possible points, 27 Points made,
Northwestern Europe (The British Isles)
Exercise One. True-False Statements. 17 Points
Place a cross before each statement that is true; place a zero before each statement that is not true.
I . The British Isles face the most productive part of Europe.
2. Ireland has peat, but no coal.
3. Great Britain has large quantities of coal and iron ore.
4. Flax is grown chiefly in Scotland.
5. The cotton industry began earlier than the woolen industry.
6. The manufacture of cotton cloth on the western side of the Peimine Range is difficult on account of
the dampness of the air.
7. The British Empire includes areas in every continent except one.
8. The value of Great Britain's trade with France is greater than that with any other country.
9. The average yield of wheat per acre in England is nearly twice that for the United States.
10. Great Britain has the strongest navy in the world.
II. Manufacturing is the leading industry of Ireland.
12. The western coast of Great Britain became more important with the discovery of the New World.
13. Most of Ireland's trade is with Great Britain.
14. Southeast England is a lowland.
15. Great Britain has an oceanic climate.
16. Wheat is grown in the eastern and southern parts of England where the rainfall is not so heavy.
17. Oats and potatoes are grown in the hot, moist regions of Scotland and Ireland.
Exercise Two. Problems. 10 Points
I. Why are many animals raised in the British Isles?
(1)
(2)
2. Why are the people of Great Britain energetic?
(i)
3. Why is manufacturing in Ireland centered on the eastern coast?
(i)
4. Why should the largest city be in southeast England?
(1)
(2)
5. How did weaving get a good start in England?
(1)
(2)
6. Why is Liverpool a large imp)orting city?
(1) .
(2)
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Student's Name Date Grade
LESSON EIGHTY-ONE ' Total possible points, 37 Points made,
Southwest Asia
(Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Georgia, Armenia, Arabia, Azerbaijan, Mesopotamia, Persia, Afghanistan)
Exercise One. Incomplete Sentences. 30 Points
1 . A large part of southwest Asia lies in the belt of the northeast winds.
2. The distance from Constantinople to the Indus River is about miles; from Con-
stantinople to Aden is about miles; from Aden to the Caspian Sea is about
miles.
V The , the , and the religions began in
southwest Asia.
4. The ruler of Turkey is called the ; the ruler of Persia is called the ;
the ruler of Afghanistan is called the
V is often called the Gibraltar of the East.
6. The Canal is under the control of
7. The possession of gives the British control of the southern entrance to the
Sea; the control of Gibraltar gives the British control of the entrance to the Sea.
Mesopotamia is under the control of
;
Syria is under the control of
Palestine is under the control of
______; most of Asia Minor is under the control of .
9. The Plateau of , the Plateau of and the Plateau of
are in southwest Asia.
10. The Armenians belong to the race, and believe in the religion.
1 1 . The island of
,
off the coast of Syria, is governed by the covmtry of
12. The Jordan River empties into the Sea.
13. The city of , on the Black Sea, has been, for a long time, the starting point of caravans
In going to Persia.
^4. The word Mesopotamia means .
Exercise Two. Problems. 7 Points
Why is agriculture difficult in southwest Asia?
(1)
. .
(2)
Why do the winds of southwest Asia bring little rain?
(1)
(2)
Why has southwest Asia lost ifs former importance?
(1)
(2) _ .
Why were the British and the Germans in danger of becoming enemies in southwest Asia?
(r)
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LESSON EIGHTY-TWO Total possible points, 42 Points made,
Southwestern Asia
(Turkey, Syria, Palestine, Georgia, Armenia, Arabia, Azerbaijan, Mesopotamia, Persia, Afghanistan)
Exercise. The Distribution of Physical and Cultural Features
On the line after each number, indicate the place name which the number represents on the outline map.
Countries 39.
5- 41-
II. 42.
17-
21.
23-
25-
29-
4
8
15
18
26
30
31
33
13- Mountains
14-
3-
9-
19.
Rivers and Inland Seas
I.
36. 2.
38. 6.
40. 7.
Cities 12.
16.
20.
22.
24.
27.
28.
32.
35-
34. Islands
37- i^-
rI
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LESSON NINETY-SEVEN Total possible points, 40 Points made,
Australia and New Zealand
Exercise One. Facts about Australia and Near-by Islands
Place a cross in front of each statement that you believe is true; place a zero in front of each statement
that is not true.
I. Australia is the smallest in area of the continents.
2. The coast line of Australia has many good natural harbors.
3. The highest peaks of Australia are in the northern part of the Great Dividing Range.
4. The Great Barrier Reef extends for a thousand miles off the southern coast of Australia.
5. Australia consists chiefly of highlands.
6. There are geysers and hot springs in New Zealand.
7. The eastern coast of Australia is well watered by the southeast trades.
8. Northern Australia has its heavy rains in the winter season.
9. The westerly winds give summer rains to southwest Australia.
10. Much of the interior of Australia is a desert.
1 1 . The eastern slopes of New Zealand have more rainfall than the western slopes.
12. Much of the northern coast of Australia is swampy and unhealthful.
13. Wheat is the leading cereal raised in Australia.
14. Sugar cane thrives in the hot, moist climate of southern Australia.
15. The largest fruit industry of Australia is along the western coast.
16. Tasmania^ apples are famous for their flavor.
17. Corn is the most important cereal grown in New Zealand.
18. Some of the grazing lands of Australia are very poor on account of the saltbush.
19. Australia raises more sheep than the United States.
20. Water, secured from flowing wells, is used to irrigate some of the dry lands of Australia.
21. The region about Brisbane is famous for its fine merino sheep.
22. Sheep raising is the chief industry of the uplands of Tasmania.
23. The live-stock industry ranks second only to agriculture in New Zealand.
24. The shepherds of New Zealand must constantly guard the sheep from possible attacks of wild animals.
25. Rabbits are a pest in Australia because they eat so much of the grass.
26. Droughts in Australia sometimes account for the death of millions of sheep.
27. Gold is the most valuable mineral mined in Australia.
28. Large quantities of silver and lead are mined in West Australia.
29. The winters are so cold that camels have never been introduced to carry supplies to the mining cen-
ters of Australian deserts.
30. Mining in Australia is not so important as the live-stock industry.
31. The eucalyptus tree of Australia is the tallest tree in the world.
32. Along the northern coast of Australia are large forests of eucalyptus trees.
33. Large numbers of Chinese are emigrating to northern Australia.
34. Australia leads all other countries in the export of wool.
35. Animal products are the leading export of New Zealand.
36. The shortest water route from London to Sydney is by way of the Suez Canal.
37. Coal and silver are the most valuable exports from Perth to Europe.
38. Australia is a part of the British Empire.
39. Many streets in London are paved with blocks of eucalyptus wood from Australia.
.
40. The shortest water route from London to Perth is by way of the Suez Canal.
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Student's Name Date.
LESSON NINETY-EIGHT Total possible points, 35
Australia and New Zealand
Grade .
.
Points made,
Exercise. Distribution of Physical and Cultiu-al Features
After each of the following numbers write the name of the physical or cultural feature which it indicated
the map.
fountains
18.
b
Adjoining Water Bodies
2.
5-
13
26
28
31
37- —
Cities
Provinces of Australia and Other Countries
9-
4
II
15
16
22
23
24
29
30
32
34
35
36
23.";
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Student's Name Date Grade.
LESSON NINETY-NINE Total possible points, 26 Points made,
Africa
Exercise One. The Location of Physical Features by Countries. 14 Points
Name the country in which each of the following physical features is found.
1. Mouth of the Niger River
2. Mouth of the Zambezi River
3. Mouth of the Nile River
4. Right bank of mouth of Kongo River
5. Southern end of Lake Victoria
6. Eastern end of Lake Chad
7. Western part of Atlas Mountains
8. Mt. Kilmanjaro
9. Drakensburg Mountains
10. Victoria Falls
1 1 . Stanley Falls
12. Eastern shore of Lake Tanganyika
13. Cape of Good Hope
14. Larger part of the Sahara
Exercise Two. Products of Countries. 12 Points
Underline the name of the country after each product that is most closely related to that product.
1. Diamonds Egypt, Algeria, Nigeria, Mozambique, Union of South Africa.
2. Cotton Algeria, Morocco, Monrovia, Egypt, Abyssinia.
3. Gold Union of South Africa, Belgian Kongo, Egypt, Algeria, Nigeria.
4. Cacao beans Algeria, Belgian Kongo, Gold Coast, Monrovia, Angola.
5. Wheat exports Morocco, Egypt, Abyssinia, Mozambique, Kenia.
6. Rubber French Equatorial Africa, Belgian Kongo, Morocco, Egypt, Abyssinia.
7. Sheep and cattle. . . .Egypt, Morocco, Algeria, Union of South Africa, Nigeria.
8. Cork Belgian Kongo, Nigeria, Egypt, Algeria, TanganyilCa.
9. Esparto grass Algeria, Egypt, Monrovia, Belgian Kongo, Angola.
o. Dates and figs French West Africa, Monrovia, Belgian Kongo, Tanganyika, Abyssinia.
11. Ostrich feathers Egypt, Nigeria, Angola, Monrovia, Union of South Africa.
12. Copper Egypt, Algeria, Belgian Kongo, Tanganyika, Abyssinia.
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Africa
Exercise One. The Location of Cities by Countries and by Physical Features. 20 Points
In the first column, opposite the name of each city, write the name of the country in which the city is located.
In the second column, opposite the name of each city, write the number, taken from the following list, that
shows the physical location of the city.
List Otie
Physical Features. — i. Nile River port. 2. Mediterranean seaport. 3. Indian Ocean port. 4. Kongo River
port. 5. Zambezi River port.
Cities Cities
1. Cairo 6. Port Elizabeth..
.
2. Salisbury 7. Tripoli
3. Tunis 8. Algiers
4. Assuan 9. Mombasa
5. Durban
^
10. Leopoldville
^ List Two
Physical Features. — i. Atlantic Ocean port. 2. Mediterranean seaport. 3. Kongo River port. 4. Niger
River port. 5. Strait of Gibraltar. 6. Inland city.
Cities Cities
1. Fez 6. Port Said
2. Alexandria ^_ 7. Kimberley
3. Tangier 8. Freetown
4. Johannesburg ..
.
Q.Timbuktu
5. Monrovia 10. Cape Town
.
Exercise Two. Capitals of Countries. 6 Points
Opposite the name of each country write the name of its capital.
I. Union of South Africa
2- Egypt
3. Liberia
4- Belgian Kongo
5- Abyssinia
6. British East Africa (Kenia)
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General Geography
Exercise. Incomplete Sentences
Fill in the missing words.
I. The earth has a circumference of about miles and a diameter of about miles.
:. The diameter, which extends through the center of the earth from pole to pole, is called the
earth's .
3. The daily motion of the earth is called .
4. The yearly motion of the earth is called .
5. The earth moves around the sun in a nearly circular pathway called the .
6. The zone is on both sides of the equator; the zone extends
around the north pole and the zone extends around the south pole;
the zones lie about midway between the poles and the equator.
7. The distance between the equator and either pole is divided into go equal parts, each of which is called a
Imaginary- lines extending around the earth parallel to the equator are called
Distance north or south of the equator is called .
Imaginary lines extending on the earth's surface from pole to pole are called
Distance east or west of the principal meridian is called
9
10
II
12. No place can be in more than degrees north or south latitude.
13. No place can be in more than degrees east or west longitude.
14. When it is 9 o'clock in New York City, it is o'clock in San Francisco.
15. The four time belts of the United States are
, ,
and
.
16. The winds which blow toward the equator are called .
17. Most of the United States is in the path of the winds.
18. Between the two trade-wind belts is a belt of light, variable winds called the
19. The belts of settling air on the poleward sides of the trade winds are called the
20. A cyclonic storm area in the westerly wind belt is an area of pressure.
21. Most of the rainfall of the eastern United States comes from the Ocean.
22. Air pressure is measured by an instrument called a .
23 Monsoon winds blow from land to water in , and from water to land in
24. The shallow sea floor bordering the continents is known as the
25. The current off the South Atlantic coast is known as the
off the Newfoundland coast as the
_, off the British Columbia coast
as the
.
off the coast of Chile as the .
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Student's Name Date Grade
* LESSON ONE HUNDRED-SIX Total possible points, 30 Points made,
General Geography
Exercise. True-False Statements
Place a cross before each statement that is true; place a zero before each statement that is not true.
I. The earth rotates on its longer axis.
2. The moon revolves around the earth.
3. It is winter in the southern hemisphere at the same time that it is winter in the northern hemisphere.
4. The earth is inclined 23^° to the plane of the earth's orbit.
5. When the sun is shining at the north pole, the south pole is in darkness.
6. In general, the heat grows less from the equator toward each pole.
7. In summer, the sun's rays are more slanting than in winter.
8. In the torrid zone, the sun's rays are always nearly vertical.
9. In the frigid zones, the sun's rays are never vertical.
10. The prime, or principal, meridian passes through the United States.
1 1 . The meridians come together at the poles.
12. The length of a degree of longitude increases from the equator toward the poles.
13. The earth rotates from west to east.
14. On the opposite side of the earth from the United States is China.
15. During the summer season of the northern hemisphere, all the wind belts are farther south than during
the winter season.
16. Cold air can hold more water vapor than warm air.
17. WTien air expands, it is cooled.
18. In the rainy equatorial belt the air is forced to rise.
19. In the dry horse-latitudes belt, the air is descending.
20. The equatorial belt of calms is the rainiest of the wind belts.
21. The cyclonic storms of the United States, in general, move from west to east.
22. Tornado is another name for a cyclone.
23. The weather of South Africa resembles that of the southern part of South America.
24. Temperature belts, in general, extend from east to west.
25. The tides of the Mediterranean Sea are small.
26. The Atlantic Ocean is the largest of all the oceans.
.
27. The water of the oceans freezes at the same temperature at which fresh-water lakes freeze.
28. It is possible to proceed by boat from one ocean to all the other oceans.
29. If there were no ocean currents, the water in low latitudes would be much warmer.
30. The attraction of the moon is more important than the attraction of the sun in causing tides.
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LESSON ONE HUNDRED SEVEN Total possible points, 24 Points made,
General Geography
Exercise. Problems
I. Why is it believed that the earth is nearly a perfect sphere?
(1)
(2) .
(3; -
2. What is the principal effect of the earth's rotation?
(i)
3. What is the principal effect of the earth's revolution?
(i)
4. Wliy do the trade winds blow from the northeast and the southeast instead of from the north and the south?
(i);
.
5. What effect does the earth's revolution have on the shifting of the wind belts?
(i)
6. Why is the rainfall heavier on the windward sides of mountains?
(i)
7. Whv does it seldom rain at sea level in the path of the trade winds?
(1)^ :
8 Why is there a rainv season and a dry season in the central part of Africa and in northern Australia?
(i)! \ -
q. Why does California have rainy winters and dry summers?
(i)
10. Whv is the work of the Weather Bureau important?
(1) 1 . ^ ^
(2)
II. Of what use to man are winds
(1)
(2)
(3)
12. Why mav places in the same latitude have different temperatures?
(1)
(2) .
(3)
13. What is the chief cause of ocean currents?
(i)
14. Why is the ocean near Newfoundland frequently covered with fogs?
{^)\
15. Of what use are the oceans to man?
(0 : :
(2)
.
(3)
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Below are forty sentences. Some of them are true and some are false. If the
sentence is True, underline the word "True". If the sentence is False, underline
the word "False ".
Samples:
The United States imports china from Limoges and Sevres. true false
Italy exports more coal than Great Britain. true false
1. The United States exports large quantities of raw cotton to true false
England.
2. The United States imports much linen from Ireland. true false
3. Great Britain supplies the United States with wheat. true false
4. The moist climate of western England aids cotton manufacturing. true false
5. Norway supplies Great Britain with timber for shipbuilding. true false
6. The tundra is the great grain region of Russia. true false
7. Russia is the most progressive European country. true false
8. Russia furnishes Argentina with m.odern agricultural tools and true false
machines
.
9. Portugal exports cork to the United States. true false
10. jNIarseille imports raw silk from Italy and the Orient. true false
11. The northern part of France is the section especially noted for true false
grape raising.
12. Southern France has more manufactures than an}^ other part of true false
her country.
13. Diamond cutting is one of the principal industries of Holland. true false
14. The United States imports flower bulbs from Holland. true false
15. Germany produces large quantities of beet sugar. true false
16. Germany raises more wheat than rye. true false
17. Olive oil is one of Italy's chief exports to the United States. true false
18. The Po ^'alley is the great food-producing region of Italy. true false
19. The [Mediterranean peninsulas export more fruits than breadstuffs. true false
20. China is a great commercial nation because of the customs of her
people.
true false
21. Persia has no market in the United States for any of her goods. true false
22. The monsoons greath' influence agriculture in India. true false
23. China imports much tea from Ceylon. true false
24. Japan's limited area and dense population are causing her to
become a manufacturing nation.
true false
25. Africa has more miles of railway than the United States. true false
26. Kimberley supphes most of the diamonds used in the United States. true false
27. The Assuan Dam has decreased the products of the Xile Valley. true false
28. !More gold is mined in the Transvaal than in the United States. true false
29. Australia imports wool from Argentina. true false
30. Germany depends on Austraha for woolen goods. true false
31. ^Manufacturing is the greatest industrj' in Argentina. true false
32. Brazil produces more coffee than any other coimtrs* in the world. true false
33. Xitrate of soda is found in northern Chile. true false
34. Canada markets the most of her wheat in the United States. true false
35. The Newfoundland Banks are great sabnon fishing grounds. true false
36 Alaska furnishes all the furs used in the United States. true false
37 !Most of the islands in the Pacific Ocean are coaling stations owned
by the United States. true false
oo. Cnnds; arp parned more cheaolv bv water than bv land. true false
39. ^Manufacturing is best developed where coal and iron are obtained
easilj^ true false
40. The opening of the Panama Canal has not changed the great trade
routes of the world.
true false
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WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
Test No. 1. The World
Name School.
Room Date Age.
Points
AttemiDts
Rights
I. On the outHne maps printed below find the following geographical divisions
of the world, and write the name of each across the face of the map
:
1. The United States, Mexico and 6. Great Britain (British Isles).
Central America.
2. Greenland. 7. Africa.
3. Dominion of Canada. 8. Asia.
4. South America. 9. Australia.
5. Alaska. 10. Europe.
."a
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Points 5 6 7
Attempts
Rights
V. What continents are the chief homes of the following people?
Red. 1 : 2
White. 3 4 5
Yellow. 6
Black. 7 :
Brown. 8
VI. Name one great industry of each of these countries:
1. United States
2. Argentina
3. Canada
4. France
5. Russia
VII. The five largest cities in the world arc given in order of their size.
In what countries are they located?
1. London
2. New York
3. Paris
4. Tokio
5. Chicago
Total Score
Attempts
Rights
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(Are you sure that your pupils know the essentials of geography ?)
WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
Test No. 2, The United States
Points 12 3
Attempts
Rights
Name School
Grade Room Date.
I. Draw, on the space below, an outline of the United States.
n. On the map just drawn, write the names of what bounds the United States
on all sides.
in. Draw an outhne, on the above map, of the State in which you live. Locate
the capital of your State by means of a small circle. Write its name.
Copyrighted 1918, by Ernest C. Witham, Wilmington, Del.
Published by J. L. Hammett Company, Cambridge, Mast.

WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
Points 4 5 6 7 8
Attempts
Rights
On the printed outUne map on the opposite page, neatly letter the names of
the following feattires. You may use abbreviations.
IV. Rivers.
1. Mississippi.
2. Ohio.
3. Columbia.
4. Colorado.
5. Missouri.
6. Hudson.
7. Connecticut.
8. Rio Grande.
9. Arkansas.
10. Susquehaima.
V. Mountains
1. Appalachian.
2. Coast Range.
3. Cascade and Sierra Nevada.
4. Rocky.
5. White.
VII. Cities
1. Chicago.
2. New York.
3. San Francisco.
4. St. Louis.
5. Boston.
6. Philadelphia.
7. Baltimore.
8. Cleveland.
9. Pittsburgh.
10. Washington, D. C.
11. Detroit.
12. Milwaukee.
13. Minneapolis.
14. Seattle.
15. New Orleans.
VI. Lakes, Bays and Gulfs
1. Great Lakes (name all five).
2. Great Salt Lake.
3. Lake Champlain.
4. Gvdf of Mexico.
5. Massachusetts Bay.
Vm. states
1. Texas.
2. Maine.
3. Florida.
4. Colorado.
5. Indiana.
IX.
Industrial
Regions
The following
industrial regions
are shown on the
ten maps at the
left. Each map
shows one of the
industrial re-
gions. They are
not given in or-
der. Write the
name of each in-
dustry across the
map which shows
its location.
Cotton.
Com.
Gold and silver.
Coal and iron.
Wheat.
Sheep.
Cattle.
Forests.
Mantifactures.
Fisheries.
Points 1 9
Attempts
Rights
Total Score
Attempts
Rights
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WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
Test No. 3. South America
Name School Age
Room Grade Date
Points 1
Attempts
Rights
I. On the map below, all of the South American countries are clearly indi-
cated. Write the name of each country across its surface.
Copyrighted 1919, by Ernest C. Witham, Director Research, Wilmington, Del.
Published by J. L. Hammett Company, Cambridge, Mass.
Points 2 3 4 5 6
Attempts
Rights
II. Climate — the two hnes across the map on the opposite page represent,
one the Tropic of Capricorn and the other the Equator. Write the name
of each on the correct line.
III. The three principal rivers of South America are shown on the map. Write
the name of each near its mouth.
IV. The following cities are located by
city near its circle.
1. Bahia.
2. Valparaiso.
3. Buenos Aires.
4. Lima.
5. Montevideo.
V. The three principal movmtain
each across the mountains.
small circles. Write the name of each
6. Rio de Janeiro.
7. Bogota.
8. Pemambuco.
9. Rosario.
10. Santiago.
are also shown. Write the name of
VI. The (1) Pampas; (2) Llanos; (3) Selvas are indicated by xxx. Write the
name of each across its surface.

Points 8 9 10
Attempts
Rights
VIII. 1. What is the language of Brazil ?
2. What is the language of the other South American countries?
IX. 1. Name three principal plant products of South America:
1 2 3
2. Name three principal mineral products:
1 2 3
X. What direction is South America from North America?
Total Score
Attempts
Rights
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WITHAM STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
Test No. 4. Europe
Name School. Room.
Grade Date. Teacher
Points 1
Attempts
Rights
Find each of the following countries on the outline map on the inside of this
test folder. Write the letters, instead of the names of the countries to show
their location. Use capital letters only.
A British Isles.
B France.
C Belgium.
D Italy.
E Germany
F Sweden.
G Denmark.
H Netherlands.
I Norway.
J Greece.
K Switzerland.
L Spain.
M Russia.
N Roumania.
O Poland.
Copyrighted 1920, by Ernest 0. Witham, Wilmington, Del.
Published by J. L. Haramett Company, Cambridge, Mass.
Points 2 3 4 6
Attempts
la
Rights
II. Every small circle on the opposite map represents one of the fifteen cities
given below. Write the number of the city near the circle which shows its
location.
1. London.
2. Paris.
3. Madrid.
4. Berlin.
5. Brussels,
6. Vienna.
7. Rome.
8. Petrograd (now Leninegrad).
III. The following seas are shown on the opposite map. Write the number of the
sea on the map showing its location.
1. North Sea. 4. Baltic Sea.
2. Mediterranean Sea. 5. Caspian Sea.
3. Black Sea.
IV. The five principal mountain ranges are shown on the opposite page. Write
their names on the maps, so as to show their location.
V. Locate the following rivers on the opposite page, and write the name of
each river so that there will be no question as to wbiat you mean.
Volga, Dneiper, Danube, Elbe, Seine.
9. Liverpool.
10. Moscow.
11. Budapest.
12. Lisbon.
13. Hamburg.
14. Glasgow.
15. Athens,

Points
Attempts
Rights
VI. Industries and Products
The chief industries and products of each of the following ten countries are
given in ten groups below. One group fits each of the countries. Look carefully
over all of the groups, then, beginning with the first group, pick out the country
that fits each group. Place the number of the country in the parenthesis at the
left of the group which gives the industries and products for that country.
Countries
1. Norway. 6. Switzerland.
2. Netherlands. 7. Russia.
3. Germany. 8. Sweden.
4. Spain. 9. Great Britain.
5. Italy. 10. France.
Farming— manufacturing.
Tin— coal — iron — manufacturing.
Lead— silver— copper— quicksilver— grazing.
Lumber— fish.
Agriculture— lumber— fish.
Forests— grain— grazing— petroleum.
Iron— coal — manufacturing— lumber— agrictUture.
Summer resort of Europe.
Agriculture— wine— silk — sulphur— marble.
Agriculture — cattle and dairy products— fishing.
Total Score
Attempts
Rights
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WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
TEST NO. 5, ASIA
Name..
Grade.
Points Scored
Section 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Attempts
Rights
I. Find each of the following countries on the outline map on the inside of
this folder. Write the letters, instead of the names, of the countries to show their
location. Use capital letters only.
A Siam. E Arabia.
B Ttirkey. F China.
C Siberia. G Persia.
D Afghanistan. H India.
Coprighted 1921, by Ernest C. Witham, Southington, Conn.
Published by J. L. Hammett Co., Cambridge, Mass.
II. Every small circle on the opposite map represents one of the fifteen
cities given below. Write the ntunber of the city near the circle which shows its
location.
1. Bagdad.
2. Teheran.
3. Calcutta.
4. Jerusalem.
5. Rangoon.
6. Smyrna.
7. Manila.
8. Mecca.
9. Delhi.
10. Canton.
11. Tokyo.
12. Shanghai.
13. Bombay.
14. Singapore.
15. Peking.
III. The following seas are shown on the opposite map. Write the number
of the sea on the map showing its location.
,
1. Caspian. 3. Arabian. 6. Bering.
2. Red. 4. South China. 7. Yellow.
5. Japan.
IV. Locate the following rivers on the opposite map, and write the name of
each river so that there will be no question as to what you mean.
Yenisei. Ganges. Lena. Amur.
Ob. Tigris. Indus. Euphrates.
Yaneiize.

V. Locate the following islands by writing their names where they are on
the map.
Japanese. Philippine.
East Indies. Ceylon.
VI. Locate the following water areas by writing their names where they are
on the map.
Persian Gulf. Bay of Bengal.
Arctic Ocean. Indian Ocean.
Pacific Ocean.
Vn. Industries and Products
The chief industries and products of each of the following seven countries
are given in seven groups below. One group fits each of the countries. Look care-
fully over all of the groups, then beginning with the first group, pick out the country
that fits each group. Place the number of the country in the parenthesis at the
left of the group which gives the industries and products for that country.
1. Arabia. 4. India.
2. Siberia. 5. Dutch East Indies.
3. Japan. 6. Persia.
7. China.
) Sheep, camels, silk, dates.
) Camels, wheat, cotton, iron, coal, oil, copper.
) Cattle, cotton, rice, sugar, jute, burlap, tea, oil.
) Coffee, spices, pearls.
) Horses, camels, sheep, coffee, dates, pearls.
) Furs, reindeer, timber, wheat, gold, coal, iron.
) Silk, cotton, copper, fishing.
216

Copyrighted 1921, by Ernest C. Witham, Southington, Conn.
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Points 2 3 4
Attempts
Rights
II. Surrounding Waters. The following bodies of water form the boundary
of Africa. Locate them on the opposite map by writing in their names where
they are supposed to be.
1. Gulf of Aden.
2. Mediterranean Sea.
3. Indian Ocean.
4. RedSea.
5. Atlantic Ocean.
III. Cities. Every small circle on the opposite map represents one of the
ten cities given below. Write the number of the city near the circle which shows
its location.
1. Cairo. 6. Fez.
2. Tripoli. 7. Mombasa.
3. Tunis. 8. Cape^Town.
4. Algiers. 9. Boma.
5. Johannesbiirg. 10. Monrovia.
IV. Lakes and Rivers. Show where the following lakes and rivers are on
the opposite map. Indicate by their letters.
A Nile. E Congo.
B Victoria Nyanza. F Chad.
C Niger. G Zambezi,
D Tanganyika. H Nyasa.
Points 5
Attempts
Rights
V. Miscellaneous Features. Locate on the map below the following: (Use
numbers to show location.)
11. Cape of Good Hope. 16. Suez Canal.
12. Madagascar. 17. Tropic of Capricorn.
13. Sahara Desert. 18. Cape Verde Islands.
14. Atlas Mountains. 19. Tropic of Cancer.
15. Equator. 20. Libyan Desert.
Points 6
Attempts
Rights
VI. Products. The chief products of each of the following six countries are
given in six groups below. One group fits each of the countries. Look carefully-
over all of the groups, then beginning with the first group pick out the country
that fits it, and write the number of the countrj' in the parenthesis at the left of
the group. Do the same for all the other groups.
1. Sudan. 4. Angola.
2. Egypt. 5. Belgian Congo.
3. Abyssinia. 6. Union of South Africa.
Gold, diamonds, iron, copper, cattle, sheep.
Coffee, cattle.
Cattle, nitrate, rubber.
Camels, dates, ostrich feathers.
Rubber, ivory, palm oil, palm nuts.
Cotton, maize, wheat, sugar.
Points Scored
Section 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
Attempts
Rights
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WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
No. 7. NORTH AMERICA
Name School
Grade Date Teacher.
Room.
Points 1 2 3
Attempts
Rights
I. Countries and Territories.
Unfold this paper and on the last page, to the left of this page, you will find a
map of North America. The following countries and territories are shown on the
map. Locate them by writing the nvimber of each where they are supposed to be.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
II.
United States 6.
Dominion of Canada 7.
Alaska 8.
Greenland 9.
Newfoundland 10.
Mexico 11.
Guatemala 12,
British Hondiuras 13.
Hondiuras 14.
Salvador 15.
Nicaragua
Costa Rica
Panama
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Great Water Areas.
On the same map locate the following water areas by means of the letters
which come before the names. Write the letters where the water areas are supposed
to be.
A Arctic Ocean
B Pacific Ocean
C Atlantic Ocean
D Hudson Bay
E Gtdf of Mexico
F Baffin Bay
G Caribbean Sea
H Bering Sea
III. Peninsulas.
Write the names of the following peninsvilas where they are supposed to be:
1. Alaska 3. Nova Scotia
2. Lower California 4. Florida
5. Yucatan
Copyrighted 1921, by Ernest C. Witham, Wilmington, Del.
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Points 4 5 6 7
Attempts
Rights
IV. Mountains.
Locate the following mountaims by writing in their names just where they are
on the opposite map:
1. Rocky 3. Appalachian
2. Sierra Madre 4. Mt. McKinley
V. Cities.
Fifteen cities are shown on the opposite map by small circles. Write the
number of the city near the circle which shows its location.
1. Quebec 6. Chicago 11. Ottawa
2. New York 7. Mexico City 12. Boston
3. Cleveland 8. Havana 13. Detroit
4. San Francisco 9. Toronto 14. New Orleans
5. Montreal 10. St. Louis 15. Washington
VI. Industries.
The chief industries of the following seven regions are given in seven groups
below. One group fits each region. Look carefully over all of the groups, then
beginning with the first group, pick out the region that fits it. Place the number
of the region in the parentheses at the left of the group which fits the industries
of that region. Fit the other regions to the groups of industries in the same way.
Countries
1. Canada 4. Central America
2. Alaska 5. The Bermudas
3. Mexico 6. West Indies
7. United States
( ) Manufacturing, great trading centers, many railroads, farming,
lumbering, mining, schools and colleges.
( ) Agriculture, mining, ranching.
( ) Lumbering, furs, fishing, agriculture, mining.
( ) Seals, fish, whales, mines.
( ) Tobacco, spices, fruit.
( ) Mahogany, rosewood, rubber, coffee.
( ) Early vegetables, winter resort.
VII. Rivers and Lakes.
The following rivers and lakes are given on the map below. Show their
location by writing their letters where they are supposed to be.
A Mackenzie
B Mississippi
C St. Lawrence
D Great Lakes
E Great Bear Lake
F Great Slave Lake
G Yukon
H Winnipeg
Total Score
Attempts
Rights
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WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
No. 8. COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
A Reasoning Test. For Junior and Senior High Schools
Name School.
Grade Age
Room.
Date.
Sections 1 2 3 4 Total
Attempts
Score
I. Reasoning. Under each of the following statements or questions you will
notice that three answers are given. Place a cross in the parenthesis to the left of
the correct answer. If more than one answer seems correct, then check the one you
think is best. Be sure not to check more than one answer under each statement.
1. Furniture industries have devel-
oped on the lower peninsula of Michigan
because
( ) It is near the Great Lakes.
( ) It is a rapidly growing section
of the country. J
( ) It is near a large wood supply.
2. New England very early became a
manufacturing region because
( ) Of the water power on its
ntunerous rivers.
( ) It was one of the first parts of
the country to be settled.
( ) Because the people are very
ingenious.
3. About the year 1900 the price of
lumber in America began to rapidly
increase because
( ) Substitutes began to be found
for wood.
( ) America began to reach
end of its abundant supply.
( ) The price of labor began to
increase.
4. Clothing manufacture belongs to
large cities because
( ) The cities have more wealth.
( ) City people cannot farm.
( ) Of the advantages of nearness
to labor and to market.
5. The foreign trade in American
shoes will probably never be large
because
( ) People of other countries do not
appreciate fine shoes.
( ) Of the export of American shoe
machinery.
( ) People in the tropics go bare-
footed.
6. Canada seems destined to develop
a large paper manufacturing industry
on account of its
( ) Nearness to the United States.
( ) Commercial relations with
Great Britain.
( ) Wealth of wood and water
power.
Copyrighted 1921, by Ernest C. Witham, Southington, Conn.
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7. It is misleading to compare the
United States and Europe in regard to
their foreign trade because
( ) Europe is composed of about
twenty small countries.
( ) The United States is farther
away from other countries.
( ) Europe is so much older.
8. Manufacturing will probably de-
velop more than agriculture in Sweden
because
( ) It has large iron mines.
( ) The climate is unsuited to
agriculture.
( ) It has enormous water power.
9. Chicago manufactures more agri-
cultural implements than any other
place in the United States because
( ) It is near the iron mines.
( ) It is near the wheat belt.
( ) It is located on the Great Lakes.
10. Minerals, vegetables and animals
compose the three great classes of the
raw materials of commerce. Which
depends the least upon climate?
11. The reason there is not a larger
demand for American farm machinery
in Russia and China is because
( ) They have not the money with
which to purchase.
( ) They are so far away.
( ) These countries have lower
standards of living.
12. The range of vegetable products
in the United States is greater than in
Canada because
( ) The United States has a greater
variety of climate.
( ) Scientific farming is further
advanced in the United States.
( ) There is a greater variation in
the soil in the United States.
13. What physical feature determined
the position of New York City?
( ) Long Island.
( ) The Hudson-Mohawk valley.
( ) The Catskills.
14. Faster and more ships ply be-
tween Buenos Aires and Eiarope than
between Buenos Aires and the United
States because
( ) South America is nearer to
Europe than to the United States.
( ) The United States does not
have a large merchant marine.
( ) Europe is more progressive
than the United States.
15. Fifty years ago New England
built the most ships, but now the Middle
Atlantic States build the most. This
change is due to
( ) The inferior New England har-
bors.
( ) The great growth of the cities
in the Middle Atlantic States.
( ) The material of ship construc-
tion has changed from wood to steel.
16. Nearly all railroads are of stand-
ard gauge because
( ) Freight passes over different
systems without changing cars.
( ) It is easier to make the engines
all one size.
( ) It costs less.
17. The commercial growth of Great
Britain has been due to
( ) The British Navy.
( ) Mild climate and insular posi-
tion near continental Europe.
( ) Good harbors.
18. Large financial transactions are
conducted without the actual handling
of money.
( ) Because big business men do
not pay their bills.
( ) By means of checks and clear-
ing houses.
( ) Goods are bought on credit.
19. The Panama Canal was dug
( ) To afford another pleasure
route through a tropical country.
( ) To cut down the sailing dis-
tances between important ports.
( ) To give men employment.
20. Cement tends to be a local indus-
try because
( ) The raw materials needed are
found in over half of the states.
( ) It is expensive to transport.
( ) It is used everywhere.
II. Trade Routes. Five trade routes are given below. Number them i
the parentheses in order of the amount of merchandise carried.
Between the United States and Japan.
Between Europe and the United States.
Between South Africa and Australia.
Between the United States and South America via Pacific Ocean.
Between Europe and South America via Atlantic Ocean.
III. Leading World products are given below. Also twenty groups of
two countries each are given. Each group represents the largest and next largest
producers of one of the products. Look them all over carefully and then fit the
products to the right groups of coimtries.
1. Wheat 11. Cotton
2. Com 12. Cattle
3. Rice 1.3. Wool
4. Tea 14. Raw Silk
5. Coffee 15. Rubber
6. Coal 16. Copper
7. Iron 17. Petroleum
8. Silver 18. Fish
9. Gold 19. Leading manufacturing countries
10. Cane Sugar 20. Largest merchant marine
India — French Indo-China
India— Cuba
United States— Russia
United States— Argentina
India — United States
Japan— China
United States— India
Australia — Argentina
United States— Japan
Japan— Great Britain
India— China
United States— Russia
Africa— United States
United States— Great Britain
United States— United Kingdom
Brazil— West Indies
United Kingdom — United States
United States — Germany
Mexico — United States
Brazil — Mexico
Exports and Imports
IV. Below are listed thirty staple products of various countries of the world
The name of the country is given in the first column, and in the second column
the article. Check by a cross, all exports in the third column, under the word
Export, and check all imports in the last column under the word Import. One
is already checked as a sample. Beef is an export (not an import) from Argentina
and so the cross is placed under export.
Country Article Export Import
Argentina Beef X
1. New Zealand Hides
2. New Zealand Iron and Steel Goods
3 Australia Wool
4. Austraha Textiles
5. Japan Silk
6. Japan Iron and Steel Goods
7. China Cotton Goods
8. Siam Teakwood
9. India Cotton
10. Union of South Africa Gold
11. Union of South Africa Grain
12. Tunis Sponges
13. Morocco Dates
14. Greece Olives
15. Spain Lead
16. Russia Grain
17.
Tj_ 1
Italy Cotton
18. France Sugar
19. France Manufactured Silks
20. Germany Potash
21. Germany Coffee
22. Netherlands Wood
23. United Kingdom Meat
24. United Kingdom Timber
25. United Kingdom Textiles
26. Brazil Coffee
27. Brazil Flour
28. Mexico Silver
29. United States Sugar and Molasses
30. United States Nitrates
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STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS
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the Pupils' Knowledge of Geography
List
1. THE WORLD
2. UNITED STATES
3. SOUTH AMERICA
4. EUROPE
of Tests
5. ASIA
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7. NORTH AMERICA
8. COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
Over half a million of these Geography Tests have been used
PUBLISHED BY
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DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING AND SCORING ALL OF
THE TESTS IN THE SERIES
Purpose of the tests.
To show teachers, principals and superintendents the results they are getting
in geography.
General directions for giving all tests.
If there are any wall maps of the continents involved in the test being given
they should be rolled up or turned around the first thing.
Every pupil should be given a test paper. A few general words of advice
should be given to the pupils in regard to carefulness, neatness, and honesty. The
pupils should be told not to hurry, as they will be allowed all the time they need
to complete the test. The pupils should next fill in the blank spaces at the top
of the first page.
Pupils should be instructed to answer all of the questions on the first page
before being allowed to open papers.
The examiner should rapidly note the progress of the pupils and see that all
get started immediately.
As fast as the pupils finish their tests they should be instructed to hand in
their papers.
Special Directions for giving test No. 1— The World.
All pupils should now read aloud the first question. The examiner should
illustrate just what is wanted. This can be done by quickly outlining a rough map
on the blackboard. Any one of the States will do, for example, Maine. The examiner
will then say, " Now this is not one of the geographical divisions called for, but if
it were, you would write the word Maine, hke this, right across the map. Now
turning to your paper, you will notice ten geographical divisions called for. Study
them over carefully and then write the name of each across the map, just as I have
done in the case of the map of Maine, which I have roughly represented on the
board."
In Section III the pupils should be told_^to write the names of the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans on both maps.
Special directions for giving test No. 2 — The United States.
Not more than three or four minutes should be required for the outline in
the first question.
In sections 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 the pupils should be told all the features called
for are represented on the map on page 2. All they need to do is pick them out
and name them.
In section 9 the pupils should be told that Coal and Iron are combined on
one map. Also Gold and Silver are combined on one map. The other eight indus-
tries are each represented separately.
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special directions for giving test No. 3 — South America.
In section I, explain to the pupils that they can write the names on the
margins and draw lines to the countries for which they are intended.
Special directions for giving test No. 4— Europe.
There is considerable to go on this one map, so that it will be necessary to
impress upon the pupils the importance of being neat and careful in answering
the questions.
Ask the pupils what they are going to write on the map in question 1 to show
the different countries, in question 2 to locate the cities, and in 3 to show the
different seas. In this way make sure that they know just what they are expected
to do.
Special directions for giving test No. 5 — Asia.
In section IV on the location of rivers the directions say " write the name of
each river so that there will be no question as to what you mean." In order to
avoid crowding the map in some places, explain to the pupils that they may make
an X on the river and then draw a line from the X to the margin and there write
the name.
Special directions for giving test No. 6— Africa.
In section VI say to the pupils, " Be careful not to confuse the boundary Unes
between the countries with the rivers."
In section V suggest that the pupils draw a line aroimd the Sahara Desert and
another around the Libyan Desert. This will fix the extent and location more
definitely.
Special directions for giving test No. 7 — North America.
After filling in the blank spaces at the top of the page have the pupils read in
concert, slowly and distinctly, the first three sections— all of the first page. Then
instruct them to unfold the test as directed and begin at once.
This test will probably be used the most in intermediate grades and there may
be words in the directions that the pupils do not understand, or they may not know
just what is expected of them in the sections not read in concert. Tell the pupils
to ask questions if they are in doubt. Teachers must be absolutely sure not to give
any information on the test itself. It should be kept in mind that this is a geography
test and not a reading test.
Special directions for giving test No. 8 — Commercial Geography.
This test is designed especially for the ninth school year.
No. 10 under section I is different in form from the others and is to be answered
by ^Titing the word which is the answer directly under the question.
General Directions for Scoring the Tests.
Correct each section of the tests as directed and record the results on the
large class record sheet. There is a space at the extreme right of the class record
sheet for the pupa's initial and last name. The nvimbers across the top under the
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words " attempts " and " rights " indicate the various sections of the tests. Only
one test, that on South America, has ten sections, so that not all of the vertical
spaces will be used in the other tests. In test No. 5 there are seven sections, and
so only seven spaces will be used under attempts and seven under rights. The
\'ertical niimbers indicate the different pupils. Pupil No. 1 will have his score
filled in on the horizontal spaces opposite 1. Before filling in the class record sheet,
it is best to first correct all the papers and then arrange them according to order
from the highest to the lowest in terms of total scores. Call pupil No. 1 the one
with the best score.
Special directions for scoring test No. 1— The World.
Section I — Possible points, 10.
Section II — Possible points, 3. Form, 1 point. Each of the motions, 1 point.
Answers such as: sphere, lilce an orange or like a ball, are correct. Just the
word, roimd, should be called wrong.
Section III ^— Ten possible points.
Section IV— Fourteen possible points.
Section V— Eight points. Answers are as follows : (The order of the answers
in the case of the red and white races does not matter.)
Red— 1. North America. 2. South America.
White— 3. Etuope. 4. North America. 5. South America.
6. Yellow— Asia— also Japan and China is a correct answer.
7. Black — Africa.
8. Brown— Asia— also call East Indies or Philippines and Hawaiian Islands
correct answers.
Section VI — Five points. Call correct any of the following answers:
1. United States— Farming, manufacturing, Itmibering, mining, cotton, fruit
growing, cattle raising, etc.
2. Argentina— Cattle raising, wheat.
3. Canada -— Lumber, wheat, furs.
4. France— Manufacturing, iron, linen, silk, porcelain, glassware.
5. Russia— Grain or wheat, cattle, lumber.
Section VII— Possible points, 5.
Total points possible, 55.
Special directions for scoring test No. 2 — The United States.
Section 1 — Possible points, 5.
Allow one point for each of the four boundaries approximately right, and one
point for general merit for a perfect score. To be scored five an outline should
have the principal irregular features such as Maine, Cape Cod, Florida, Texas and
the Great Lakes.
Section II— Possible points, 5.
One point each is to be allowed for western, eastern and northern boimdaries
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and two points for the southern boundary. Mexico and the Gulf of Mexico count
two, and either one alone counts one point.
Section III — Possible points, .
An approximate location of the home State and its capital each counts one point.
Section IV — Possible points, 10.
Each river correct counts one point.
Section V — Possible points, 5.
Section VI — Possible points, 9.
Each of the Great Lakes correctly indicated counts one point. The other four
features each count one point.
Section VII — Possible points, 15.
There is a circle for each of the 15 cities. Each one properly labeled counts
one point.
Section VIII — Possible points, 5.
Section IX — Possible points, 10.
Each map correctly marked counts one point. The key is as follows: No. 1,
Cotton; No. 2, Wheat; No. 3, Com; No. 4, Cattle; No. 5, Gold and Silver; No. 6,
Forests, No. 7, Coal and Iron; No. 8, Manufactures; No. 9, Sheep; No. 10, Fisheries.
Total points possible, 66.
Special directions for scoring test No. 3 — South America.
Take one of the unused tests and make a key for correcting the pupils' papers.
Section I — Possible points, 13
Section II — Possible points, 2
Section III — Possible points, 3
Section IV— Possible points, 10
Section . V — Possible points, 3
Section VI — Possible points, 3
Section VII — Possible points, 4
Section VIII — Possible points, 2
Section IX— Possible points, 6
Section IX— 1. Name three principal plant products of South America.
Any three of the following: Wheat, cotton, sugar, mate, cacao, nuts, rubber,
coffee, grain, Ivunber, oranges.
2. Name three principal mineral products.
Any three of the following: Gold, silver, tin, copper, nitrate, diamonds.
Section X — Possible points, 2. South, 1 point; Southeast, 2 points.
Total points possible, 48.
Special directions for scoring test No. 4— Europe.
First construct a key out of one of the unused tests, to enable you to rapidly
correct the pupils' papers.
Section I — Possible points, 15 Section IV— Possible points, 5
Section II — Possible points, 15 Section V— Possible points, 5
Section III — Possible points, 5 Section VI — Possible points, 10
The figures in the parentheses should be as follows
:
(10) (9) (4) (1) (8) (7) (3) (6) (5) (2)
Total points possible, 55.
special directions for correcting No. 5— Asia.
Take one of the unused tests and make a key, by answering all questions.
Section I —• Possible points, 8 Section V— Possible points, 4
Section II — Possible points, 15 Section VI — Possible points, 5
Section III— Possible points, 7 Section VII — Possible points, 7
Section IV— Possible points, 9
Total — 55
The arrangement of the ntmierals in the last question should be as follows:
(6) (7) (4) (5) (1) (2) (3)
Special directions for correcting No. 6— Africa.
First construct a key by correctly answering all questions on one of the unused
tests.
Section I — Possible points, 10 Section IV— Possible points, 8
Section II — Possible points, 5 Section V — Possible points, 10
Section III — Possible points, 10 Section VI — Possible points, 6
The arrangement of the numerals in the last question should be as follows:
(6) (3) (4) (1) (5) (2) Total points possible, 49.
Special directions for correcting No. 7— North America.
First construct a key by correctly answering all questions on one of the unused
tests.
Section I — Possible points, 15 Section IV— Possible points, 4
Section II — Possible points, 8 Section V— Possible points, 15
Section III — Possible points, 5 Section VI — Possible points, 7
The arrangement of the numerals in section VI should be as follows : (7) (3)
(1) (2) (6) (3) (4) (5)
Section VII — Possible points, 8
Total possible points, 62
Special directions for correcting No. 8— Commercial Geography.
This test is extremely easy to correct on account of the specially prepared key
which goes with these directions. This plan makes the correcting of test No. 8
absolutely uniform, and is purely a mechanical process upon the part of the one
scoring the papers. Check all answers correct according to key. In section IV
also check aU wrong answers.
Section I — Possible points, 20 Section III — Possible points, 20
Section II — Possible points, 5 Section IV— Possible points, 30
In order to get the score for section IV, the number of wrong answers must be
subtracted from the number of correct answers. The remainder will be the score.
This is the usual plan followed to eliminate guess work from the scores in similarly
arranged tests. Total possible points, 75.
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DIAGNOSTIC GRAPH SHEET
TO BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH
Witham Standard Geography Tests
TEST NO. 1 — WORLD
I. Geographical
Divisions. 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
II. Form and Uotlons
of Earth.
3 2 1
III. The Hemispheres. 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 /
IV. Land and Water
Forms.
14 \3 IZ II 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 J 2 1
V. Homes of the
Races. 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
VI. Industries. 5 4- 3 Z /
VII. Largest Cities. 5 4 3 2 1
TEST NO. 2 — UNITED STATES
I. Outline of U. S. 5 4 3 2 1
II. Boundaries
,
5 4 3 2 1
1X1. Home State 2 1
IV. Rivera
.
LO 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
V. Mountains 5 4 3 2 1
VI. Lakes, Bays and Gulfs 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
VII. Cities L5 1413 1211 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
VIII. States 5 4 3 2 1
IX. Industrial Regions HO 9 8 7 6 5 4 5 ? 1
DIAGNOSTIC GRAPH SHEET
TO BE USED m CONNECTION WITH
Witham Standard Geography Tests
TEST NO. 3 — SOUTH AMERICA
I Countries 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
II Climate 2 1
III Rivers 3 2 1
IV Cities 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
V Mountains 3 2 1
VI P. L. S. 3 2 1 Q
VII Miscel.
Features
4 3 2 1
VIII Language 2 1
IX Products 6 5 4 3 2 1
X Direction 2 1
TEST NO. 4— EUROPE
I Countries 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
II Cities 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
III Seas 5 4 3 2 1
IV Mountains 5 4 3 2 1
V Rivers 5 4 3 2 1
VI Industries 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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DIAGNOSTIC GRAPH SHEET
TO BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH
Witham Standard Geography Tests
TEST NO. 5 — ASIA
1 Countries 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1
II Cities 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
°
!
III Seas 7 6 S 4 3 2 1
IV Rivers 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
V Islands 4 S 2 1
VI Water Areas 5 4 3 2 1
VII Industries 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
TEST NO. 6 — AFRICA
I States 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
II Surrounding 5 4 3 2 1
Waters
III Cities 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
IV Lakes and 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Rivers
V Miscellaneous 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
Features
VI Products C 5 4 3 2 1
NOTE — For example let us suppose class results on the No. 5 test are as follows: Attempts
— Countries 7.5, Cities 14, Seas 6.9, Rivers 9, Islands 3.8, Water Areas 5, Industries 6.2. Make an
X half way between 7 and 8 on the graph, first line, another over 14 on second line. On third line
place X just to the right of the 7. The score for rivers is just 9, so place x over 9. Estimate 3.8
on next line and make x a little to the right of 4. The score for water areas is just 5, so place x
over the 5. The score for industries is 6.2 so that the cross should be placed a little to the left
of the 6. Connect all of these crosses with a solid line.
Locate the crosses in just the same way for the " rights " and connect them by means of
a broken line.
DIAGNOSTIC GRAPH SHEET
TO BE USED m CONNECTION WITH
Witham Standard Geography Tests
TEST NO. 7 — NORTH AMERICA
I Countries and
Territories
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
I! Great Water
Areas
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
III Peninsulars 5 4 3 2 1
IV Mountains 4 3 2 1
V Cities 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
VI Industries 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
VII Rivers and
Lakes
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
TEST NO. 8— COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
I Reasoning 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2
II Trade Routes 5 4 3 2 1
ill Leading 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2
World
Products
IV Exports and 30 25 20 15 10 5
Imports
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TENTATIVE STANDARDS
Witham Standard Geography Tests
THE WORLD'S TEST
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Attempts 9 2 7 11 5 4 4 42 Grade
Rights 6.1 1.3 6.2 7.7 4.1 2.7 2.9 31 Five
Rights 6.0 .7 6.6 6.6 3.5 2.2 3.2 29.1 Six
Rights 8.5 1.7 8.2 9.7 5.7 2.9 4.2 39.9 Seven
Rights 8.3 1.9 8.2 9.6 5.3 3.2 4.3 40.3 Eight
THE UNITED STATES TEST
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Total
Attempts 4.6 3.8 1.6 7.9 4.7 5.8 10.7 4.5 9.4 52.8
Rights 2.6 3.2 1.2 4.9 3.8 3.6 7.0 3.5 4.2 33.1
THE SOUTH AMERICA TEST
Attempts
Rights
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total
12.8 2 2.7 9.3 1.8 3 2.6 2 5.6 2 43.8
10.3 1.9 2.3 6.1 1.5 1.9 2.3 1 4.3 1 32.6
Grade
Seven
THE EUROPE TEST
Attempts
Rights
1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
13.9 12.2 4.7 3.3 3.6 8.8 46.5
10.8 8.9 4.1 2.5 2.6 3.5 32.5
Grade
Seven
Tentative scores only are given here for the grades in which the several tests
were originally intended to be used, but as many school systems are using a single
test in all of the grades above the fourth, there will ultimately be published standards
for the different grades in all of the tests.
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TENTATIVE STANDARDS
Witham Standard Geography Tests
THE ASIA TEST
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
Attempts 7.6 11.5 6.4 7.9 4.6 4.5 7.0 49.5
Rights 6.6 4.5 4.6 4.2 2.7 3.4 2.7 28.7
THE AFRICA TEST
Attempts
Rights
1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
9.2 4.7 9.3 7.6 9.9 6.0 46.7
6.2 3.0 7.1 5.7 7.7 1.5 31.2
Grade
Eight
THE NORTH AMERICA TEST
Attempts
Rights
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
8.1 7.8 4.0 3.2 11.3 4.2 6.5 46.5
7.5 7.3 3.8 2.7 8.7 2.4 4.9 37.2
Grade
Five
THE COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY TEST
1 2 3 4 Total
Attempts 20 4.6 16.9 26.0 67.8
Rights 12 2.3 4.9 14.8 34.5
Rights 11 2.0 4.2 13.5 30.7
Junior and Senior
High Schools
Grade Eight
You are requested to send a copy of your results to Ernest C. Witham, Director
Research, Wilmington, Del., for the purpose of further standardization. All returns
will be held strictly confidential.
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TEST IN MAP READING ABILITIES
BY
EARL B. FORNEY
PUBLISHED BY GINN & CO. (1926)
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STUDY THESE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS
How to find a Place on a Map by using the Letters and Numerals in the Margins
Notice the letters from A to J in the upper and lower
margins of the map between the given meridians. Notice
the numerals from 1 to 8 in the side margins between the
given parallels. Between the same letters at the top and
bottom of the map are map areas bounded by four lines.
These map areas are also between like numerals at the sides
of the map. Cape Town is between E at the top and E at
the bottom of the map, and between 8 at the left and 8 at the
Tripoli Yakoba
right of the map. Therefore we designate the location of
Cape Town on this map as E8. In like manner the location
of Port Elizabeth is designated as F8. As your teacher shows
you the location of the following places on the map, write,
in the space after the name of each, the letter and numeral
designating its location. If you do not understand, ask your
teacher before beginning the test given below.
. Cairo Madagascar .
Draw a Line under the Number, Abbreviation, Word, or Words that correctly answer Each Question
or complete Each Statement
|
Sample Question: The capital of Madagascar (H6) is Tamatave (H6) Tananarivo (H6)
1. Boundaries of countries are indicated by red lines purple lines brown lines 1
2. Khartum is found in the space D4 C6 G3 2
II
3. St. Helena Island (C6) belongs to France Great Britain United States 3
4. Abyssinia (G4) is a European possession an independent country 4
5. Two products shipped from Cape Town (E8) are wool tobacco gold clothing 5
6. Two products shipped to Cape Town (E8) are wheat machinery cotton rubber 6
7. Two products grown in Madagascar (H6) are wheat rice cotton rubber 7
8. The surface of Morocco (CI) is largely lowlands young, rugged mountains uplands and plateaus 8
9. Most of the surface of Africa is old, worn-down mountains lowlands uplands and plateaus 9
10. The following is the chief seaport of northeastern Africa Tripoli (El) Alexandria (Fl) IC
11. People travel from Mombasa (G5) to Nairobi (G5) by boat by railroad 11
12. The Niger River is navigable from the boundary of Nigeria (D3) to Kurussa (C3) Bamako (C3) 12
13. In what direction from Durban (G7) is Cairo (Gl) ? N. W. E. S 13
14. In what direction from Cape Town (E8) is Port Elizabeth (F8)? N. W. E. S. 14
15. In what du-ection from Monrovia (B4) is Cairo (Gl)? NE. NW. SE. SW 15
16. About how many miles by air line is Cairo (Gl) from Tunis (El) ? 700 1400 2000 3000 16
17. About how many miles is Cape Town (E8) from Port Elizabeth (F8) ? 25 75 200 450 17
18. Cairo (Gl) is almost straight east of Bahia New Orleans Panama 18
19. The longitude of Tunis (El) is about 10° East 10° North 10° West 10° South 19
20. The latitude of Durban (G7) is 30° North 30° East 30° South 30° West 20
4
DO NOT OPEN THIS TEST UNTIL DIRECTED TO DO SO BY THE TEACHER
TEST IN MAP-READING ABILITIES
Name Age
(Years) (Months)
School Grade
City State
Date Teacher
DIRECTIONS TO BE READ BY TEACHER AND PUPILS TOGETHER
Boys and Girls
:
i This test is not given to find out what you
Jremember, but to find out how well you can do
something.
On page 3 is a colored map of Africa, and on
the page opposite it are questions about the map
which are to be answered by underlining certain
words.
Your attention is called to the explanations found
in the lower left-hand corner of the map. These ex-
planations will be found very useful in answering
some of the questions. Do not neglect to look at the
margins of the map for the answers to some of the
:iuestions.
Be sure that you understand how to find a place
by the method described above the test on page 4.
This is very important. Your teacher will help you.
Do not start to underline the words until your
teacher tells you to do so.
The idea is not to show how quickly you can do
this test, but to prove how well you can do it. So he
careful.
Open the folder when directed to do so by your
teacher.
When you have finished the test, close the folder
and place it on the top of your desk. Do not reopen
it unless you are told to do so by your teacher.
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COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY
THIRD QUARTER EXAMINATION
MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL
APRIL 1928
Mr . Boynton
I On the map of South America locate all the South
/jnerican countries and their capitols, PRINT
NAMES
II What climatic contrast causes the native of
Mexico City to suffer in Vera Cruz?
Ill V/hat does the island of Jamaica show about the
future of the white race in the tropics?
IV Name the five reographical regions of Bra^-il
and describe one of them.
V Why does the United States have more arid land
than Europe?
VI 'Why does the wine industry not follow the v/heat
industry to suitable new countries?
VII ?/hat five things did Germany do to make herself
great?
VIII Name the Baltic Border States and describe one
of them as to location, population, resources
and products
,
IX '".Tiy is Czecho-Slovakia called the nation in the
saddle?
X How do unproductive mountains become the best
asset of Switzerland?
Copy of a term examination
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Brigham. ^nd lifecFarlane
"Essentials of Geography"
American Book Co,

Brigham
" Commercial Geography"
Ginn & Co.
Bugbee, Willis N.
"Questions of Commercial Geography"
The Bugbee Press
Chamberlain, J, F,
"Home ^md ""'orId Series"
Henry Holt & Co.
Chamberlain, Jam.es Frsnklin
"H-'W V/e Are Clothed"
"How V/e Are Fed."
MacMillan Co.
Chamberlain, J. and Chamberlain, A, H.
"The Continents and Their Peoples"
Holt Pub.
Chance
"Little Folks of I.Trny Lands"
Ginn ^ Co.
Che-'-^ey
"industrial & Social History of England"
i:acKillf?n Co.
Chrisholm, George Goudie
"Handbook of Comm-ercial Geography"
Longmans, Green & Co,
Chrisholm and Birrell
"a Sm.aller Commercial Geography"
Longmans, Green & Co.
Cole
"The Growth of Europe"
Holt Publishers
Cooper, Clayton Sedgv/ick
"Latin American-I.'en and I-^arkets"
Ginn & Co,
Cornell
"p'irst Steeps in Geography
American Book Co.
I
Cross
"England & ^reat Britain"
MacMillan Co. IT. Y.
Cunningham
"Western Civilization in its Econoiric Aspects"
Putnam Co.
Gurr, Alexander L.
'Comrnercial Geography"
London A. & C. tsiack, Ltd.
Dakin. S.
•^Rivers"
Holt Publishers
de la Blache
"Principles of Human Geography"
Henry Holt Publishers
Dryer
"Economic Goography"
Henry Holt & Co. Publishers
Dryer
"Elementary Economic Geography"
American Book Co. Publshers
Fairbanks, Harold W.
"The Method of Interest And Enthusiam"
"North Am.erica"
"South America"
"Europe"
"Real Geogr??phy & Its Place in t^^e Schools"
Harr '/l^agner Publishers
Fsirgrieve, Jam.es
''Geography in School"
American Geogrophical Society
Paris
"Real Stories of the Geography Makers"
Ginn & "^o, Publishers
Finch. ^, G, Sc 0. E. Baker
Geography of the V.'orld's i-griculture"
^"Jashington, D. G.
Fi sher
"Resources and Industries of the United States
Ginn & Co.

Gannett, Garrison, and Houston
Commercial Geography"
American i^ook Co.
Gannett, Henry, Garrison, L. &; Houston J,
"Cominercial Geogr^iphy"
Nev; York ''Tnerican ^ook Co.
Gibbins
"History of Goranerce in Europe"
MacI.Iillan Co. H. Y.
Conner, E. C.
"Commercial Geography" London, MacMillan ^o,
"Physical and Commercial Geography"
Cinn (Jo. Publishers
Gregory
"The Making of the ^arth"
Henry Holt & Co.
Hamilton
"Current Econom.ic Problems"
University of Chicago Press
Hawke s
"Eskimo Land"
Ginn & Cq, Publishers
Herbertson, A. J,
"Commercial Geography of the -orld Outside
of the British Islesl.
London Chambers 1903
Herrick, C. A.
"History of Commerce & Industry"
MacMillan Co. 1922
H oltz, F. L,.
"Principles snd Mothods of Teaching Goography"
Henry Holt & Co. Publishers
Howarth, Osbert J, R.
"a Cominercial Geography of the World"
Oxford, England. Clarendon Press
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Huntington £: Gushing
"y.odern Business Geography"
World Book Go. 11. Y. 1925
Huntington, Ellsv/orth
"Commercial & Industrigl Geography" '.Yorld book
Co.
"Business Geography" John Wiley .& "^ons. Inc.
"Pr-'nciples of Human Geography" John Wiley
& So'-^s, Inc.
Huntington, Ellsv/o 'th & Williams
"Business Geography"
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Innes
"England's Industrial Development"
MacMillan Go. H. Y. 1912
Johnson
"Topography and Strategy in the War
Holt Publishers
Johnson, G.
New England Geographical Resder
Holt Publishers
Jones
Commerce of South America
Ginn & ^o. Publishers
Judd, C. H.
"Psychology of High School Subjects"
Boston Ginn & Co. 1915
Keller
"Colonization"
Boston Ginn S: Co. 1908
Keller, tVoert Galloway
"Commercial & Industrial Geography"
Ginn ^ Co.
Keller & Bishop
"Commercial & Industrial Geography"
Ginn & Co.

Knowlton, Philip A.
^
•
"introduction to V/orld Geography"
MacMillan Go.
Leith
"The Economic Aspects of '^eology"
Holt Publishers
Lunn
"Exploration of the Alps"
Holt S: Co. Publishers
Lyde
"a Commercial Geography"
MacMillan & Co. Publishers
MpcFarlsne, C. F.
"Geography Teacl^*. ng"
The Classroom Teachers, Inc. Pub.
Chicago, 111.
MacFarlane, J. J.
"ComiTiercial •& Industrial Geography"
Sadler-R9Y/e Go.
Marchant
"Pitman's Commercial Historyy"
Pitmans 1908
Martin, J,
"a Causal Geography of the British Isles"
London 1919
Marvin, C. E.
"Commercial Education In Secondary Schools
Henry Holt & Co. Publishers
Maury
"Geographies"
American Book Go,
McMurry, G.
Excursions and Lessons in Home Geography
Henry Holt & Co.

McMurry, F. M.
The GeograpTiy of the 'i^'orld and the Peace
Trestles
Henry Holt Co.
McMurry, F, 1,1, and Parkins, A. K.
Geographies
Henry Holt & Co.
Mill, H.
"Elementary Commercial Geography"
University Press
Miller, J, C.
"Methods in Commercial Teaching"
Southwestern Publisher
Mitchell
"First Lessons in Geography"
"New Prim-ary Geography"
American Book Co,
Moore. J. R.
An Industrial History of the American
People"
MacMillan Co.
Llorris, Charles
"industrial & Commercial Geography"
J. B, Liprencott Co.
Monteith
First Lessons in Geography
American Book Co.
MortO'^
Elementsryy^ Geography-
American J^ook ^o.
Murray
"The Oc^ion''
Henry Holt & Co.
Mulhal
1
"Dictionary of Statistics"
Henry Holt & Co.

Nev/bigin
"Comrrercial Geography"
Henry Holt & Co.
Newbigln, M, I.
Commercial Geography"
Holt & Co.
Newbigin, M..I.
"Modern Geography"
Henry Holt & ^o.
Nev: England Letter
The First Nationol Banlj of Boston
Osgood, Ellen L.
"a History of Industry"
Ginn & Go.
Packard, L. 0. & Sinnott, C. P.
"Nations & Neighbors"
MacMillan Co. N. Y..
Pitkin, Sir IsaBC, ond ^ons. Publishers
Pitman's Commercial Geography"
Rabenort
"Geographies"
American Book Go.
Redv/ay, J. W.
"Geogr-aphy Commercial & Industrial '
Scribner & Co.
Robinson, Edward Vpn Dyke
"Commercial Geography"
McKally & Co. 1920
RocheleaiJ, W. F.
"The Geography of Commerce oo Industry
Boston Educational Publishing C
Roddy
"Geographies"
American Book Co,
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Rusmisel, . C.
"Industrial-Commercial GeograDhy of the
United States"
A. K. Palmer Go. N. Y. 1925
Salisbury
" Physi ography"
Advanced Course
Holt & Co.
Salisbury, Barrows and Tov/er
"l.iodern G-eogra-^^hy"
Henry Holt 6-. ^o.
Sanford, George Weeks
"Outlines, Suggestions & ^'^eferences in Com'
mercisl Geography"
Power & Lyons
Scantlebury
'Little World- Children"
Ginn & Co.
Semple
"Influence of Geographic Environment"
Holt &: ^o.
Smith
"Co:mnerce end Industry"
Holt & Co.
Smith and Perry
"Geography of Wew York"
American Book '^o.
Smith- E, E.
'Teaching Geography by Problems"
Doubleday, Page & Go.
Splawn and Bizzell
"introduc-" ion to the Study of Kconomics"
Ginn & Co.
Stormyard
"Progressiva L'ethods of Teaching"
Ginn & Cq,

Tarr, R. S.
"New Physical Geography"
Holt & Co. Publishers
Tarr, R. S. and Kcl.iurry, F, M,
"New Geography"
Holt & "^o.
Torr, R. S. and Von Engeln, 0. ^.
"a Laboratory I.Ianual for Physical and
Commercisl Geography"
Holt & Co.
"Teachers' Reviev; and 'Examiners' Tanupl"
Published by The Ellis Publishing Co.
Battle Creek, Michigan 1898
Thompson, J. ^,
"Bud and Bamboo"
D. -^ppleton and ^o. Publishers
Tilden
"Trading YJi th T^ e Far East"
Shewell & Co.
Tilden, J. H.
"a Comi^iercial G'^ography"
Shewell & do.
Toothaker
"Commercial Raw Materials"
Ginn & Co.
Trotter, Spencer
"The Geography of Indiana"
D. Appleton & Co.
Visher, S. Ph.D.
"The Story of Geographic Names"
D. Appleton & Co.
TJebster
"a Gen3ral History of Commerce"
Ginn & Co.

Werthner, W, B.
"how Man Mnk'^s Markets"
W. Y. MacMi 11 an Co.
VdTiepley
"Trade of the World"
Century Co. N, Y.
^'v'hitbeck, R. 11.
"The Geography & Econor^-^c Development of
Southeastern '"/isconsln"
American book Co. N. Y. 1924
""/ill isms on, i^rthur
"a Com:Tiercn al Geography of Ireland"
Brovme & llolan
Youth's Companion Series
Edited by M. A. L. Lane
Ginn & Co.
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Laing, -Or. Graham A., Professor of -business Ad-
ministration a.nd -^'inance, California Institute
of Teclmology.
"An Introduction to .i^cono:riics"
Gregg Publications
*
Lls^cJarlane , John
"jiconoiitic Geography"
London Pitinan ic '-'ons, Ltd., 1914
U-oriarty
^SconoLaics for Citizenship"
Longraans , Green & Co. Puolisners
Seligman
"Princiijles oi --•conoiiiics , with Special Tieference
to American Conditions'*
By Edwin H, A. oeligirian, McVickar Professor of
Political Economy, Columbia, University,
Tenth edition.
Longmans, Green 5: Co. Publishers
Shanahan, -iii.
"Animal Poods tuffs"
London Geogra,phy rioutledge 3c 3ons,
Ltd., 1920
Smith, Douglas Hector
"An Econoinic Geography of j^urope"
London Longmans, Green cc Co. 1925
Sxiith, Joseph j-vussell
"Human Geography"
Philadelohia The John 3, ;7inston Co.
1921
'^Vhitbeck, '^y Hughes
"Economic Geography"
1st. edition
Hev/ York iidcGraw-Hill ^ook Co. Inc.
1924

C0Ur.S3S CP STUDY
A Course irx Geography—Lima, Ohio
A Suggestive Source of ^tudy in Geography for the
iiileinentary Schools IV, V, VI , --California '22
Course of Study in Geography— I- IV—Buffalo
" IV-VI—Buffalo
' 20
'21
" VII—Buffalo, ii-.Y. '22
"
—Long Beach, Cal. '21
"
— Sagina,w, Lich, '23
"
— Santa Barbara '21
" Seattle '21
" I-VI- Washington, D.G'2.3
Examination of Recent Elementary Courses of Study
in Geography "by Li. L. v/ebster '23
Geography Decatur, 111. 24
Helpful Hints for Teachers, ITos. 154, 170, 263
303
Junior High School Geography Cleveland, Ohio '22
Outline in Geography, History and Civics
L.ilv/aukee, ./is. '24
Pupil' s 'workbook in the Geography of i^iebraska
" " " " " " the State
of Hev7 York
Provisional Course of Study in Geography for
Junior High Schools Washington, D, C. '23
Revised Geography Course Illinois 23
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ECONOMIC BOOKS
.3osa,rt
"Economic History of Aiaerican Agriculture"
Longmans, Green cc Co. rmblishers
Bogart
"An Economic History of the United States"
Longma,ns, G-reen & Co» Publishers
Bogart and Thompson
"An Exercise Book in the Economic .xistory
of the bni Led States"
By E, L. Bogart and C, ivi, Thompson, University
of Illinois. ./ith 11 outline maps and 10
cha,r ts
.
Longmans, G-resn ic Go, Publish.ers
Bogart and Thompson
"lieadings in the Econo.aic Kis'cory of the
United States"
Longiaans , 3-reen Co. Publishers
Colby, Charles Caryle
"Source Bools: for the Econoiaic G-eography of
llorth America"
University of Chicago Press
Bay
"A History of Comr;ierce"
Longmans, G-recn & Co*
Bev/ey
"financial History of the United States"
'Longmans, Green 5: Co.
Bryer
"Elementary Econojiic G-eography"
ITevj" -ori-c American Book Co. 1916
Harper, Roland -i.
"Resources of Southern Alabama"
Published University of Alabama 1920
Jones
"Administration of Industrial Enterprises"
Longmans, Green & Co. Publishers
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DEVELOPl/iEHT LIAPS
FEW CENTUEY
A series of outline maps designed for Develop-
ment of Pupils,
V-orld (jiiercator' s Projection)
Horth .-America
South America
Europe
Asia
Africa
Austrp.lia
United States
Hev/ England States
Middle Atlantic States (Eastern Section)
Gentra.1 States (Southern Section)
Boston
Kev/ York -^ity
Kew York State
ilew Jersey
liav/a i ian Is land s
Cuba
Porto Rico
Philippines
Greece and western Asia liinor
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Llines Recent articles on petroleuia and allied
substances 1925 (monthly)
Mines Subject index of ^bureau of i,.ines, Keports
of investigations 1919 - 1924
Liines Descri^Dtive list of motion picture films
and plan of distribution llovember,
1924
navigation List of publications contained in the
annual report of the Commissioner of
^avigation 1925
Standards Publications of the oiureau of Standards
Domplete 1901 - 1925 Supplementary
list of publications (annual)
Standa,rds List of radio publications June, 1925
Standards Sources of elementary radio information
Sept., 1923
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STATE LiAPS
VERLIOilT
Size 56x39 inches,
walker'
s
Liounted on Gornraon Rollers
LLountecl on Spring Roller and Board
VERLilOliT AlTD ilEV/ HAiEPSiilRS
Size 32x44 inches.
Official
It is not often tha>t tv/o States group
themselves as do Vermont and Hew Hampshire.
Hot only the shape of the States leads to this
grouping, "but their mutual business and in-
dustrial rels-tions. The highv/ays and rail-
roads following the Connecticut River, cross
and recross the State boundary many times. If
you need a map of one State you need the other
as v/ell.
Mounted on Common Jr.ollers
llounted on Spring Roller and loard
NEV/ HAICPSHIRE
Size 64x36 inches.
Walker'
Mounted on Common Rollers
Mounted on Spring Roller and Board
MAIiJE
Size o6x48 inches.
Kammett '
s
Shov/s location of licensed hunting camps

and State fire look-out stations in 3.ddition
to the regular details usually shov/n on maps,
iiounted on Common Rollers
Hounted on Spring; Holler and Board
Size 45x35 inches.
V/al::er' s
iktounted on Common Hollers
L-ounted on Spring Holler and Board
Size 68x54 inches,
Hamiiiett ' s
Lest School map of Hew lingland published.
bhows tovm and county lines. Colored by stat
or counties,
kounted on Common Hollers
Mounted on Spring Holler and Board
(In ordering, sjoecify whether map colored by
states or counties is desired.)
LiASSAGHUSETTS
Size 42x59 inches.
iiammett's Peerless
This map is v/ithout doubt the best map of
-Massachusetts published. Upon it history is cor-
related with geography and political features are
emphasized by showing also their geological and
physical environment. Counties are shov/n in
colors, 8.nd town lines are carefully indicated.
Mounted on Common Rollers
Llounted on Spring Holler and Board
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RHODE ISLAND
Size 64x44 inclies.
V/alker ' s
Scale, 1 mile to 1 inch. A complete map for
school and office use, cornvjiled from official
sources and ne\i surveys.
kounted on GomrfiOn iiollers
Kounted on Spring i^oller .and Loard
JaASSAGHUSETTS AIniD HIODE ISLA1\^D
Size 50x40 inches.
Gram'
s
One map
Llounted on Gommon iiollers
Llounted on Spring Holler and Eoard
GCiTKSGTIGUT
Size 40x52 inches.
Hammett's i-eerless
The only map of Gonnecticut,
Indorsed hy the State Library Gommittee and the
Gonnecticut State Department of Supervision. Shows
tov/n and county "boundaries, all railroads and auto-
mobile trunk lines.
Liounted on Gommon Rollers
Mounted on Spring Roller and Board
BOSTOIT
Size 62x82 inches.
I
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iiammett-'w'alker' s
Including Hyde Park, Gam'bridge , Somerville and
Lrookline. Sca.le, 800 feet to 1 inch. Printed in
colors.
Mounted on Common Piollers
I'ounted on Spring Iioller a.nd !^oard
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WALL IIAPS
National Geographical Society, Washington, D. G,
The United States
North America
South America
The Caribbean
The World
Africa
The liev/ Europe
The Artie Hegions
Asia
Oceania
Haces of Europe
Western Theatre of .^ar
Province of Ontario, Dominion of Canada, Publishers
Geologic I-.ap-i.iassachusett s ;x PJiode Island
United State Geological Survey-topography
sheet.
Phillips' iiew Series
All maps of the ..orId
Eeetline llap, Norfolk Sc Portsmouth
Industrial Commission, Norfolk, Virginia,
Massachusetts Gommonv/ealth 3' x 4'
1917-Coniinittee on v/aterv/a,ys public lands.
EXHIBITS
Lo7mey' s— Cocoa,
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WALL llAPS
Sizes 4x5 inches.
iLAGIOBO.^KD CUTLIIIE IviAPS
The outlines are hand-painted on slated black-
board canvas, and are very distinct a,nd perm.anent.
Tes.chers of {geography, ancient and modern history,
and geology find these maps of great use. i/ith white
or colored crayon may be indicated location of cities,
agricultural and mining districts, rivers, mountain
ranges, railroads, acquisition of territory, battle-
;j;rounds, movements of armies, etc. ihe outline may
be filled in, erased and filled in again; and hence
its value is unlimited.
The series consists of the following:
V/orld (Mercator ' s Projection)
United States with State Boundaries
United States without State Boundaries
ilorth iimerica
South Ajnerica
Suiope
Asia
Africa
Australia
Massachusetts
l\!ew England
Ancient Greece
Ancient Italy

Italy and i;ortnern Africa
Mediterra,nean Countries
British Isles
England and V/e stern xjurope
'western Asia
Central America
J, L. Hammett
Publisher
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\-ALL LuiPS
BAG Oil STiVljDAin)
Sizes 48x40 inches.
liaps of each country give all necessary parts
of adja-cent countries for proper association.
The map of the United States has inserts
showing Panama Canal Zone, Porto Rico, Guejn,
Philippine Islands, iiav/aiian Islands and Virgin
Islands, s.lso Alaska. The Ea,stern and »Vestern
Hernisphere map has inserts of i^Iorthern hemisphere,
Southern hemisphere. Land Hemisphere, V/ater Hemi-
sphere, length of principal rivers of the world
and height ol mountains.
Europe, in addition to ordinary details given
on most maps, has a,ll princip.al battlefields in-
dicated and towns where important treaties have
"been signed with the year,
Africa has large insert map of Austra,lia.
I\'orth America, has ,Ga.nadia.n Provinces in colors,
as v.-ell as the States of Hexico and Central America.
The Map also has an insert showing Panama Canal Zone.
South America has insert map of Panama Canal
Zone and the Galapagos Islands.
The series consists of the following:
United States
Europe
Asia
Hemispheres
Equatorial Scale
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KEHUQEB W/'JLL LIAPS
BAGOLr'S EXCELSIOR IIAPS
Size 30x40 inches.
This series possess all the advantages of the
large series, exce^jt for reduced size and that the
outlines s.nd town spots are shown in "black.
The series consists of the follov/ing:
United States
Europe
Asia
Kemisj^heres
ft'orld (Uerca-tor)
Eorth America
South America
Africa
Africa, South
Australia
iritish Isles
J, L. Haramett Company
Publishers
i
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V/ALL MAPS
BACOM'S EXCELSIOR iiAPS
Size 62x46 inches.
We iiave been agents for these maps for a
number of years, and our experience justifies
our claim tJ:iat they are the best
,
largest
,
clesires t
and most satisfactory maps for school use of any
on the market today at the price.
They are printed in unfading colors on the
best quality of paper, and then hand-mounted on
heavy cloth backing.
They are thoroughly up-to-date, being revised
v;ith every printing.
The* naraes have been ca-reluliy selected and
systematically arra.nged by experts. Cities are in-
dicated by large red dots , a,nd capit;:,ls by red
squares .
Kames are printed horizontally in large type
,
and readable at a distance.
This skillful classif ica/oion, and the a,rran;:i:ement
of names gives a, clearness and legibility found in no
other maps.
The series consists of the follov/ing:
United States
Europe
Asia
Vvorld in Hemispheres
World Mercator
LJorth America
South Am-erica
Africa

Australia
British Isles
England and -ales
Scotland
J. L. riammett
Publisher
Series continued:
Ireland
India
Lev/ Zealand
South Africa
Geaiada and l:ev/i oundland
Austra.lasia
Canaan a,nd Palestine
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Middle Jitlantic States
Mississippi Valley (Northern Section)
Pacific and Plateau States
J, L. Haminett
Publisher
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\yALL OU'i'LIini] l:.aps
Size 32x44 inches.
These Wall Outline L^ps shov/ the coast-lines
and rivers of the respective countries and continents,
and usually the present "boundaries of states, to-
gether with the lines of latitude and longitude.
They contain no lettering or names. They are printed
upon a special paper or neutral tint, and very strong
texture
.
The series consists of the following:
World (ILercator's Projection)
iTorth America
Europe
Africa
liitish Isles
Roman Empire
Italy
Eastern United States
South Atlantic States
Lississippi Valley (Southern Section)
Eastern 7ir;:;inia and Llarylp.nd (for Civil '..ar)
United States
South America
Asia
Australia
England
G-reece and Aegean ^ea
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iiounted on G- imnon Hollers
Liounted on Spring Holler and Board
_^Amap of any state or country, or any section
Oj. it, will iDe painted to order.
J". L. Harriraett Company
Publishers

PALIPHLETS
Alabama
Textile Industry in Alab.oina
Alabama Pov/er Company Birmingham
Algeria
Tunesia and -^rencii i..orcoco
Raymond ..hitcomb lOurs Boston
Around the i<orld
-.ational Oash Register Company Dayton, Ohio
Australia
Joirmionv/ealth Immigration uffice Melbourne
Tropical Agriculture
Commonv/ealth Immigration Office Melbourne
Pastoral Industry
Cora..ionv7ealth Iminigration Office Llelbourne
Australia as a Home
Commonwealth Imiiiigr-ation ^.^ifice ..elbourne
Australian Cominonwealth
Coll -onv/ealth Irru igra,tion Office Llelbourne
Belgiim and the Grand Dichy of^Luxembourg
L' Associo.tion des Yilles Beiges et Luren-
bourgeoises
Brussels, a.elgium
Byron Leathers, Oak tanned
Byron Sons Kercersburg, Pennsylvania
California San Joaquin Valley of California
Rchiscn, Topeka u Santa i'e H. Santa ?e
California and Hawaii
Haymond-vVhitcomb Tours Boston
Coffee
Dwinne 1 1- vVr ight C ,
Series of Pictures
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Coffee Planting
xiillman
"la. S. L.eyers, i^ulalisher
12 Jolrin Street
-«ew York
--^ visit to the Home ^f j^a Tcuraine
V/, S, Cuinb/ Go. Boston
Cork
Armstron Cork Co. -1909 Pittsburgh
Pord Industries
Detroit, Llichigan
Germany
Picturesque Germany
2nd series of German Lo^ndscapes
Graphite
Joseph. -L^ixon Crucible Co.
Jersey City, L'ev/ Jersey
iiampton I-loads
Hampton Hoads Port Commission iiampton noads,
Virginia
iiampton I^oads karitime iilx.
HaYerhill Book
Chamber of Commerce
Hawai i
Paradise of the Pacific -Printing Go,
lionolulu, Hawaii
Islands of the South Seas
Union S, S, Co. L'ev: Zealand
"Japan- China"
'./hit comb Tours Boston
Syllabus on Japan
Kennetii Scott La tcurette
Japan Soc, Inc. Hev/ York
Kansas City
Chamber of Commerce

Los Angeles
Oharaber of Goraraerce
ITev/ Brunswick
Sportsman's cr. Tourist Paradise
x^athurst, 17, Erunsv/ick
I'Tew Orleans r^-ssociation of Gornmerce
i'lew Orleans and Gatev/ay to Panaina
I:Ie¥7 Zealand
Gov, Printer
The Pastoral Industry
Land Opportunities
Agriculture .
V<ellington, Hew Zealand
Wellingiton, L'ev; Zealand
V/ellington, ITev; Zealand
Wellington, i'ev/ Zealand
iMev/ Zealand
1, Pland'book on Dominion of Uev; Zealand
Over-sea Settlement Department
London, J^ngland
2, Kotorua
Royal kail Line 3an Lrancisco
3, Wev; Zealand
iiinister of Agriculture
Wellington, i^ew Zealand
Our Imports and Who Use Them
I'lational foreign Trade Gouncil
Hew York, 11. Y.
Palmolive
Lilv/a-ukee, -/isconsin
Potash Industry
German Kali v/orks ilew York, H. Y.
The Three Lrothers
German ICali ..orks New York
Principals of Profitable Parming
German Kali, Kew York
Romance of Coffee
Ghase & Sanborn i^oston
Rubbor
u. S, Rubber Go,
"The Story of Rubber"

Salt Lake City
Chamber of Comnerce
Silk
A Short Description of Silk Llanufactaring
Cheney 13ros. So. Li.anchester , Conn.
liomantic Story of Silk
Silk Association of ^i-merica Kew York
South America
Kaymond Whitconh lours
Souvenir of Winnii^eg's Jubilee
Civic Social 3: ^^thletic Association
..innipeg, Canada
Steel
Safety, Sanitation (5: Welfare
Publication by U. S. Steel Corporation
A series of x ublications--liO . 10
Story of Ink Bottles
Carters Ink Go. Boston
Story of Rubber
Hood riubber Co. Boston
Story of Vanilla
Livermore & Knight Co. 1926 Boston
"Sujiimer rovinces by the Sea"
Canadian Government K. R. Ottav;a, Ontario
Teas
S. Q,uimby 1921 Boston
Tea of the hour
Chase ^^c Sanborn Boston
Telephone, Tele'r;rr3.phy 2c V»ireless Systems
Bell Telephone Co. Philadelphia
Series of Pamphlets by Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce
The Porestry Primer
/unerican Tree Association '.»a,shington, D. C
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The Locomotive Industry
i-aldwin Locomotive V^'orks
The Shoe in xiomance k History
United Shoe Li-achine Go, Loston
United States Department of Agriculture
Bulletin x-jo. 679
Utah
Ghamher of Goramerce
Salt Lake Jity
.-agriculture and Live Stock
Ghamber of Gommerce Salt Lake Gity
V/est Indies and Hawaii
Haynond-Vrni tcomh Boston

AGRICULTUKAL
THE TEXTBOOKS IHGLUDED IIT THIS LIST ARE P.APEK
GOVEI-iED PAi-JPHLETS, 6 IlIGKbiS BY 9 IlTGIiES III SIZE,
AiJD AVERAG-^ ABOUT 50 PAGES IK LEHGTK. EAGH BOOK
IS GOl^PIEED TO Om SPEGIPIG SUBJECT OR A COLIPLSTE
PART OP A SUBJECT. THESE TEXTBOOKS GAIT BE PUR-
CHASED PROM THE IlTERHATIOl-iAL TEXTBOOK G0L2>;aTY
ONLY.
TITLE
Apple Culture
Apple riarvesting, Storing, and i..arketing
Apple Pests and Injuries
Asparagus
Beef and Dual Purpose battle
Blackberries and Dewberries
Breeds of Dairy Cattle
Cabbage
Ca^ulif lov/er
Celery
Cheese Laking
Cherries, Apricots, and Q,uinces
Citrus Pruits in Gulf Coast States
Citrus Pruits Under Irrigation
Clean Llarket _.ilk
Gonrmercial fertilizer
Corn
Cucimibers and Squashes
Currants and Gooseberries
Dairy Barns and Equipment
Dairy Ga,ttle Lana.genent
Dairy Calf Raising
DeTelopment of the Dairy Herd
Egg Ple.nts and Peppers
Essentials of Pruit Culture
Essenti-ls of Vegetable Growing
Parm Accounts
Parm Buttermaking
Parm Capital
Pam Labor
Parm Organization
Parm Records
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Farm Selection
-"eeding Starxdards
Peeding and Care of the Milking Herd
Garden Beans '
Garden Peas
Grape Culture
Greenhouse Gucunibers
Greenhouse Lettuce
Greenhouse lorriatoes
Green L.anure
harvestin&and Marketing Yegetables
Hay and Pasture Crops
Horse Larns and Padciocks .
Horse Judging
Horse i ..anageiiient
Hofbeds, Cold frames, and Propagating Greenhouses
Ice Creams and Ices
Injuries and Pests Goirirnon to Vegetables
Irrigation o,nd Drainage
Lettuce
Manures and fertilizers
Marketing ?arm Products
lilelons
Llilk
Miscellaneous Cole Crops
iiiscellaneous Greenhouse Crops
Miscellaneous Salad Groos
l-ushrooms
Oatss Harley, Hye, and Buckwheat
Okra, i.-artynia, and Sweet -.erbs
Onions and other Bulbs
Peach Culture
Plum Culoure
Pear Culture
Ponies, Asses, and Uules
Potatoes
Pot Herbs
Principles of -T.niinal Breeding
Principles of animal Feeding
Kaspberries
Rhubarb, Artichoke, and Sea Kale
--loot Crops
Sheep Judging and _.reeding
Sheep i..anagement
Silos and Silage
Soil Dra,inage
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Soiling Crops
Soil Properties
Soil, The
Soils
Stable iLanure
Strawberries
Sv/eet Corn
S\7eet Poto.toes
Sv/ine Breeding
Swine i'eeding and Judging
Sv/ine nouse and iCquipiiient
Systems and Types of farming i
Tillage
Tillage of Vegeta,bles
Tobacco
Tomato eg
Types and breeds of Sjieep
Types and i-reeds of Sv/ine
Types, Lreeds, and Market Glasses of Horses
Varieties of Apples
Vegetable Greenhouses
wheat
'ftOiitePotatoes
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PERIODI CALS
American Bureau of Geography
Bulletin Volume 1, 2. 1900,01. Winona,
Minnesota.
A quarterly publication. In January, 1902
this publication was succeeded by The
Journal of Geography.
American Geographical Society, New ^ork City
Bulletin Volume 1-47, 1859-1915
In January, 1916, this was succeeded by
the Geographical Review,
American Geographical Society
Research series y^»s 1, 8, 9, 11. (1922,23)
New York, N. Y.
Around The World
Issued monthly. Dece-rber 1893-Jnnuary 1895.
No more published.
Association of American Geographers
Annals Volume 1-6. 1911-1916. Published
New York, N. Y.
Canada-Geographic Board
Annual Report 1st. 1898.
Ottawa. Dawson. 1899. Published as a
supplement to the annual report of the
department of marine and fisheries.
Colton's Journal of Geography and Collecteral
Sciences
.
A record of discovery; exploration; and survey.
No. 1-7.
New York Colton & Company. 1867-71. No
more published.
Economic Geography
Published quarterly by Clark University. March
1925-28.
Geographic News Bulletins
Published by National Geographic Society weekly
throughout the school year (thirty issues.)

Geographical Magazine, Volume 1, 2, 3, 4 (1874-77.)
Published London, England.
Geographical Review
Published by American Geographical Society of
New York.
Volume 1 (No. 1) January 1916 New York,
1916.
Geographical Society of Philadelphia
Bulletin Volume 1-4 January, 1893-October , 1906
Published Philadelphia 1895-1906 continued to
current date.
Goldthv/aite' s Geographical Magazine
(Monthly) New York Goldthwaite 1891-97.
The publication ceased in 1895.
Journal, The of Geography
A monthly magazine devoted to the interests
of teachers of geography in elementary, sec-
ondary, and normal schools.
Ray HusThes \Vhitbeck, editor; Lawrence
Martin, associate editor.
Journal, The, School Geography
Lancaster, Pennsylvania Hammett Gomp-^ny
1897-1902.
This publication was succeeded by "The
Journal of Geography, 1902,
Manchester Geographical Society
Journal 1885 to date. Manchester, England.
National Geographic Magazine Volum.e 1-47 1889-
June, 1927.
Published monthly at Washington, D. C,
Royal Geographical Society of Australasia
Queensland Branch, Queensland Geographical
Journal. 1897-1927. Volume 1, 30.
Scottish Geographical Magazine
Published by the Royal Scottish Geographical
Society 1885-1927^ Volumes 1, 42. Edinborough,
Scotland,
"V
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University of California Publications
Geography Volume 1 (No. 1,2) Berkeley, 1913.
Volurr.e 1. HI "The Russian Fiver ^2 The
Rainfall of Berkeley, California.
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STATE GEOGRAPHIE'^: AND WORKBOOKS
Written by leading educators, these books are the
soundest means of presenting the facts which every
child should know about his own state. The otate
Geographies present reading material, maps, graphs,
tables, and problems. The V/orkbooks provide sta-
tistics, maps, graphs, and tables on crops, manu-
factures, industries, and so on, for the children
to use in studying conditions, working out problems,
and finding locations,
Arkansas, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of (Grant)
California, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Rice and Paden)
Colorado, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Blaine)
Connecticut, Geography of (Dakin)
Idaho, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Redfield)
Illinois, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Branom)
Iowa otate Geography (Aitchison)
Michigan Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Frostic)
Minnesota, Pupil's V/orkbook in the Geography of
(Brainard.)
Missouri, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Bratton)
Nebraska, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Bengtson)
New England States Supplement of Frye-Atwood,
Book Two
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New Jersey, Geography and History of (Meredith and
Hood)
New York, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of the
State of (Rockwell)
New York State Supplement to Frye-Atwood, Book Two
North Dakota, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Cook, E.J.)
Ohio, History and Geography of (Gregory and Gultteau)
Porto Rico, Piapll's Workbook in the Geography of
(\^/hitbeck)
South Dakota, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of
(Seymour, A. H.
)
Texas, The Geography of ( Snith and Walker)
Utah, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of (Bjarnason)
West Virginia, A Book of Geograp'-y, History, and
Industry ( Shawkey)
Wisconsin, Pupil's Workbook in the Geography of (Stiles)

LIST OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES
ISSUED
BY
THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
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Il^JTERIOR
ijiducation
Education
Ecluca.tion
Education
Education
Educa.tion
G-enere.l
Land Office
Geological
iDuryey
G-eolo :;ical
durvey
Geological
vaurvey
Geological
Survey
Publications available oeptera"ber
19^5 ( seiniannual
)
Guide to United Statea Governiiient
publications (Bulletin ITo» 2
1918)
The i'ederal Executive x)epartment as
sources of inf oriaation for li-
braries (Bulletin Lo. 74, 1919}
Government publications useful to
teachers (Bulletin ITo. 23, 1924)
Publications of the United atates
Bureau of Education of special
interest to high school teachers
January, 1925
Publications of the United States
Bureau of Education on the
training and professional status
of teachers January, 1925
Publications issued by the General
Land Office April, 1924
Annual list of publications of the
United States Geological Survey
July 1925 (monthly list of new
publica Gions
}
List of Geologic folios for sale
February 1, 1925
Bibliography of books and magazine
articles on liorth -rt-merican
Geolo.;y 1921-1922
Bibliography and index of Geologic
literature on ITorth America
1785-1918

Indian List of publications of Indian
Affairs Affairs
national List of ITational i^ark Publications
Park 1912
ITationa,l National Park publications sold by-
Park the 'i>uperintendent of Jocuments
1916
l^ational List of lantern slides and motion
Park pictures of the irational Park
Service
Proclamation Publications of the United States He
Service clamation Service 1920-1922

Docunent GatalOf2:ue 1774 - 1917
Llonthly Catalogue United States public docuraents
1918 to date
Checklist of united States public documents
1789 - 1909
Document Index 1895 to date
i..onthly list of State publications 1910 to date
Alaska
Americe.n jiistory and biography
Animal Industry
Arniy a,nd Llilitia
Birds and V/ild Animals
Census
Chemistry
Childr Ti's Bureau
Commerce and Manufactures
Education
llngineering and Surveying
i'arm Liana,gement
farmers' Bulletins
-i-' inance
i'ishes
Poods and Cooking
i^'oreign Kelations
forestry
Geo,n;raphy and Explorations
Geological Survey
Govern' i.ent Periodicals
Health
Immigration
Indians
Insects
Insular Possessions
Intersta.te Gommerc? Gommissions
Irrigation, Drainage, Water Power
Labor
Laws
Iilap s
iiines
National Luseum, iTational Herbarium.,
national Academy of Science

Ijavy
Pacific States
Plants
Political iScience
Proceedings oi' Congress
Public Domain
Roads
Soils and fertilizers
Standards of v/eight and Lleasure
Suburbanites and Home-builders
Tariff and taxation
Transportation
V/eather, Astronomy, I.etecrology
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AGRIGuLl'lJRE
Agriculi.ura,!
JiconoLiics
Agricultural
iilconoinics
Chemistry
Dairying
Entomology
iiiXperiment
Stations
Extension
Service
Porest
Service
Forest
Service
home
Economics
Home
Economics
Plant
Industry
Puhlications ava,ila'ble lor distribution
1921
Publicati; ns issued hy the Lureau of
Agricultural Economics relating to
markets, crops, and farm management,
1925
--ibliogra.phy on the mo.rketing of
agricultural products 1925
Bureau of Chemistry publication 1913-1925
Publications of the Department of Agri-
culture relating to dairying
Ivlay, 1925
Publications of the Bureau oi' Entomology
February 1925
List of station publications received
by the office of Experiment Stations
(Monthly)
List of la.ntern slides, photographs, and
motion pictures 1924
Complete list of Forest Service bul-
letins 1915
Porest products laboratory, kadison,
..isconsin; list of publications
June, 1925
Selected list of Gov. publicaticjns on
food and nutrition
Selected list of Gov, publicati ns on
textiles and clothing
Author and subject index to the pub-
lications on plant pathology
January, 1925
Public
Roads
Drainage publications of the Bureau of
Public Hoads, January, 1925
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Public
ivoads
Public
Soils
Soils
V/eather
List of irrigati(;n publications of the
l^ureau of Puolic Roads Llarch, 1925
Rural_ engineering publications of the
Lureciu of Public Roads Februa^ry
1925
List of soil Surveys 1917 (list of
new publications)
Bulletins and circulars 1925
Publications of the united States
V.eather Bureau
Index to Parmer s' Bulletins l^os. 1 -
1275
I^uinerica.1 list of Parmers' Luletins
List i\0. 1 - January, 1926
Classified list of Paniiers' Bulletins
list L'o. 2 - January, 1926
Index to Department Bulletins Kos. 1 -
1150

GOLiinilRGE
Annual list of publications of the De-
partment of Gonmierce Llay 1, 1926
Cmonthly supplement)
Census Circular of Information concerning
Census publications 1790 - 1916
Coast and Catalogue of United States Coast and
Geodetic Geodetic Survey - Charts, coast
Survey pilots, tide tables, current tables.
i;ovember, 1925
Coast a,nd Catalogue of chp.rts, coast pilots, and
Geodetic tide tables of the Philippine
Survey Islands August, 1925
fisheries An analytical subject bibliography of
the publications of the Bureau of
fisheries 1871 - 1920
i'isheries Index to the volumes of zhe bulletins
Volumes 1-39
Foreign and
Domestic
Commerce
Foreign and
Domestic
Corai'aerce
Catalogue of publications of the Bureau
if Foreign and Domestic Commerce
May, 1925
List of publications for sale October
1924
Lighthouses List of publications contained in the
annual report of the Commissioner of
Lighthouses 1925
jilines Index of liureau of Mines Publications
1925 (monthly publications)
Mines Bibliography of i^etroleum and allied
substances 1921

LAEOR
Children'
s
Children'
Children'
Labor
Statistics
V/omen' s
TREASURY
Public
Health
In^ternal
Revenue
Publications of the -Oepartment of Labor
July 1, 1925
Publicat i ons iii.arch 15, 1C26
List of references on Juvenile Courts
and probation in the United Spates
1923
References on Child Labor and lanors in
industry 1916 - 1924
Subject index of the publications of the
United States -i^epartment of Labor
Statistics up to L.ayl, 1915
Public.-.tions of the Woman's Bureau
bulletins 1925
Publications of the Treasury De-
partment
Publications of the United States
Public Health Service ^..ay, 1924
Supplementary list to date
List of publications of the Lureau of
lnterna-1 Revenue available for
distribution. January 1925
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INDEPEKDEITT EXECUTIVE ESTAl^LIStCilENTS
Civil Service
Gominissions
Lii^t of Publications December, 1925
llational advis- Bibliography of Aeronautics
ory coraifiittee 1923
for Aeronautics
1917-1919
-b'^ederc-l Trade
Commission
List of publications available for
gratuitous distribution January,
1924
Federal Trade
Commission
Tariff
Commission
Smithsonian
Institution
Chronologica,l list of publications
issued by the Bureau of Cor-
porations and the ib'ederal Trade
Comiriission April, 1922
Subject index of the United States
Tariff Commission publications
December, 1924
Classified list of "Smithsonian pub-
lications available for dis-
tribution Karch 1, 1924
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